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Preface

Three or four years after the publication of the first edition of 

Colloquial Panjabi in December 1995, some users started asking, 

in published reviews and informal personal enquiries, ‘Where do 

we move from here?’ But I had no real answer to this question. 

The available books for teaching Panjabi above the basic level are 

designed for the children and young people from Panjabi-speaking 

families for whom Panjabi, strictly speaking, is not a second or 

foreign language. Excellent though some of these books are, they 

cannot be recommended to the typical learners for whom Colloquial 

Panjabi was specifically designed. Producing Colloquial Panjabi 2 

on the lines of Colloquial French 2 or Colloquial German 2 was not 

(and still is not) commercially viable for the publishers. So I had to 

wait until the publishing of Colloquial Panjabi 2 as an ebook on the 

publisher’s website became possible. Taking into consideration the 

possible demand for this book, I was reluctant to ask my publishers 

to get this book typeset. So I had to wait until the publication of the 

2nd edition of Colloquial Panjabi and until I had learnt how to create 

the new graphics, sound files and a multimedia ebook myself with 

some help from the publisher’s production department.

This ebook represents my views on what is involved in learning a 

second/foreign language at an intermediate level and how an adult 

learner should go about doing this. My experience of more than four 

decades in this field has convinced me that serious adult learners 

want to learn not only the language and the script but also have some 

knowledge about their recent history and geographical location.  A 
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language is an integral part of its culture. So information about the 

cultural background of some linguistic expressions is a must for a 

proper understanding of those expressions. The use of music and 

literature, though well-established techniques in language teaching, 

may seem odd to some users with old-fashioned views. So they 

may find the teaching materials and the methodology of this book 

unconventional and even idiosyncratic. They are free to ignore the 

information they regard as ‘irrelevant’ or ‘unnecessary’. But I am sure 

that those who persist will find the experience exhilarating. 

Some young men from Sikh families born and brought up in Europe, 

America and Canada and a young American woman who converted 

to Sikhism asked me how they could learn the language of Gurbani 

(Sikh scripture). I am not a Sikh by birth or practice, though I have 

great respect for Sikhism and have studied it in some depth. So, as 

a linguist, I have included a section dealing with the language and 

script of Gurbani. It is designed to present some ‘taster’ information 

to stimulate the interest of such people and to let them know what 

to expect when they enter the territory.  Those who ask the question 

‘Where do we move from Colloquial Panjabi 2?’ may also read this 

part. Additionally, the vast world of Panjabi literature, newspapers 

and magazines and Panjabi-speaking people should be open to 

them after they have completed this course successfully. 

Here I must express my heartfelt gratitude to Giani Balbir Singh, a 

learned scholar of the Sikh seminary Damdami Taksal, whose expert 

guidance and encouragement has been extremely helpful to me in 

writing the Gurbani Units. Dr Sujinder Singh Sangha also read this 

part and some other parts of the book carefully and offered some 

valuable suggestions. The English translation of Gurbani examples 

is based on Dr Sant Singh’s Khasla’s translation available free on the 

internet. But I have rephrased it at many places to illustrate points 

of grammar.

The Panjabi font used in Part C is Anmol Lipi. It was designed 

by Dr Kulbir Singh Thind and it has special symbols for typing the 

language used in the Sikh Holy Scripture Sri Guru Granth Sahib. 

While I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to these people, 

I must add that I alone am responsible for any shortcomings 
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in my presentation of the subject (which is necessarily brief and 

incomplete). 

While planning this book several years ago, I decided to include 

in it a poem of my friend Harbhajan Halvaravi (1945-2005) recorded 

in his own voice. He was quite enthusiastic about the use of his 

writings for the teaching of his mother tongue. Alas! He did not live 

to see this done. Luckily, our common friend Avtar Uppal has set one 

of Halvaravi’s beautiful songs to music and sung it in his melodious 

baritone voice. This song is included in this book. So my heartfelt 

gratitude is due to both. 

All other writers extracts from whose writings are included in the 

book – Avtar Jandialavi, Avtar Uppal, Harbakhsh Maqsoodpuri, 

Iqbal Mahal, Manmohan Bhaskar, Mohinder Gill, Narinder Narwi, 

Rajinderjeet, Santokh Dhaliwal, Sathi Ludhianavi, Surinder Delhavi 

and Varinder Parihar – graciously gave their permission to reprint 

them. I am sure Ram Sarup Ankhi (1932-2010), would have similarly 

granted his permission, but his family has put his writings in public 

domain after his death. Mohinder Gill, Rajinderjeet and Varinder 

Parihar also audio-recorded their poems for this book. Samantha 

Vale Noya from Routledge’s editorial department offered very helpful 

suggestions for the improvement of the book. I am deeply grateful to 

all the above-mentioned persons for their help. 

My congenital and chronic problem of absent-mindedness 

becomes a lot worse when I am writing a book or paper. I gratefully 

acknowledge that family happily put up with the problem this time 

as well.  

The person I am most indebted to is my linguist friend Narinder 

Singh. As with all my publications in the past, he read every single 

word of this book. I have benefited enormously from his constructive 

criticism and suggestion regarding the teaching materials presented 

in the book. 

Constructive suggestions for the improvement of this book will 

always be welcome. They will be easier to implement in this web 

edition than in a printed book!

MRB   

viii
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How to use this book

This book is a continuation of Colloquial Panjabi (2nd edition, 2012), 

and not an independent publication. It assumes that you not only 

have got Colloquial Panjabi (2nd edition, referred to as CP1 in this 

book to avoid confusion with this book, which will be referred to 

as CP2), but also learnt Panjabi language and (Gurmukhi) script 

reasonably well from it. For points of grammar, vocabulary and 

pronunciation it refers to CP1 at numerous places in order to avoid 

duplicating the information and to save space. So if you are using 

the book as a language learner, you are advised to have a copy 

(your own or borrowed) of CP1, preferably with CD recordings. But 

you are also welcome to read it as a language teacher or general 

reader. In that case, please go on. 

Colloquial Panjabi (1st edition,1995) attracted some fair criticism 

(such as not giving enough space to the teaching and practice of 

Gurmukhi script) and some unfair criticism (such as not including 

Shahmukhi script used for writing Panjabi in Pakistan; and not even 

mentioning the name Shahmukhi in the book). The bulk of the book 

could not be increased  by including both Gurmukhi and Shahmukhi 

plus the phonetic transcription. Shahmukhi is simply another (and 

unnecessary) name for the Urdu script when it is used for writing 

Panjabi. This name became widely known after 1995 with the 

popularity of the internet. If you wish to write Panjabi in Shahmukhi, 

simply learn the Urdu script and write Panjabi in it. There are some 

excellent books (Colloquial Urdu, for example) from where you can 

learn both Urdu language and script. You can easily write Panjabi 
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in the Urdu script, as people have been doing for several centuries 

and still do in Pakistan and as many Panjabi writers of the older 

generation did after the partition of India. In one of the units in this 

book a few Urdu sentences are given (in Gurmukhi script). You will 

notice that Urdu is very similar to Panjabi that the two languages are 

mutually intelligible. Learning Urdu will be quite easy for you after 

learning Panjabi. You will need to pay more attention to the Urdu 

script. Urdu and Hindi are actually the same language partitioned 

by two scripts. At the literary level, Hindi borrows its words from 

Sanskrit and Urdu borrows them from Persian and Arabic. But at 

the bol chaal (conversational) level, they are the same language. 

Gordon Wells and this author published a book Hindi Urdu Bol Chaal 

in 1989 using a phonetic script to teach both Hindi and Urdu. This 

book became the basis for a highly successful BBC series with the 

same name. After learning Hindi-Urdu (or Urdu-Hindi, if your prefer 

this name), the learning of the Hindi script (known as Devanagari) 

will become extremely easy if you know Gurmukhi. Gurmukhi and 

Devanagari are sister scripts with the same underlying system; only 

the shapes of some letters and vowel symbols are different.  

The story of the teaching of Panjabi and Gurmukhi is very 

depressing.  Until 1947,  in the undivided Punjab, Panjabi and 

Gurmukhi were not taught in more than 99% of the mainstream 

schools. Urdu, though not a language native to the Punjab, was the 

medium of instruction in the schools. The language of government 

departments at the lower levels was also Urdu. (This situation 

continues in the Pakistani Punjab even now). Children from Sikh 

families (and some Hindu families) had to learn Gurmukhi and 

literary Panjabi in Sikh gurdwaras (temples) where most of the 

granthis (priests) turned teachers did not properly understand the 

phonological structure of the language and its relation to the writing 

system of Gurmukhi. So along with the script, they also taught some 

myths about the script which have become so deeply ingrained in 

the psyche of the native users of the script that you have to eradicate 

them before they can properly understand the system. They are 

dealt with in CP1.

CP1 deals with Gurmukhi in sufficient detail. So it is assumed 

here that your knowledge of the Panjabi language and the Gurmukhi 

How to 
use this 

book
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script is good enough to take your learning to a higher level. In this 

book the only information about Gurmukhi is the names of its letters 

and the pen strokes needed for writing each letter. But before you 

start the main part (Part B) of the book, it is recommended that 

you do a few exercises in Part A. Be honest to yourself. If you have 

problems doing these exercises, you need to learn more before 

you can start this book. So learn from CP1 the vocabulary and the 

reading skills needed for these exercises and do the exercises again 

some days later without consulting the book. 

As mentioned earlier, Colloquial Panjabi 2 (CP2, henceforward) 

is simply a continuation of CP1. The information about Panjabi 

grammar given in CP1 is simply referred to here (with page numbers 

to help you). You will need to go to the relevant pages of CP1 to 

refresh your memory and knowledge. It is assumed that you know 

the meanings of the Panjabi words already dealt with in CP1. So 

these meanings are not given in CP2. Rather than search for the 

meanings in CP1, the users are advised to invest some money in 

two dictionaries

Punjabi-English Dictionary

English-Punjabi dictionary

These dictionaries (published by Punjabi University, Patiala, India) 

have been prepared by reputed Panjabi linguists and lexicographers 

and are extremely dependable and useful.

No glossary of the words used in this book is given at the end of 

the book. We suggest that when you study a Language Unit, print 

the pages dealing with the new Panjabi words and keep the hard 

copies in a folder for reading them later on as well. Or better still, 

write down the words and phrases from the vocabulary section in a 

notebook. This will not only help you remember them but also give 

you a good writing practice. Grammar Unit 2 also gives a long list 

of important Panjabi verbs and their causative forms. Do the same 

with this list. The dictionaries give meanings of individual words of 

the language, not of idiomatic expressions and phrases. So printing 

the pages or using a notebook to write down the new words and 

How to 
use this 

book
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expressions you come across and regularly having a look at them 

will be extremely useful.

Phonetic transcription is not used in this book (except at a few 

places where some special features of Panjabi pronunciation not 

dealt with in CP1 are mentioned). Aspects of Panjabi grammar too 

advanced or complicated for the basic-level CP1 are dealt with in 

detail in Part D of this book. Dialogues in CP1 were very carefully 

constructed keeping in mind the progression from simple to more 

complicated grammatical structures. In CP2, it is ‘free for all’. The 

writers of the Punjabi poems and prose texts included here (including 

the author of CP2) did not write them for pedagogical purposes. 

As was pointed out in CP1 (p.177), Panjabi has no verb root whose 

direct meaning is ‘to teach’. Panjabi uses the word isKa which is a 

causative form of  is<K ‘to learn’.  The underlying philosophy of Panjabi 

grammar seems to be that a teacher cannot literally ‘teach’; she/he 

can simply ‘cause learning’ or help someone learn. The teacher’s 

role is simply that of a guide or facilitator. 

It is suggested that the learners employ the immersion method of 

learning:

(i) Read the Panjabi texts and listen to the recordings again and 

again. Spend several days on each unit. Learn the new Panjabi 

words used by the authors and the speakers in the recordings;

(ii) Use your intelligence to extract the rules of grammar, the 

cohesive devices and intonation used to link the sentences, and 

try to internalise these rules; and 

(iii) Then use these rules and newly learnt vocabulary creatively 

to construct new sentences and utterances in new actual and 

imagined situations. 

Remember that language is not an object ‘out there’ which you 

‘acquire’ or a set of rules for some skills which you ‘learn’ in an ape-

like fashion. It is an ever changing dynamic system for cognitively 

understanding the world, communicating ideas and feelings, building 

up social relationships, and countless other activities. You have to 

develop this system internally as a part of your personality and 

externally as a part of your social persona. Your personal linguistic 

How to 
use this 

book
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system of your second language, like that of your mother tongue, will 

be very similar to the other people’s systems but will ultimately be 

unique and bear your own stamp (known as ‘style’).  Be guided by 

the texts in this course, but don’t ever feel that your Panjabi has to be 

exactly like what you find there. Life is always changing and dynamic. 

You can’t predict what situations you will encounter in the future. The 

system you develop for yourself will be evolving and changing over 

your life time like that of every other user of this language.  

Some important information already provided in CP1 is not 

repeated but only referred to in this book. So keep CP1 handy. And 

use the dictionaries for a better understanding of the words you 

encounter and to learn more words.

Part C of the book deals with the language and script of the Sikh 

holy book Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) and has been included 

for the learners interested in studying Sikh religion and philosophy. 

Scholars interested in the history of Panjabi will also find it interesting 

and helpful. But this is not an integral part of the book and those 

who are not interested in this subject can skip Part C and move 

straight on to Part D. But even a cursory reading of Part C will 

give you important insights into how modern Panjabi works. It is 

important to remember, however, that the language of SGGS is not 

exclusively old Panjabi (12th-17th century). Since languages go on 

changing with time, the grammar of even the Panjabi parts of SGGS 

is considerably different from that of modern Panjabi. As any serious 

Sikh scholar would say, the best guide to Sikhism is SGGS itself, 

and you need a proper understanding of the grammar and spelling 

conventions of its language and script in order to understand its 

contents well. The script is also an older version of Gurmukhi only 

very slightly different from the modern version used in CP1 and CP2. 

The approach of CP1 and CP2 is purely secular – that Panjabi 

is a language of millions of Muslims, Sikhs, Hindus, Christians, 

Jains, Buddhists and non-believers (in this numerical order), and 

not exclusively of Sikhs, that the letters and symbols of Gurmukhi 

script originated centuries before Sikhism, and that this script is 

used by the people belonging to all the above-mentioned religions 

in East Punjab. Even the sacred writings contained in SGGS include 

How to 
use this 

book
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the writings of some Hindu and Muslim saints as well as those of 

the Sikh Gurus and bards. This holy book was never intended to 

be a narrow sectarian text. The units dealing with the script and 

the language of SGGS included in this book are meant for anyone 

interested in them. It is hoped that Sikhs will find them especially 

interesting and useful. But please remember that these pages are 

meant as an extremely brief introduction to inspire you to study the 

subject in depth later on. 

Part D presents quite a non-traditional view of grammar and 

language resources as a complex adaptive system (CAS). Some 

readers may find this view quite unpalatable and disturbing because 

many of their long-cherished views about language are questioned 

and rejected here. But this is the direction in which the modern 

thinking about language is moving. This will help you to shed the 

traditional prejudices about grammar and approach the extremely 

important serial verb constructions of Panjabi and other Indian 

languages with realistic expectations.

CP1 and CP2 are meant for intelligent adult learners committed 

to learning the language seriously. While each learner has her/his 

own style of learning, the method used by all the intelligent adult 

learners is intelligent practice. An intelligent understanding of the 

grammatical structure and cultural aspects of what you are learning 

is extremely important for a serious learner of a second/foreign 

language. Keeping this information in mind, use the immersion 

method of learning outlined above. Listen to the recordings provided 

free on the publisher’s website. All that you need to do is click the 

‘speaker’ button under the headphone symbol. 

The poetry and prose texts used in this book are, hopefully, quite 

interesting and deserve to be read several times for their literary style, 

information content, emotional and spiritual appeal. While listening 

to the audio recordings, try to pause and repeat the speaker’s words 

aloud. However, you do not need to sing like Avtar Uppal. (But there 

is no harm in trying!). 

The Language and Culture sections in Part B should be read very 

carefully.  The venerable Indian tradition of linguistic studies, whose 

roots go back as far as 1000 BC, or even earlier, into the soil of 
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the area where Panjabi is spoken now, has always believed that a 

linguistic expression makes sense only when it is placed within two 

types of context – (i) the immediate context of its use and (ii) the 

wider context of the culture of which the language is a part.  The full 

dynamic meaning of a lingusitic expression cannot be captured by a 

static dictionary definition. 

The comprehension exercises in Part B should be attempted 

and the answers checked against those provided in the Key to the 

Exercises.

Now move on to Part A. 

SuB iz<CavA!

Best of luck!



PART A
Script Units

ilKu lyKix kwgid msvwxI 

With pen and ink, write upon your paper.

- Guru Arjan Dev
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Script Unit 1

pNjabI ilpI]A – sNKep pircE
Scripts for Panjabi – A brief introduction

T aking into account the number of people who speak Panjabi 

as their first language, it stands tenth among the six to seven 

thousand languages spoken in the world today. Ten years 

ago, it was estimated that there were 110 million speakers of the 

different dialects of Panjabi in India and Pakistan alone. Additionally, 

Panjabis have settled in many other parts of the world as well.

The following maps give an idea where the majority of inhabitants 

speak Panjabi as their first language. Please note that these maps 

are not drawn to scale. The linguistic boundaries shown here are 

approximate and are not political boundaries.
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Panjabi belongs to the Indo-European family of languages, to 

which most European languages, languages of the Iranian family, 

Romany (spoken by European and Asian gypsies), most other 

languages of the northern part of the Indian sub-continent, and 

Sinhalese (spoken in Sri Lanka) also belong. So Panjabi is a distant 

cousin of English – a fact you may already have noticed in CP1.   

This part of the book deals with the Panjabi sounds and script 

(Gurmukhi). As mentioned earlier, Panjabi is written in Shahmukhi 

in Pakistan. This name was given very recently to the Urdu variety 

of the Perso-Arabic script used for writing all the languages spoken 

in Pakistan and for Urdu, Sindhi and Kashmiri spoken in India. 

This right to left cursive script originated in the Near East and is 

tailor-made for classical Arabic, a Semitic language. When Iranians 

started using it for writing Persian, an Indo-European language, they 

made some changes in it to suit the structure of their language. But 

they retained the spellings of thousands of words borrowed from 

Arabic, some of whose consonants they could not pronounce. So 

they Persianised their pronunciation. For example, they pronounced 

four distinct Arabic sounds as [z], three distinct Arabic sounds as 

[s], two distinct Arabic sounds as [t] and two distinct Arabic sounds 

as [h], but retained their original Arabic spelling in the borrowed 

words. In the Arabic script, each distinct consonant sound has a 

separate letter. But the script used for writing Persian has four letters 

for the [z] sound, three letters for the [s] sound, two letters for the 

[t] sound and two letters for the [h] sound. They added a few letters 

for the Persian sounds not found in Arabic. They also changed the 

style of writing. The Persian style of writing is called Nastaliq, while 

the original Arabic style is known as Naskh. The Muslim conquest 

of India in the eleventh century brought the Persian language and 

the Perso-Arabic (Nastaliq) script into India. They started using the 

Perso-Arabic script for writing the language spoken in and around 

Delhi. They gave various names to this language, such as Hindavi, 

Khari Boli and Urdu. But the name Urdu ultimately prevailed. They 

had to add several characters to the script for the distinctly Indian 

sounds not found in Arabic and Persian. This script is popularly known 

as the Urdu script. But they retained the spelling and the Persianised 

Script 
Unit 1
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pronunciation of the words borrowed from Arabic. The earliest 

surviving Panjabi literature from the twelfth century (the writings of 

Fariduddin Ganjshakar (1173-1266), more popularly known as Baba 

Farid) was written in the Urdu script. But it must be mentioned here 

that the authorship of these writings included in the Sikh holy book 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) is disputed. Some Panjabi scholars 

believe that the author is Shaikh Ibrahim Farid, the twelfth successor 

of Baba Farid in his spiritual mission. He is also known as Shaikh 

Brahm and Farid Sani (Farid, the Second). He died in 1552. He was 

a profound scholar with great intellectual and spiritual power and 

saintly character. He was perfectly capable of writing the exquisitely 

beautiful spiritual poetry these scholars attribute to him. This script 

does not have any letter for a distinctly North West Indian consonant 

sound x [Ö]. This symbol has now been added to Shahmukhi but has 

not been adopted by all the Punjabi writers. So Shahmukhi is almost 

one hundred percent Urdu script. But, as a result of the pronunciation 

of the borrowed Arabic words first Persianised and then Indianised, 

you will find four letters for the Z [z] sound, three letters for the s [s] 
sound, two letters for the q [t] sound, two letters for the h [h] sound 

and no letter for the extremely important x [Ö] sound in the Urdu 

script. Some of the borrowed Arabic words are so commonly used 

in Panjabi that people never suspect that they are actually Arabic 

words until they look at their spelling in Shahmukhi. The purpose of 

mentioning this fact is not to frighten you. The situation is not as bad 

as in the English writing system. The Shahmukhi (Urdu) script is an 

extremely beautiful cursive script, and some of the finest Panjabi 

writers have been using it for centuries. Because of its Arabic roots, 

it appeals, quite legitimately, to Muslim religious sentiments, as the 

Gurmukhi script appeals to Sikh religious sentiments, as we shall 

see below.

Gurmukhi is a member of the North Western branch of Brahmi 

family, well-established in India by the fifth century BC. Some modern 

scholars have argued that the original Brahmi script evolved from the 

writing system of the Indus Valley Civilisation. The present variety of 

Gurmukhi historically evolved in the geographical region in which 

Script 
Unit 1
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the Panjabi language also evolved. Gurmukhi is used for writing 

Panjabi only. So it can be regarded as tailor-made for Panjabi, just 

as the original Arabic script was tailor-made for classical Arabic.  

The oldest surviving Panjabi literature in Gurmukhi are the writings 

of Guru Nanak Dev (1469-1539), founder of Sikhism. There is a 

commonly held belief that the Gurmukhi script was ‘invented’ by his 

successor Guru Angad Dev (1504-1552). So this script has religious 

significance for Sikhs. The truth of this story depends on how you 

define a ‘script’.  You can define a script either as a repertoire of 

letters and symbols or as a writing system. There is archaeological 

evidence that all these letters and symbols were there centuries 

before Guru Angad Dev. All the traditional thirty-five Gurmukhi letters 

are mentioned in a hymn by Guru Nanak Dev (probably written a 

decade or two before Guru Angad Dev met him). If, however, you 

look upon a script as a writing system, it was almost certainly 

created by Guru Angad Dev (most probably under the directions and 

supervision of Guru Nanak Dev). A more detailed account is given 

in Part C of this book.  

Before borrowing words of Arabic and Persian origin, Panjabi 

had thirty-two distinct consonants and Gurmukhi had letters for 

all of them. The first three Gurmukhi letters are known as ‘vowel 

bearers’, as we saw in CP1. Even now, the Gurmukhi alphabet is 

known as pEMqI (thirty-five). As mentioned in CP1, it was not until the 

close of the nineteenth century that five letters were added to the 

script to represent the sounds borrowed from other languages. Two 

more letters were added in the middle of the twentieth century. It is 

noteworthy that these new symbols were created simply by adding 

a dot under the letter for the closest sounding Panjabi consonants. 

Many speakers of Panjabi pronounce the borrowed consonants like 

the traditional closest sounding Punjabi consonants. For millennia, 

Panjabi and its ancestor languages have had ten distinct vowel 

sounds. Because of its semi-syllabic nature, Gurmukhi (like other 

Indian scripts of the Brahmi family) has symbols for only nine of 

them. The [a] vowel sound is a part of the pronunciation of the 

consonant symbol. In other words, the symbol for the short [a] vowel 

in this script is invisible. This is different from saying that there is 
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‘no symbol’ for Panjabi short [a], as was explained in detail in CP1 

(pp.18-21).

There is some dispute about the meaning of the name Gurmukhi. 

The most obvious meaning is ‘from the Guru’s mouth’. But a script 

comes from the pen, not from the mouth. There are two explanations 

for the name of the script. It is possible that the name of the content 

(poetry) got transferred to the medium (script). The process of 

transferring a name in this way is known as metonymy. An example 

of metonymy is ‘England defeated Germany by two goals’, where 

the names of the countries are transferred to their football teams. 

But many modern Punjabi scholars believe that the name comes 

from the word ‘gurmukh’. This word (literally ‘one facing the guru’ 

or ‘guru-oriented’) is used for a devout Sikh. At a time when the 

foreign Perso-Arabic script was the most popular one even among 

the Hindus, the ‘gurmukh’ Sikhs adopted the native script on a mass 

scale because of Guru Angad Dev’s and later Gurus’ influence. So 

the name Gurmukhi got associated with this script.

Whatever the origin of the name, another prevalent myth has 

been associated with this script – ‘In Panjabi, you write exactly 

as you speak and speak exactly as you write.’ The association of 

the script with the Sikh religion has strengthened the myth. As any 

properly trained linguist would tell you, this is not true of any script, 

not even International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). There is so much in 

the spoken language (stress, tone, pauses, voice quality etc.) that 

cannot be expressed in writing. True, there was a time when the 

number of the letters and symbols in Gurmukhi was the same as the 

distinct native consonant and vowel sounds in the language. So at 

that time this claim was more or less true. But as we saw in CP1, with 

the disappearing of some consonants sounds from the most widely 

spoken Punjabi dialects and the coming of tones, this is no longer 

true. So it is extremely important to approach the script without this 

illusion. But still, Gurmukhi is an extremely easy and systematic 

script. There are clear and simple rules for the pronunciation of 

written words and writing of spoken words. These rules are dealt 

with in CP1 (pp. 29-37).

If you wish to learn Shahmukhi, all that you need to do is learn it 

from a good book for learning Urdu (Colloquial Urdu, for example). 

Script 
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Panjabi and Urdu are neighbouring sister languages with very 

similar sound systems. Moreover, both Gurmukhi and Shahmukhi 

are semi-syllabic scripts, and not purely alphabetic scripts like the 

European scripts. The Arabs who invented the original Arabic script 

(for classical Arabic, of course) were excellent linguists like the 

Indians who invented the Brahmi script. 

It is, however, important to remember that Shahmukhi borrows 

many writing conventions from Urdu. So if you are planning to learn 

Shahmukhi, or you already know the Urdu/Shahmukhi script and are 

now learning Gurmukhi, remember that it is not always a ‘symbol for 

symbol’ transfer from one script to the other. Carefully look at the 

diagram on the next page. Iqbal Mahal published a Panjabi book 

surA we suwagr (Merchants of Musical Notes) both in Gurmukhi and 

Shahmukhi. A paragraph taken from the two editions of the book is 

given below with notes regarding how the two versions differ. 

It is worth mentioning here that the spelling conventions in 

Shahmukhi have not been standardised yet. So some other writers 

writing Panjabi in Shahmukhi may be using different spellings of 

some words from those used by Mahal.
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Script Unit 2

gurmuKI ]<KrA ]qe icNnHA we nA
Names of Gurmukhi letters and symbols

The Gurmukhi script was dealt with in detail in CP1, but the 

names of the letters and the symbols were not given. At 

the basic level, what these letters and symbols do is more 

important than what they are called. The sound represented by a 

letter or a symbol can be used as its name. Users of the Hindi script 

(known as Devanagari) do just this and you can follow them.

If, however, you are interested in knowing the names of the 

Gurmukhi, letters and symbols, they are given on the next page. 

You can listen to the names recorded by a native speaker and 

experienced Panjabi teacher by clicking the ‘speaker’ button under 

the headphone symbol. 
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The names of the letters in column 4 of the Consonant Square on 

page 5 of CP1 are recorded with a tone. Gurmukhi is used in East 

Punjab, where these letters have a tonal pronunciation. 

You will notice that for the names of most consonants there is a 
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pattern. But t is an exception. Its traditional name has now become 

homophonous to a taboo word in Panjabi. So a new name is given 

to this letter. 

Names of the other symbols of the Panjabi script are

Invisible         i          I           u             U         e           E           o          O
short [a]      

mukqa      isharI      ibharI   ]OMkf      wulEMkf       lA          wulA         hofa      knOfa

   N             M           <                   H                   R                    V
it<pI           ibNwI       ]<Wk            pEr ’c haha         pEr ’c rara           pEr ’c v<va       
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gurmuKI ilKx wa ]iB]as
Gurmukhi writing practice

This book assumes that you know and can distinguish the 

shapes of the Gurmukhi letters. In other words, your receptive 

graphic skills are good enough. But good productive graphic 

skills (an ability to write legibly, not necessarily calligraphically) are 

also a must if you wish to go further in learning Panjabi. This unit 

teaches you how to write the Gurmukhi letters. (You may already 

have learnt this, but still read the unit carefully).

You are advised to start your writing practice using a thickish felt-

tip pen, and not a pencil or a biro pen or a pen with a nib. Later on, 

after you have mastered the art, you can use any type of pen or a 

pencil. Use a wide-ruled writing pad. Gurmukhi is written below the 

line. There is only one letter a part of which goes above the line. 

Some vowel symbols and other symbols are put above the letters, 

as we saw in CP1. 

There are no hard and fast rules about the order of the pen strokes. 

It is the final legible output that is important. The general practice, 

however is

(i)  A complete letter is written before you add any vowel symbol or a 

dot or ‘in the foot’ symbol to it; only then you go to the next letter;

12
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(ii) For a letter with a ‘roof’, this roof is written first and before the rest   

of the letter;

(iii) For the more complicated letters, look at the following diagram.

When learning to write a letter, keep the shape of the whole letter 

in mind while making the individual pen strokes. The order of the 

pen strokes is suggested by the stages in the writing of each letter. 

But remember the above diagram for the direction and overlapping 

of the strokes.  
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Thankfully, there is only one version of each letter, not four – the 

printed and the written upper case and lower case versions. But, as 

in any other script, each writer takes a few shortcuts for the sake 

of fluency and ease of writing, particularly to avoid picking up the 

pen in the middle of a letter. Look at the following sample of the 

writing of the author of this book. It is a part of the dialogue on page 

194 of CP1. The handwriting is not enviably calligraphic but quite 

acceptable.

Script 
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Script Unit 4

kuJ hor ]iB]as
Some more practice

Before you proceed to Part B of the book, you are advised to 

do the exercises in this unit on order to test your knowledge 

of some essential Panjabi vocabulary and you skill of reading 

(and picking up) words printed in Gurmukhi in CP1. 

Do these exercises honestly in order to measure your know-ledge 

of Panjabi and Gurmukhi. You can refer to the Word Groups section 

in CP1 (pp.229-250) if you are having a problem. If you honestly 

believe that you need some more practice with some CP1 units, you 

can come to CP2 later.

]iB]as 1
Exercise 1

Crossword

As you should know by now, the Panjabi network for ‘family and 

relations’ is more complex and hence Panjabi has more words in this 

field. For example, Panjabi has six words for a ‘brother-in-law’, five for 

an ‘uncle’, five for an ‘aunt’, and so on. Fill the following crossword, 

choosing and appropriate word which fits in the spaces provided.
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Across

1. aunt

2. brother-in-law

3. uncle

4. uncle (two possibilities)

Down

2. sister-in-law

5. uncle

6. uncle

7. aunt (two possibilities)

8. brother-in-law

]iB]as 2
Exercise 2

Word search

Find eighteen names of fruits or dry fruits in this square. One of 

the fruits has two names starting with the same letter and you will 

search for both. You may have to search in 8 directions 

â, á, à, ß, å , æ, ä or ã 
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]iB]as 3
Exercise 3

Restaurant menu

Read the following restaurant menu and answer (in English) the 

questions at the end. The last four items are accompaniments to the 

main dishes. The prices are given in Indian rupees. The font used 

in the menu is an ‘artistic font’ and each letter looks slightly different 

from the standard printed one. So read carefully. You will have no 

problem in reading this font.
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1.  Write (in English) the name and address of the restaurant.

2.  Make a list of the mutton dishes, listing the cheapest first, then   

the more costly, and so on. 

3.  Do the same with the chicken dishes.

4.  The Indian soft cheese, though made from milk, is regarded 

as a vegetarian dish in India. Make a list of the dishes with this 

ingredient as you did for the mutton and chicken dishes.

5.  What is the cheapest vegetarian dish and the costliest vegetarian 

dish on the menu? 
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6.  What will be costliest combination of a non-vegetarian main dish 

and an accompaniment? (Exclude Biriani because it not eaten 

with any accompaniment listed on the menu).

7.  What will be the cheapest combination of a vegetarian main dish 

and an accompaniment?

]iB]as 4
Exercise 4

Astrology

The astrologer (joqSI) Pandit Sadhu Ram Mishra believes that certain 

foods are good or bad for people having a certain zodiac sign (jnm 
raSI). He has published a chart showing what is good (cNga) and what 

is bad (mafa) for each sign.

Even if you do not seriously believe in astrology, let’s combine 

some innocent fun with reading practice.

1.  Find out your own and your partner’s or friend’s birth signs. What 

are these signs called in English? (Use a magazine or newspaper 

to find the English names of the signs).

2. Make (in English) a list of the foods which, according to the 

astrologer, you both can have and the foods you both should 

avoid. 

3. The astrologer seems to have such a strong dislike for one 

particular food that he thinks that is bad for everybody. Can you 

find out what this food is?

4.  By mistake, the astrologer declares one particular food as both 

good and bad for a particular sign. Can you find out the name of 

the food and the name of the sign?

5. The astrologer and his chart are both imaginary. So don’t take 

them seriously!
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PART B
Language Units

Everything that people have done billions of 
times with a given word, everything that it 
could give people in their actions, has become 
the assimilated flesh and blood of the word – its 
sound, its ability to combine with other words 
of the given language.The social funcion of a 
word is thus objectified in its sound. And it is 
now the sound that determines its linguistic 
function, that is its function of guiding rela-
tions between people and people’s relations to 
things.

- F.T. Mikhailov
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Language Unit 1

There can’t be a better way to take the next step in learning 

Panjabi than starting it with inspiring Panjabi music! Forget, 

for a few minutes, any language learning and concentrate on 

the song.

First enjoy the music for its own sake. The language of music is 

universal to all humanity. When you listen a second (or third) time, 

read the words of the song and try to understand the pronunciation 

and the meanings of the words. The singer repeats some words 

and lines in his singing and his pronunciation is very clear. We 

shall deal with the linguistic and cultural aspects of the text in the 

sections BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare (About language and culture). The parts 

of the notes dealing with the Panjabi culture are indispensable for 

an understanding not only of the meanings of words but also of 

certain aspects of Panjabi grammar which could not be dealt with in 

sufficient detail in CP1.  

Here is Harbhajan Halvaravi’s lyric which was set to music and 

sung by Avtar Uppal. To listen to the recording, click the ‘speaker’ 

button under the headphone symbol.

Language
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BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About language and culture

The two most prominent aspects of the music of the Indian 

subcontinent are melody and rhythm. Melody is the succession of 

musical notes (different levels of pitch) and rhythm is the regular 

occurrence of stronger and weaker beats in time. Melody and 

rhythm go together in all music – Western as well as Indian. The 

Panjabi language has its own melodies in the form of word tones 

and sentence intonation already described in detail in CP1. This 

gIq
hrBjn hlvarvI 

]sIM qure nhIM kwe vI iknair]A we naÂ;
sada saQ irha C<lA we hulair]A we naÂ.

sade bu<lHA [u>qe gIq sade mnA ’c sver,
irha weKwa hEran {woM m<is]a wa nHer,
]sIM nZrA imlazI]A jwoM qair]A we naÂ.
]sIM qure nhIM kwe vI iknair]A we naÂ.

sa¥ qerI sI [udIk jage sarI sarI raq,
sade in<ke in<ke sahA ne mukazI {ho baq,
ijhfI mu<kxI sI qeir]A huNgair]A we naÂ.
]sIM qure nhIM kwe vI iknair]A we naÂ.

sa¥ jce na pfa] zene ras ]aze rah,
swa vgwI hva we naÂ irha sada vah,
BaveM pu<C lvIM [uh¥ qUN izSair]A we naÂ.
]sIM qure nhIM kwe vI iknair]A we naÂ.

sada saQ irha C<lA we hulair]A we naÂ.
]sIM qure nhIM kwe vI iknair]A we naÂ.
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linguistic melody is largely irrelevant in music. The rhythm of Punjabi, 

on the other hand, becomes an integral part of music. As we saw 

in ‘Panjabi pronunciation and writing system-3’ in CP1 (p. 29-37), 

Panjabi words have stressed and unstressed syllables. When words 

are used in a spoken sentence, the sequences of these syllables 

constitute the rhythm of the sentence. But this rhythm is rarely regular. 

In metrical poetry, this rhythm is regularised. Since the grammatical 

order of words in a Panjabi sentence is very (but not absolutely) free, 

this order can be manipulated to create metrical rhythm. In normal 

speech, we say

 ]sIM kwe vI iknair]A we naÂ nhIM qure; sada saQ C<lA we hulair]A we naÂ irha.

Or

 ]sIM iknair]A we naÂ kwe vI nhIM qure; sada saQ C<lA we hulair]A we naÂ irha.

The poet made some minor changes (permissible by the 

grammar) to the order of words to create two perfectly rhythmical 

and rhyming lines of poetry. It is notable that in the poem and the 

song, the original stress pattern of a word in normal speech does 

not change, i.e., the stressed syllable remains stressed and the 

unstressed syllables remain unstressed. He did all the groundwork 

as far as rhythm is concerned. All that the composer had to do was 

to create the melodic structure. 

The technical name for this rhythmic structure is kihrva qal. In 

slow and medium tempo (lEy), it consists of rhythmic cycles eight 

beats, a strong beat followed by seven weaker beats, as in 
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You will notice this when you pay attention to the song and beats 

of the drum (known as qbla) accompanying the song and the 

instrumental music.

In the fast rhythm, each cycle of the kihrva qal has four beats. 

Most Panjabi songs are sung in the kihrva qal with four beats. For a 

rich treasure of Panjabi songs, visit the website

www.apnaorg.com

In Fact, this qal with a cycle of eight beats (or four beats in the 

fast tempo) is used for light music throughout India. In South India, 

the most commonly used qal (even in classical music) also has 

eight beats and is called, quite significantly, ]aiw qal (‘the original 

rhythmical structure’). 

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

Verbs are given in the gerund form, as in Panjabi dictionaries. 

Nouns are marked as masculine (m) or feminine (f).  In later units 

the number singular (sg) or plural (pl) is also sometimes mentioned 

with some words.

qurna to walk

iknara (m) shore, bank

saQ (m) company 

C<l (f) wave 

hulara (m) upward swing, bounce 

bu<lH (m) lip 

mn (m) mind 

sver (f) morning 

m<is]a (f) moonless night 

nHer (m) darkness 

nZr (f) eyesight 
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nZrA imla[uxa to look into the eyes

qara (m) star 

[udIk (f) waiting 

raq (f) night 

in<ka small, tiny

sah (m) breath 

baq (f) child’s story 
(See below)

mu<kxa to come to an end story 
(See below)

muka[uxa to finish

huNgara (m) feedback 

jcxa to appeal

pfa] (m) halting place 

ras ]a[uxa to suit

rah (m) way, path 

vgxa to flow

hva (f) air, wind 

vah (m) dealing, relation 

BaveM if you wish

izSara (m) sign, signal, hint 

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture

The Panjabi words in the vocabulary are given in their basic form. To 

understand their forms used in the poem, you need to understand 

their gender, number, direct and oblique forms. (CP1 pp. 213-215).

You also need to have a good grasp of simple and compound 

postpositions (CP1 pp. 219-220)
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mu<k and muka 

mu<k is an intransitive verb meaning ‘to finish’ in the sense of ‘to come 

to a close’. muka (with stress on the final syllable) is a transitive or 

causative form (depending on the context of use) meaning ‘to finish’ 

in the sense of ‘to bring to a close’. Read CP1 pp.185-186. More 

information is given in Grammar Unit 2 of this book.

baq and huNgara

A bedtime story for a child is called baq. The child’s feedback hUN…hUN  
is called huNgara. As long as the child goes on giving huNgara, the story 

continues. When the huNgara stops, it is a sign that the child has gone 

to sleep, and the story teller stops. There is a Panjabi idiom huNgara 
Brna, which means ‘to give a positive response’ to a suggestion or 

demand, as in

suJa{ mera sI, pr [uhne cNga huNgara Bir]a.
The suggestion was mine, but he gave a good response.  

m<is]a wa nHer

The ‘new moon’ night of the lunar month is completely moonless. 

This night is known as m<is]a. The ‘full moon’ night is called puNin]A. 
nHer is a shorted form of hneHra or hnHer. nHer and hnHer are also used in the 

sense of ‘total injustice’.

Now we move on to prose in the following units, which, it is hoped, 

will not be ‘prosaic’!

Language
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Language Unit 2

In CP1, the dialogues are short. But in real life, the dialogues and 

conversations are often longer than you came across there. In this 

unit, we present a longer dialogue. We will, of course, be dealing 

with vocabulary, grammar and cultural aspects of the text. In a text, 

some linguistic devices are used to link the sentences as the text 

progresses. All languages use such devices, but each language 

employs is its own devices in its own unique way. 

As we saw in Conversation Unit 6 in CP1 (pp.148-149), manipula-

tion of word order in Panjabi is often combined with emphatic stress 

for focusing and emphasis, which are cohesive devices (among 

several others). Words like vI, hI and qA  are also used mainly for this 

purpose. Read CP1 (pp.124-125) to refresh your knowledge of the 

use of these words to organise your speech. Omitting contextually 

given information from the speech also has cohesive effect.  

Read the following dialogue and listen to the recording at the same 

time by clicking the ‘speaker’ button under the headphone symbol.

You can pause the recording in order to keep pace with your 

reading. Pay particular attention to how the normal order of words in 

altered and some words are given emphatic stress. Also, pay careful 

attention to the use of  vI, hI and qA.  
In this passage, Veena Mathur, a young Ph.D. student in University 

of London, is looking for a flat. She speaks to her prospective landlord 

Mahmud Mirza.
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veena: ]<slam ]lEkm, imrZa saihb.
mirza: va ]lEkm ]<slam, ims maQur. qusIM ]En shI vÃq ’qe phuNce ho. saDe ws 

vje. 
veena: mEM qA shI vkq ’qe ]azI hA, pr lgwE qusIM kaFI wer pihlA ]aze ho. 
mirza hA, mEM svere sahjre ]a ig]a sA. FlEt wI Jaf-pUNJ qe sFazI krnI sI. 

pihla ikrazewar bfa XbIs sI. [us [u>lU we p<Te ne QA QA gNw Klair]a 
hoiz]a sI. pUre FlEt wa s<iq]anas kIqa hoiz]a sI. mE¥ iqNn GNte lg gze 
FlEt ¥ saF kriw]A. ikho ijha lgwE hux? 

veena: bfa cNga lgwE. 
mirza: Zra mere naÂ ]a{.&&& ]Eh iz<ko iz<k bE>drUm hE, isNgl bE>d vaÂa. lof hove 

qA izs sE>tI ¥ KolH ke vI dbl bE>d bxaiz]a ja skwE.  
veena: mere lzI qA isNgl bE>d TIk hE, pr kwe kwe kozI mihman ]a skwE, ijveM mere 

mA bap jA BEx Bra.
mirza: izho ijhI izk sE>tI iz<Qe ilivNg rUm ivc vI hE. izs kmre ¥ qusIM pfHn 

ilKx lzI vI vrq skwe ho. izh lof qA quha¥ pzegI hI. izh bu<k-SElF 
ikqabA lzI, qe izh meZ pfHn ilKx qe kNip[Utr r<Kx lzI. ]Eh tElIFon 
hE. izNtrnE>t rUtr wI lof hove qA ]apxa XrIw lExa. 

veena: ikcn ivc ku<kr gEs vaÂa hE jA ibjlI vaÂa?  
mirza: gEs vaÂa. sEMtrl hIitNg vI gEs vaÂI hE. baQrUm ivc Savr Xrab ho    

ig]a sI. wo car iwnA ’c nvA lgva iw]Aga. &&& qusIM lNdn yUnIvristI 
’c ik<Qe jAwe ho? 

veena: yUnIvristI kailj.
mirza: gavr stRIt ’c? 
veena: hA jI.
mirza: ]EQoM sEvn isstrZ ]Ndrgra[UMd steSn qk pEwl pNj Ce imNtA wa rah hE. 

[u>QoM ivktorI]a lazIn tRen lNdn yUstn ws ku imNtA ’c puca iwNwI hE. ]<goM 
gavr stRIt qA quha¥ pqa hI hE. 

veena: cNga imrZa saihb, FlEt mE¥ psNw hE. hux qusIM ikraiz]a w<so. 
mirza: qusIM izhwe bare beiFkr rho. quhade ]<ba hZUr naÂ merI Fon ’qe g<l ho gzI 

hE. qusIM ]gle sin<crvar ]a rhe ho na? 
veena: hA jI.
mirza: izk hor g<l kihxI sI.&&&g<l nhIM, guZairS hE. ho ske qA izs FlEt ivc 

napak janvr wa goSq na il]a[uxa. 
veena: napak janvar, yanI sUr? 
mirza: hA jI, pr mEM izh gNwa lFZ ]apxI Zban ’qe nhIM il]a[uxa cahuNwa. 
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veena: hux qusIM beiFkr rho, imrZa saihb. iz<Qe kozI goSq nhIM ]azega, na 
hlal, na napak. sada pUra Xanwan vEjIterI]n hE.  

mirza: hor kozI g<l pu<CxI hE? 
veena: jI nhIM. ikraze bare quhadI g<l ipqa jI nal ho hI gzI hE. cNga hux mE¥ 

izjaZq iw{.  
mirza, veena: Xuwa haiFZ.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

]En shI exactly right

vkq (m) time 

sahjre early in the morning

Jaf pUNJ (f) brushing and scrubbing 

ikrazewar (m/f) tenant 

XbIs nasty, evil

[u>lU wa p<Ta (m) idiot 
(See below)

gNw (m) filth 

KolHxa to open

mihman (m/f) guest 

pfHna to read

ilKxa to write

lof (f) need 

lgva[uxa to get fixed

beiFkr without worry

napak unholy

janvr (m/f) animal 

goSq (m) meat, flesh 

sUr (m) pig 

lFZ (m) word 
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Zban (f) tongue 

hlal permitted

ikraiz]a (m) rent 

]<ba hZUr (m) respected father 

izjaZq (f) permission 

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About language and culture

XbIs and [u>lU wa p<Ta

XbIs originally meant ‘evil minded’ but is used by Panjabi-speaking 

Muslims generally in the sense of ‘nasty’ or ‘unpleasant’. In the 

Indian culture, an owl is regarded as stupid, and not wise. So [u>lU wa 
p<Ta (literally an ‘owlet’) means a stupid person or an idiot. There is 

an idiom [u>lU bxa[uxa ‘to befool someone’. In the Indian culture a ‘wise 

owl’ would be a serious contradiction.

lgwE

The Present Tense form of the verb ‘to be’ (CP1 p.228) often get 

fused with the main verb in speech. lgwE is a fusion of lgwa+hE (just 

as ‘isn’t’ in English is a fusion of ‘is+not). In the following units you will 

come across many such forms.

napak janvr wa goSq

A pig is regarded as an unholy animal by all the Muslims (as by the 

Jews). Some strict Muslims not even utter the Panjabi word sUr. They 

think that this word would make their tongue dirty.

]<ba hZUr and ipqa jI 

The expressioin ipqa jI is used by Hindus and Sikhs. Muslims mostly 

say ]<ba or, vailw. hZUr means ‘sir’. 

Language
Unit 2
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Klair]a hoiz]a and  kIqa hoiz]a

This grammatical construction indicates and action already done. 

The perfective form is followed by hoiz]a. Both these verbs agree with 

the object. (See CP1 units 6 and 9) and Grammar Unit 1 in this book.

Language
Unit 2
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Language Unit 3

In the last unit, you read and heard a dialogue as in a drama. In a 

novel or a short story, dialogues are often mixed with a narrative. 

The writer does not always introduce spoken words with ‘He 

said, she said’ etc., but lets the reader use her/his imagination to 

understand who speaks what. When a printed story is read aloud, 

the reader often mimics the style and intonation of the character 

whose words she/he reads. In the recording of the following prose 

extract (taken from a short story), there are there voices, the narrator 

and two characters Daljit and Jagdish. Daljit is a young woman who 

stays at home to look after her baby son Pappu while her husband 

is at work. One day she gets bored and finds an excuse to speak to 

the lodger Jagdish.

mkan
 suirNwr wehlvI 

p<pU rox l<ga sI. ikNna icr [uh p<pU nal KelwI rhI qe iPr tElIivyn la iw<qa. kozI kOimdI 
]a rhI sI. [us ¥ hasa na ]aiz]a qe [uh tElIivyn bNw krke cah wa k<p bxa[ux l<gI. 
[uhwa iwl kIqa, jgwIS wI ic<TI we ]ave, naÂe pu<Ce,“Ba jI, cah wa k<p pI{ge?” pr [us 
ne izk hI k<p bxaiz]a qe izk<lI meZ ’qe bET ke pIx lgI. rotI tu<k wa veÂa ho ig]a sI. [uh 
pihlI ver hOsla k<D ke jgwIS we kmre ivc gzI. Saizw ic<TI ]rjEMt hove.

[uhne hOÂI ijhI wsqk iw<qI.

“yEs.” ]NwroM ]avaZ ]azI.

“sOrI Ba jI, quhadI ic<TI sI. glqI naÂ mEM ]apxI]A ic<TI]A naÂ lE gzI.”
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“kozI g<l nhIM BabI jI.” jgwIS ne ic<TI Pf lzI. wljIq wI]A [uMgÂA we pote jgwIS 
wI]A [uMglA naÂ Cohe qA [uh sarI wI sarI kNb gzI. 

“BEx jI wI ic<TI ze?”

“nhIM, mere wosq wI ze.”

“BEx jI hurA izNglEMd kwoM ]a[uxE?”

“mera hale iv]ah nhIM hoiz]a.”

“sOrI Ba jI, mE¥ pqa nhIM sI.”

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

ic<TI (f) letter 

rotI tu<k (m) meal 

veÂa (m) time 

hOMsla (m) courage 

Saizw perhaps

hOÂI ijhI quite lightly

wsqk (f) knock 

glqI (f) mistake 

[uMgÂ (f) finger 

pota (m) tip 

Cohxa to touch

kNbxa to tremble

huxA added to the name to 
show respect

]a[uxE (]a[uxa+hE) is coming

Ba (m) brother 

iv]ah (m) marriage 

Language
Unit 3
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rox l<ga, pIx l<gI, bxa[ux l<gI - gerund (verbal noun+lg). The structure 

is used in the sense of ‘began to’. Daljit is trying to prolong her 

activities to fill the time available to her in the idle life at home.

KelwI rhI – Imperfective form + rih refers to the prolonged activity.

la iw<qa  – (’switched on’) - stem form + we. As explained in CP1 unit 7, 

we is used to refer to something done for others. But Daljit has lost all 

interest in the TV programmes. So the use of we is appropriate here.

hOMsla k<D ke – ‘having taken out coursge’, i.e. taking courage.

sarI wI sarI – the whole of her, completely

BEx jI – Jagdish’s wife

Language
Unit 3



The main character in this true story is a 13 or 14 year old 

school boy who displayed a remarkable maturity of character 

beyond his years. It is an unforgettable and touching story.  

Tekewar

mNgq raze BarwVaj

]<WI swI ba]w hux mE¥ [uhwa ]sl nA Bu<l ig]a hE. sNn 1958 ivc jw mEM qe [uh hazI 
skUl ivc iz<ko klas ivc pfHwe sA, [us vele vI sB [uh¥ Tekewar we nA nal hI bula[uMwe 
sn. pqa nhIM [uhwa izh [upnam ikveM ip]a, pr [uh¥ izs nA nal bulaze jax ’qe kozI 
izqraZ nhIM sI. klas ivc bUhe we sB qoM nefe we bE_Nc ’qe pihla QA [uhwe lzI raKvA sI, 
hor kozI [u>Qe nhIM bihNwa sI. bolwa [uh G<t sI ]qe swa gNBIr rihxa [uhwI ]awq sI.

sade izk tIcr wI ]awq sI ik [uh b<ic]A ¥ “b<co” ]aK ke sNboWn krwa sI. ]am 
pNjabI ivc izh sNboWn “b<ic{” hE; “b<co” ihNwI ]qe [urwU ivc ]aiK]a jAwa hE. izh
]jIb Sbw vrqx krke iviw]arQI]A ne [us tIcr wa nA “b<co” r<iK]a hoiz]a sI. izk 
iwn jw [uh tIcr klas ivc ]aiz]a qA sB b<ce [uhwe siqkar lzI ]am vAg KfHe ho 
gze. mEM tIcr wa mZak [uda[ux lzI kih iw<qa,“bET ja{ mere b<co”. [uh¥ bhuq gu<sa ]a 
ig]a. [uh bEMq wI sotI hva ivc Guma[uMwa kfik]a,“izh bkvas ikhne kIqa?” pr 
kozI na boil]a. [uhne iPr ikha,“ijhne izh ikha hE, je [uh mNn jaze qA isrF [uh¥ sZa 
imlegI, nhIM qA pUrI klas ¥ ku<t pzegI.” 

pNjab we skUlA ivc b<ic]A ¥ ku<tx wI izjaZq {woM vI sI ]qe hux vI hE. jw kozI vI muNda 
na mNin]a, qA tIcr ne pihle bE_Nc ’qe bETe Tekewar ¥ ikha,“KfHa ho ja. w<s izh ikhne ikha 
sI? qUN jA ikse hor ne?”  Tekewar ne hOlI ijhI ikha,“jI izh mEM ikha sI.”

“bwmaS! mE¥ pihlA hI S<k sI. hr bwmaSI krn wa Teka qere koÂ hI qA hE.” izh kih 
ke tIcr ne [uhwI]A qÂI]A ’qe car pNj bEMqA jf iw<qI]A, qe klas wa kNm ]am vAg SurU 
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ho ig]a.
izs Gtna ne mere mn ¥ bhuq wuKI kIqa. klas qoM ba]w mEM Tekewar ¥ ikha,“izh 

Srarq mEM kIqI sI.” 
“hA, mE¥ pqa sI.”
“iPr qUN w<is]a ik[uM nhIM?”
“mE¥ muXbr bxna cNga nhIM lgwa. je qerI varI ]a[ux ’qe qUN mNn vI jAwa, qw vI mE¥ 

qe pNj s<q hor jix]A ¥ qA ku<t pE hI jaxI sI. mEM soic]a mEM k<la ku<t Ka ke bakI]A wa bca{ 
kr iw]A.”

[uhwa ]sl nA mE¥ hux yaw nhIM. mE¥ izh vI pqa nhIM ik hux [uh ik<Qe hE. pr izs 
Gtna ¥ yaw krke mEM [uhwI SXsI]q ¥ swa isr Juka[uMwa rhAga.

ikse we cir<qr wI mhanqa [uhwe v<de kNmA ivc hI nhIM sgoM iZNwgI ivc [uhwe in<ke in<ke 
kNmA ivc vI JlkwI hE.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

Tekewar (m/f) contractor 

]<Wa half

swI (f) century 

]sl real

Bu<l jaxa to forget

bula[uxa to call, to address

[upnam (m) nickname 

izqraZ (m) objection 

QA (m/f) place 

raKvA reserved

gNBIr serious

]awq (f) habit 

sNboWn krna to address

]jIb strange
40
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vrqxa to use

krke because of (postposition)

iviw]arQI (m/f) student 

siqkar (m) respect 

]am vAg as usual

mZak (m) joke, fun 

mZak [uda[uxa to make fun of

bETxa to sit

gu<sa (m) anger 

bEMq (f) cane 

sotI (f) stick 

Guma[uxa to wave, to rotate

kfkxa shout threateningly

bkvas (m) nonsense 

sZa (f) punishment 

ku<txa to beat

ku<t (f) beating 

ku<t pExI to be beaten

izjaZq (f) permission 

{woM at that time

bwmaS (m/f) scoundrel 

Teka (m) monopoly contract 

S<k (f) suspicion, doubt 

qÂI (f) palm 

jf wexa to put on, to fix

mn (m) mind 

wuKI upset

Srarq (f) mischief 
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muXbr (m/f) informer (m/f)

varI turn

mNnxa to accept, to admit

jxa (m) person (m)

ku<t KaxI to receive the beating
(See below)

bakI the remaining

bca{ (m) saving, defence 

k<la, izk<la alone

SXsI]q (f) personality 

Juka[uxa to bow, to bend

cir<qr (m) character 

mhanqa (f) greatness 

iZNwgI (f) life 

Jlkxa to manifest

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture

bolwa [uh G<t sI

As an example of word order in Panjabi, in a typical grammar book, 

this would be [uh G<t bolwa sI. The sentence starts with bolwa because 

his speech habit is highlighted in it. This word would receive the main 

sentence stress in speech. Read CP1 (p.111) about how word order 

is manipulated in Panjabi and is combined with stress to achieve 

focusing and present some information emphatically. 

Use of vI, hI and qA

Read CP1 (pp.91-92) about the use of these words known as 

‘particles’.
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qw vI mE¥ qe pNj s<q hor jix]A ¥ qA ku<t pE hI jaxI sI
qw vI   Even then (‘inclusive’ use)

mE¥ qe pNj s<q hor jix]A ¥ qA    
As far as I and a few (‘five, seven’) others are concerned

ku<t pE hI jaxI sI   
Would definitely have received the beating (‘emphatic use’) 

‘Ingestive’ idiomatic expressions
Many idiomatic expressions in Panjabi, Hindi-Urdu and other Indian 

languages involve the use of the verbs Kaxa ‘to eat’ and pIxa ‘to drink’. 

But the actions denoted by such idioms do not literally involve eating 

and drinking, just as the English idiom ‘to kick the bucket’ does not 

involve the actual kicking of a physical bucket! Some examples of 

‘ingestive’ idioms of Panjabi are:

ku<t Kaxa   ‘to receive a beating’   (Lit.: ‘to eat a beating’)

gahÂA Kaxa   ‘to receive verbal abuse’  (Lit.: ‘to eat abuses’)

iJfkA Kaxa   ‘to receive rebukes’   (Lit.: ‘to eat rebukes’)

isr Kaxa   ‘to bore with non-stop  (Lit.: ‘to eat the head’)

  talking’

irSvq Kaxa   ‘to receive a bribe’   (Lit.: ‘to eat bribe’)

v<DI Kaxa   as above

ju<qI]A Kaxa   ‘to be beaten’    (Lit.: ‘to eat shoes’)

iC<qr Kaxa   ‘to be beaten’    (Lit.: ‘to eat broken   

      shoes’)

  (il<qr Kaxa  is also used in some areas)

dNde Kaxa   ‘to be beaten’   (Lit.: ‘to eat rods’)

  (Shoes or rods may or may not be used in the act)

kNn Kaxa   ‘to talk noisily’    (Lit.: ‘to eat ears’)

  ‘to make a noise’

WoKa Kaxa   ‘to be deceived’   (Lit.: ‘to eat deception’)

BuleKa Kaxa   ‘to misunderstand’   (Lit.: ‘to eat mis-   

      understanding’)
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Tokr Kaxa   ‘to stumble’    (Lit.: ‘to eat a knock’)

grmI Kaxa   ‘to lose one’s cool’   (Lit.: ‘to eat heat’)

Keh Kaxa   ‘to indulge in useless   (Lit.: ‘to eat dust’)

  or unethical activities’   

isgrt pIxa   ‘to smoke a cigarette’  (Lit.: ‘to drink a   

      cigarette’)

hu<ka pIxa   ‘to smoke a hookah’  (Lit.: ‘to drink a   

      hookah’)

gAja/crs pIxa   ‘to smoke cannabis’  (Lit.: ‘to drink    

      cannabis’)

lhU pIxa   ‘to torment someone’,   (Lit.: ‘to drink blood’)

  ‘to exploit someone 

  financially’

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
These question are included to test your comprehension of the text. 

Answers to the question are given at the end of the book.

1.  Why did the boys give the nickname b<co to the teacher?

2.  Why did Thekedar choose to get punished for the mischief he did 

not commit?

3.  Translate the last sentence of the story into English.



The title of the story is a Panjabi proverb which literally means 

‘Moses ran away from death and death stood before him.’ It 

is used when someone runs away from a problem but cannot 

escape from it even by doing this. It is rarely used in the literal sense. 

mUsa is the Arabic version of the name of the prophet Moses. This 

name is quite common among Indian and Pakistani Muslims.  The 

origin of the proverb is unknown but it almost certainly has nothing 

to do with the Biblical prophet Moses. The author asked an elderly 

Muslim in his village how the proverb started and got a fanciful 

answer related to a fictional story set in the nineteenth century. The 

proverb is probably older than that. But the story is quite interesting 

and worth reading.

mUsa B<ja mOq qoM, ]<ge mOq KfI

mNgq raze BarwVaj 

izh khaxI mEM bcpn ivc ]apxe ipNd we izk muslman bZurg qoM suxI sI. 

[uMnIMvI swI we ]XIrle whake ivc ]NbaÂe Sihr ivc izk bfa hI krnI vaÂa FkIr 
rihNwa sI. mUsa nA we ikse ivgfe hoze rzIsZawe ne [uh¥ qNg krna SurU kr iw<qa. [uh 
nOjvan roZ FkIr koÂ ja ke kihNwa,“baba jI, mera musqkibl w<so.” FkIr wa jvab 
swa izh huNwa,“kaka, musqkibl wa iFkr na kr. hal vl iW]an we. musqkibl [us 
prvriwgar we h<Q ivc ]EE. izh¥ [u>Qe hI rihx we. qUN [uhwa iFkr na kr.” pr [uh 
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rzIsZawa FkIr wa Kihfa nhIM C<dwa sI. izk iwn qNg ]a ke FkIr ne ikha,“cNga, je qUN 
]apxa musqkibl janxa hI hE, qA sux. ]<j qoM pNjveM iwn ]NbaÂe ivc qerI mOq hozegI.” 
rzIsZawa lal pIÂa ho ke boil]a,“buifH]a, pNjvA iwn qA ]a[uxa hI ]EE. izh¥ mEM rok nhIM 
skwa. pr mEM ]NbaÂe qoM wUr cil]a javAga. Per weKAga qerI g<l ikveM s<c huNwI ]E. ]gle 
hFqe vaps ]a ke mEM qerI wahfI PfAga.”

]gle iwn mUsa Gofe ’qe svar ho ke c<l ip]a. car iwnA we lgaqar sFr mgroM [uh 
wupihr vele huiS]arpur we nefe izk ipNd ivc pu<ja. ]<q wI grmI sI. [u>Qe izk KUh we nefe 
bohf we wrXq wI TNDI CA ivc ruk ke [uhne TNDa paxI pIqa qe ]apxe Gofe ¥ vI ip]aiz]a. 

wrXq we heTA izk bfI]A bfI]A mu<CA vala Blvan ijha bNwa h<Q ivc r<sa PfI bETa 
sI. [uhne nOjvan ¥ ikha,“muNid]a, bfa XuS japwEM. iv]ah kra[ux cil]EM?”   

“nhIM BazI]a, mOq qoM bc ke ]aiz]A.”
“mOq qoM bc ke? [uh ikveM?”
“mE¥ ikse pagl FkIr ne w<is]a sI ik ]<j merI mOq ]NbaÂe ivc hoxI ]E. mEM ]NbaiÂ{M 

deD sO mIl wUr ]a ig]A. hux weKwA [uhwI g<l ikveM s<c huNwI ]E.”
Blvan ne h<s ikha,“kaka, izs ipNd wa nA vI ]NbaÂa ]E. mEM mOq wa FirSqa hA. LlqI 

naÂ zes ]NbaÂe ]a ig]a. cNga hoiz]a jo qUN Xuw hI c<l ke mere koÂ phuNc ig]a. cNga, c<l 
hux mere naÂ.”

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

bZurg old person (respectful)

]XIrla last

whaka (m) decade 

]NbaÂa (m) a city in Haryana state in North India

krnI vaÂa having spiritual powers

FkIr (m) Muslim saint 

ivgif]a spoilt

rzIsZawa (m) son of a rich man 

qNg krna to trouble, torment

nOjvan (m) young man 

baba jI (m) respectful address to an old man or 
a saint
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musqkibl (m) future 

hal (m) present 

iW]an (m) care, attention 

prvriwgar (m) God (Muslim word) 

Kihfa C<dxa to leave someone in peace

qNg ]a[uxa to get fed up

lal pIÂa hoxa to become furious
(Lit.: ‘to become red and yellow’)

bufHa (m) old man (disrespectful) 

wahfI (f) beard 

Pfna to catch, get hold of

lgaqar continual

sFr (m) travel 

]<q wI extreme

grmI (f) heat 

bohf (m/f) banyan tree 

rukxa to stop

Blvan (m/f) wrestler 

r<sa (m) rope 

iv]ah (m) marriage 

BazI]a (m) older brother  (See CP1 p.51)

pagl mad

deD sO one hundred and fifty
(Lit.:  ‘one and a half hundred’)

FirSqa (m) angel 

LlqI (f) mistake 

c<lxa to move
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rzIsZawa (rzIs+Zawa)  
The affix -Zawa, which comes from Persian, means ‘offspring’. rzIs 
means ‘rich man’. On the same pattern, you have saihbZawa ‘son of 

the master’, ShZawa, ‘son of a king’ (Sah is the Persian word for a king) 

and hramZawa ‘bastard’ (offspring of an illicit union). The feminine form 

of the suffix is -ZawI.

musqkibl and hal  
These time-related words, borrowed from Persain and Arabic via 

Urdu are used mostly by Pakistani Muslim speakers of Panjabi. The 

corresponding words used by most speakers of Panjabi in India are 

given below

Present hal  vrqman
Past  maZI  ]qIq
Future musqkibl Biv<K

cil]EM
The Present Tesne form of the verb ‘to be’ (CP1 p.228) often get 

fused with the main verb in speech. cil]EM is a fusion of cil]a+hEM or 

cil]a+zeM. 

mUsa
Muslims have great respect for the Biblical prophets and regard them 

as their own prophets. Many Arabic versions the Biblical names are 

found among Muslims. They add the words ]lEh izslam (‘Peace be 

on him’) when mentioning their names. The most common ones 

used by Panjabi-speaking Muslims are 

]awm  Adam

]<yUb  Job

wa[Uw  David

suleman Solomon
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izbrahIm Abraham

mUsa  Moses

harUn  Aaron

yakUb  Jacob

izshaÃ Isaac

yUsF  Joseph

yhI]a John (the Baptist)

izsmazIl Ishmael

izil]as Elijah

yUns  Jonah

nUh  Noah

haijra Hagar

ilKe mUsa pfHe Xuwa

This proverb literally means ‘(When) Moses writes, (only) God  reads.’ 

It is used to refer to someone’s illegible handwriting.

ipÂa[uxa and kra[uxa  

These causative forms are deal with in the Grammar Unit 2.

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
1.  Why did Musa decide to go away from the city? Did he succeed 

in his purpose?

2.  Who was the man he met in the village? What did he look like? 



Here is another true story from the author’s experience. It 

relates to a simple-minded (and probably uneducated) 

villager in the Punjab. It is a profoundly moving story about 

a mystical belief underlying his great moral philosophy (mhan FlsFa), 
which is infinitely nobler than the so-called intellectual and logical 

ethical philosophies. The roots of this moral philosophy go back 

thousands of years in Indian antiquity.

mhan FlsFa

mNgq raze BarwVaj

jUn jA julazI 1967 wI g<l hE. mEM pNjab ivc iSvalk wI]A phafI]A ivc izk sfk ’qe 
sazIkl sFr kr irha sA. rah ivc mE¥ su]A nA wI nwI par krnI pExI sI, ijhwe ’qe puÂ  
kozI nhIM sI. ]am qOr ’qe izs nwI ivc isrF gode gode paxI vgwa hE, ]qe izh¥ pEwl par 
kIqa ja skwa hE. pr [us iwn izhwe ivc Zorwar hfH ]aiz]a hoiz]a sI. hfH we [uqr jax 
qk mE¥ [udIk krnI pExI sI. so mEM raq ibqa[ux lzI nefe we ipNd vl ¥ cl ip]a. 

ipNd we bahr mEM izk ic<tI wahfI vala bZurg weiK]a, jo isr ’qe p<iT]A wI BrI cu<kI ja 
irha sI. mEM pu<iC]a,“baba jI, izs ipNd ivc kozI gurwu]ara jA mNwr hE ij<Qe mEM raq Tihr 
skA? mEM hale su]A par nhIM kr skwa.” [uhne ikha,“qusIM mere Gr ]a ja{.” 

raq [uhwe pirvar ne mE¥ sawa ijha Kaxa iw<qa, jo [uh Xuw KAwe sn. mE¥ mNja ibsqra 
vI iw<qa. grmI]A we iwn sn. mEM ivhfe ivc ]aram nal raq ibqazI. svere sawe naSqe 
mgroM qurn vele mEM kuJ rupze [us bZurg ¥ peS kIqe. [uhne h<Q jof ke bfI inmrqa nal 
ikha,“jnab, qusIM mEQoM izh pap na krva{.” mEM hEran ho ke pu<iC]a,“izs ivc pap vaÂI 
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ikhfI g<l ]E? qusIM mE¥ ]asra iw<qa, rotI paxI iw<qa. mera FrZ bxwE ik mEM [uhwa mu<l 
iw]A.” ]<goM [uhne jo ikha [uh mere lzI ]Bu<l yaw bx ig]a hE. [uhne ikha,“jnab, 
prmaqma Bes bwl ke hr iznsan wI iZNwgI ivc [uhwI iznsanI]q wa izmiqhan lEx 
]a[uMwE. mE¥ lgwE qusIM {hI ho.”

[us bZurg wI sawgI mere iwl ¥ CUh gzI. ho skwa hE ik qusIM izh¥ [uhwa ]NW ivSvas 
hI smJo. mEM iZNwgI ivc bhuq sare FlsFe pfHe hn. pr izNna mhan nEiqk FlsFa mE¥ hor 
kozI nhIM iwis]a. 

mEM “{hI” nhIM hA. je mEM zImanwarI nal khA, qA mE¥ p<ka ykIn vI nhIM ik “[uh” hE vI 
jA nhIM. pr mE¥ izh ykIn ZrUr hE ik je [uh s<cmuc hE, ]qe [uh iw]alU ]qe in]AkarI vI 
hE, qA [uhne izs is<We sawe is<K we ]aXrI izmiqhan ivc [uh¥ sO FI swI nNbr ZrUr iw<qe 
hoxge.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

sfk (f) road 

sFr (m) travel 

rah (m) way 

nwI (f) river, stream 

par krna to cross

puÂ (m) bridge 

goda (m) knee 

gode gode knee deep

pEwl on foot

Zorwar very strong, heavy

hfH (m) flood 

[uqrna to go down

raq (f) night 

ibqa to spend

p<Te (m.pl) fodder 

BrI (f) sheaf, bundle 
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mNwr (m) Hindu temple 

gurwu]ara (m) Sikh temple 

pirvar (m) family 

ibsqra (m) bed clothes 

grmI]A (f.pl) summer season 

ivhfa (m) courtyard 

]aram (m) rest, comfort 

raq (f) night 

ibqa to spend

naSqa (m) breakfast 

mgroM after

rupze (m.pl) rupees 

inmrqa politeness 

pap (m) sin 

]asra (m) shelter 

prmaqma (m) God (Hindu and Sikh word)

Bes (m) guise 

bwlxa to change

iznsan (m/f) human being 

iznsanI]q (f) humanity 

izmiqhan (m) test, examination 

{hI [uh+hI

sawgI (f) simplicity 

iwl (m) heart 

CUhxa to touch

]NW ivSvas (m) blind faith, superstition 

nEiqk moral

FlsFa (m) philosophy 
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zImanwarI (f) honesty 

p<ka firm

ykIn (m) belief, faith 

s<cmuc really

iw]alU kind, merciful

in]A (m) justice 

in]AkarI just

is<Wa sawa simple and straightforward

sO FI swI one hundred percent

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture
izhwe ivc Zorwar hfH ]aiz]a hoiz]a sI
Perfective form + hoiz]a

This structure is used to convey the meaning ‘had already taken 

place’. A strong flood had already come in the river. Other examples 

are

[uhne Kaxa pkaiz]a hoiz]a sI
He had (already) cooked the meal.

mEM kmra saF kIqa hoiz]a sI
I had (already) cleaned the room.

bEMgx sfe hoze sn 
The aubergines were rotten.

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions

1.  How did people normally cross the river? Why was the author 

unable to cross it?

2.  How did the old man’s family treat their guest?
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4.  Why does the author regard the old man’s views as great philosophy 

which, according to others, could simply be a superstition or blind 

faith?  



This is an extract from the novel WuNw qe pRBaq (which means 

‘The mist and the dawn’) by Avtar Uppal, the person who 

composed and sang Harvaravi’s song in Language Unit 1. 

The language used by Uppal is a simple and unadorned version of 

the Doabi dialect of Panjabi. Most of the sentences are short and 

simple. The speakers use the typical Doabi version ]a, of the Panjabi 

verb hE. The Doabi word form ik<wA used by one of the speakers is often 

frowned upon by the advocates of ‘Standard Panjabi’ who insist that 

the ‘correct’ form is ikveM. Some Panjabi writers in the thirties of the 

last century started advocating the use of ‘Standard Panjabi’, also 

known as tksalI pNjabI, as a style of writing and formal speech based 

on the speech of the Majha region (Amritsar and Lahore areas) of 

the Punjab because most of them came from this region. A tksal is 

a place where coins are minted. So the concept of tksalI pNjabI sets 

absolute prescriptive standards of ‘correctness’ for Panjabi. But as 

writers from the other areas enetred the literary field, the grip of the 

so-called tksalI or ‘standard’ Panjabi inevitably started loosening. 

Many modern prominent Panjabi writers come from the Malwa 

(southern) region. They started using words and constructions of 

their own regional speech in their writings as well as formal speech. 

Now a standard loosely based on the older ‘Standard Panjabi’ is 

followed. It is often called keMwrI pNjabI (Central Panjabi).  

Most of the speakers of Indian Panjabi who settled in the foreign 

countries come from the Doaba region of the Panjab (Jalandhar, 

Hoshiar Pur and Kapurthala districts lying between the rivers Satluj 
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English words in their Panjabi speech, which is presented faithfully 

here.

It is notable that Uppal does not use the new Gurmukhi letters with 

a dot. As was pointed out in CP1 (p.12), most speakers of Panjabi 

pronounce the borrowed word with these sounds with the native 

Panjabi words. In this extract you find PNd (FNd), qnKah (qnXah), but kOFI 
is written with F. This faithfully reflects the Doabi pronunciation of 

these borrowed words. The typical Panjabi marker of respect jI is 

added to the borrowed English word sr. The English words ‘media’ 

and ‘propaganda’ have got Panjabi grammatical endings.

WuNw qe pRBaq

]vqar [u>pl

ivWan sBa wI]A coxA nefe ]a rhI]A sn. jsvIr ig<l cox ij<qx we pEMqfe bxa irha sI. 
“Ba] jI, pROpegNde wI id[UtI qusIM ]ap sNBalo qA g<l bxnI ]a,” ig<l ne v<de Sihr valI 
koTI we brAde ’c bEiT]A ]apxe rihnuma kulwIp isNG ¥ ]aiK]a. cox wI ]gvazI krn 
valI tIm wa kulwIp isNG  mu<K kirNwa bix]a. ]<d ]<d srkarI ]wair]A wI jaxkarI we 
nal nal kulwIp isNG, jsvIr ig<l ¥ rajnIqI wI smu<cI bol-cal wI iq]arI vI kra 
irha sI. jsvIr ig<l qoM pORpegNda wa suJa] sux ke kulwIp isNG mu<CA ’c muskraiz]a.

 “kozI g<l nhIM, kozI g<l nhIM. vEse ]apA QofHa pCf rhe hA,” kulwIp isNG ne prcar 
wI ]ihmI]q vl izSara kriw]A ]aiK]a.

“l{ Ba] jI, quhade huNiw]A ]apA ik<wA pCf skwe ]A?” ig<l ne ]aiK]a.
“nhIM ]EsI kozI g<l nhIM, tIm vrk, prOpr plEinNg. ]azI mIn iks smeM kI kihxa? 

ik<wA kihxa. jsvIr jI, yOrp ]qe ]mrIka wI]A coxA ivc qA [umIwvar lzI Xas 
pihrava pihnx lzI gazId r<Ke huNwe ]a. mIdIze ¥ vrqx wI tEknIk vI bhuq ZrUrI ]a. 
hA izlEkSn PNd bare vI socxa pEMwa. hor vI bhuq sare nukiq]A ¥ iW]an ’c r<Kxa pEMwa.” 
kulwIp ne ]aiK]a.

“Ba] jI, dOMt vrI ]ba[Ut izlEkSn PNd. wUjI g<l mIdIze wI, quhade qoM vWI]a hor kOx 
mIdIze ¥ smJ skwa?” ig<l ne ]aiK]a.

“]nUp, ]nUp.” ig<l ne ]avaZ marI. izk calI bqalI sal wa klIn-Sevd gore rNg 
wa bNMwa brAde ’c ]aiz]a.

“]nUp, Ba] jI ¥ pihlA nhIM imil]a?” ig<l ne ]nUp ¥ pu<iC]a.
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“nhIM sr jI, pihlA qA kwe nhIM imle,” ]nUp ne QofHa Juk ke kulwIp vl weKiw]A 
ju]ab iw<qa.

“Ba] jI, ]nUp ]apxa nvA ha[Us mEnejr ]a, vErI izNtElIjEMt. izlEkSn wa sara 
b<jt ]nUp ne iq]ar krna. izlEkSn qoM ba]w ]nUp wI qnKah nal dbl bons vI 
iw<qa javega, clo izh qA ba]w wI g<l ]a.” jsvIr ig<l ne ]nUp wa prIcE kra[uMiw]A 
]aiK]a. 

“hA jI Ba] jI, bI]r jA ivskI?” jsvIr ig<l ne kulwIp ¥ pu<iC]a.
“nhIM hale nhIM, kOFI TIk ]a.” kulwIp isNG ne ju]ab iw<qa.
“]<Ca ]nUp, kmla ¥ kih iqNn k<p spESl kOFI il]ave,” ig<l ne ]nUp ¥ ]aiK]a.
“sr jI iqNn k<p?” ]nUp ne p<ka krna caih]a.
“hA iqNn k<p. qUN nhIM pIxI? kmla ¥ khIM nveM sE>t ’c kOFI bxa ke il]ave.”
jwoM ]nUp kOFI wa ]adr we ke vaps muif]a qA ig<l ne [uh¥ nal wI kursI ’qe bETx wa 

izSara kIqa.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

WuNw (f) fog, mist 

pRBaq (f) dawn 

ivWan sBa (f) Legislative Assembly 
(See below)

cox (f) election 

pEMqfa (m) move in a game 

sNBalxa to take charge of

koTI (f) large house 

rihnuma (m/f) guide 

]gvazI (f) leadership 

mu<K leading, chief

kirNwa (m) worker 

]<d separate

]wara (m) organisation

srkar (f) government 
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srkarI governmental

jaxkarI (f) information 

suJa] (m) suggestion

mu<CA (f.pl) moustache 

muksra[uxa to smile

rajnIqI (f) politics 

smu<ca complete, whole

bol-cal (f) conversation 

iq]arI (f) preparation 

QofHa a bit, slightly

pCfna to lag behind

prcar (m) canvassing 

]ihmI]q (f) importance 

izSara (m) sign, signal 

pihrava (m) dress 

pihnxa to wear

iW]an ’c r<Kxa to keep in mind

gora rNg (m) white skin colour 

prIcE (m) introduction 

vrqxa to use

nukqa (m) point 

brAda (m) porch 

Jukxa to bend down

ju]ab, jvab (m) reply 

qnKah (f) salary 

p<ka krna to confirm
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BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
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ivWan sBa

India has a two-tier legislative system. Each state has its own 

legislative assembly or ivWan sBa, and there is a central parliament 

which has two houses – the lower house Lok Sabha and the upper 

house Rajya Sabha.  A member of a legislative assembly or ivWan 
sBa is known as an MLA or Member (of the) Legislative Assembly. An 

MLA is called ivWaizk in Panjabi and other north Indian languages. 

The north Indian word for the parliament is sNsw and and MP is called 

sAsw. 



The little story in this unit gives a realistic picture of a primary 

school and its schoolmaster in a far flung small village in the 

Indian Punjab in early fifties of the last century. There were no 

tarmac roads connecting such villages with towns and cities. Often a 

primary school was manned by only one teacher who did his work in 

a highly leisurely way. The last few sentence in the story are in Urdu 

because Urdu was the language of government offices at the lower 

level at that time. This continued well into the sixties. A comparison 

is made with Panjabi to show how similar these two sister languages 

are. 

Henceforward, you will come across very few new grammatical 

structures in the Language Units of this book. But you should be 

learning more vocabulary. You have already come across many 

words of this passage in CP1. But their meanings are given here 

again to help you understand the story without going back to CP1. 

mastr ram cNw

mNgq raze BarwVaj 

iZNwgI ivc sada vah l<KA lokA naÂ pEMwa hE, ijhnA ivcoM iZ]awaqr lok sa¥ kuJ imNt 
vI yaw nhIM rihNwe, qe kuJ lok [umr-Br yaw rihNwe hn. mE¥ [umr-Br yaw rihx vaÂe 
bNiw]A ivc mere pihle skUl tIcr cOWrI ram cNw vI Saiml hn. prmaqma [uhnA wI                        
]aqma ¥ SAqI bXSe! sade in<ke ijhe ipNd ivc izk in<ka ijha pRaizmrI skUl sI, ijs ivc 
iz<ko izk tIcr ram cNw sn. skUl ivc sade ipNd ]qe naÂ we kuJ ipNdA we caÂI ku b<ce pfHHwe 
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sn. jw mEM skUl ivc waiXl hoiz]a, qw qoM pNj sal pihlA mastr ram cNw ¥ irtaizr 
ho jaxa cahIwa sI. pr idsitRkt bord [uhnA wI nOkrI ¥ vWa[uMwa irha, ik[uMik hor kozI 
tIcr [us skUl ivc ]a[ux lzI mNnwa nhIM sI. mastr ram cNw skUl C<d ke nhIM mre, sgoM 
[uhnA ne mr ke skUl C<id]a.

skUl ivc dakXana vI sI. izs krke mastr jI isrF skUl mastr hI nhIM, sgoM 
post mastr vI sn. [uhnA wa izk hor v<da kNm lgaqar hu<ka pIxa vI sI. b<ic]A ¥ 
pfHa[ux lzI [uhnA ¥ bhuq G<t smA imÂwa sI. [uhnA wa isr ]Ade vrga gNja sI, pr 
[uhnA wI SXsI]q wa Xas pihlU [uhnA wI]A mhan mu<CA sn. izNnI]A v<dI]A ]qe Jaf                              
vrgI]A sNGxI]A mu<CA mEM ikse hor ichre ’qe nhIM weKI]A. izhnA mu<CA bare ipNd we izk kvI 
ne iS]r bxaiz]a sI 

 ram  cNw  wI  mu<C  qoM, drwa ku<l jhan,
 icfI]A wa hE ]alHxa, ram cNw wI San.

mastr jI ne jw izk mZak suix]a qA [uhnA ne izh¥ pRsNsa smiJ]a. [uh bfe hI XuS-
qbI]q iznsan sn. swa musÁAwe rihNwe sn, pr bhuq QofI musÁaht [uhnA wI]A mu<CA 
qoM bahr inkÂwI sI. ic<tI]A mu<CA hu<ka pIx naÂ pIÂI]A ho gzI]A sn. mEM [uhnA ¥ hu<ka 
pIMiw]A ¥ bfe iW]an naÂ weKwa huNwa sA. iz<k mu<C ¥ [u>pr cu<k ke qe hu<ke wI nfI mUNh ’c pa 
ke [uh hu<ke wa kS la[uMwe, iPr KNGwe, mUNh ]qe n<k ’coM WUN]A k<Dwe, jo mu<CA ivc Ps jAwa sI; 
bfa mZewar nZara huNwa sI!

izk iwn mastr jI wrXq heTA mNje ’qe lete hu<ka pI rhe sn. izk ]jnbI skUl ivc ]a 
ig]a. mastr jI ne mNje ’qe leit]A koÂ pzI kursI vl izSara krke [uh¥ bETx lzI ikha 
]qe hu<ka pIMwe rhe. kursI ’qe bih ke [us bNwe ne izqmInan naÂ ikha,“mera nA roSn lal 
hE, qe mEM skUl izNspEktr hA.” mastr ram cNw izkwm qRBk ke mNje qoM [u>Te ]qe h<Q jof ke 
bole,“mE¥ maF krna hZUr! mE¥ pqa nhIM sI. mEM quha¥ pihlA kwe nhIM imiÂ]a. ipCle sal 
skUlA we izNspEktr ibharI lal jI sn.” izNspEktr ne ikha,“hA, [uh izk hazI skUl 
we hEdmastr bx gze ne, qe skUl izNMspEktr hux mEM hA.” mastr jI Gbraze hoze kNbwI 
]avaZ ivc bole,“qusIM hu<ka pI{ hZUr. mEM quhade lzI cah bxa[uMwa hA.”  roSn lal ne h<s 
ke ikha,“jI nhIM, SukrI]a. mEM hu<ka nhIM pIMwa. qusIM cah bxa[ux wI qklIF vI na kro.”

qw qk skUl we sare b<ce [u>Qe izk<Te ho gze. mastr jI ne [uhnA ¥ iJfk ke q<pfA ’qe bET 
jax lzI ikha. izNspEktr roSn lal wo ku GNit]A mgroM cil]a ig]a. suix]a hE ik [uhne 
[urwU ivc ilKI ]apxI irport ivc iliK]a,“skUl meM b<coM ko sNBalne ka kozI izNqZam 
nhIM Qa. b<ce izWr [uWr Kel rhe Qe. kuC b<ce skUl ke bahr kUzeM ke pas BI Kel rhe Qe. mgr 
mastr ram cNw jI ko kozI iFkr nhIM QI. vuh wrXq ke nIce carpazI pr lete mZe se hu<ka 
pI rhe Qe.”
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SbwavlI
Vocabulary

lok (m.pl) people 

iZ]awaqr most

yaw rihxa stay in the memory

[umr-Br throughout life

bNwa (m) person 

cOWrI (m) chief, a title used for some people

Saiml included

prmaqma (m) God

]aqma (f) soul 

SAqI (f) peace 

bXSxa give as a blessing

in<ka small

ijha -ish

iz<ko izk only one

naÂ close by

ipNd (m) village 

waiXl hoxa to enter

nOkrI (f) job, employment 

vWa[uxa to increase, to extend

mNnxa to agree, to accept

dakXana (m) post office 

lgaqar continuously

hu<ka (m) a type of smoking pipe 
(See below)

hu<ka pIxa to smoke a hu<ka

pfHa[uxa to teach

G<t short, little
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smA (m) time 

C<dxa to leave

mrna to die

gNja bald

SXsI]q (f) personality 

Xas special

pihlU (m) aspect 

mu<C (f) moustache 

Jaf (m) large bush 

sNGxa thick

ichra (m) face 

kvI (m) poet 

iS]r (m) couplet 

ku<l whole

jhan (m) world 

drna to be afraid

icfI (f) sparrow 

]alHxa (m) nest 

San (f) glory 

mZak (m) joke 

pRsNsa (f) praise, compliment 

smJxa to regard, to understand

XuS-qbI]q cheerful

iznsan (m/f) human being 

musÁa[uxa to smile

musÁaht (f) smile 

ic<ta white

pIÂa yellow

iW]an (m) care 
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nfI (f) pipe 

kS (m) the act of drawing smoke from a 
cigarette or hookah 

KNGxa to cough

WUN]A (m) smoke 

k<Dxa to push out

Psxa to get caught

mZewar interesting

nZara (m) sight, scene 

wrXq (m) tree 

heTA under 

mNja (m) cot 

letxa to lie down

]jnbI (m/f) stranger 

kursI (f) chair 

izSara krna to make a signal

izqmInan (m) calmness 

qRBkxa to get panicked

h<Q jofna to fold hands

Gbra[uxa to get worried

kNbxa to tremble

]avaZ (f) voice, sound 

imÂna to meet

qklIF  (f) trouble 

iznsan (m/f) human being 

qw qk by then

izk<Te hoxa to gather

iJfkxa to rebuke

q<pf (m) long mat 
(See below)
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BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
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mu<C and mu<CA
Both the singular and the plural forms are used interchangeably. 

hu<ka
A smoking pipe in which the smoke passes through water before 

being inhaled. Smoking a hu<ka is considered less unhealthy than 

smoking a cigarette. (But the author of this book, a strict non-smoker, 

has no opinion on this matter!)

q<pf
A long mat made from jute fibre for the school children to sit on. After 

the school hours it is rolled.

prmaqma [uhnA wI ]aqma ¥ SAqI bXSe!
Literally, ‘May God bless his soul with peace!’ or ‘God bless his soul!’ 

vWa[uMwa irha
Imperfective form + rih
This structure is used to convey the sense of ‘to keep doing 

something.’ (See CP1 p.207)

[uh swa musÁAwe rihNwe sn.
He always kept smiling.

mastr jI hu<ka pIMwe rhe.
The teacher kept smoking the hookah.

]apxa kNm krwe rho.
Keep doing your job.

je qusIM imhnq krwe rhoge qA sPl hovoge.
If you go on working hard, you will succeed.
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Stem form + ja

This structure indicates the completion of an action. (See CP1 

p.159).

mu<CA pIÂI]A ho gzI]A sn.
The moustache had become yellow.

[uh izk hazI skUl we hEdmastr bx gze hn.
He has become the headmaster of a high school.

cil]a ig]a  or cla ig]a
This expression means ‘went away.’

pNjabI ]qe [urwU
Panjabi and Urdu
The Panjabi equivalents of only those Urdu words are given which 

differ in the two languages.

skUl        meM         b<coM            ko          sNBalne                 ka            kozI         izNqZam                             
                ivc     b<ic]A        ¥          sNBalx                  wa                                                             
school  in   children   to     taking care      of        any   arrangement       

nhIM      Qa .         b<ce             izWr         [uWr      Kel rhe           Qe.
             sI                                                                                     sn
not    was   children   here     there  playing    were

kuC                b<ce            skUl        ke          bahr         kUzeM      ke     pas      BI        Kel rhe                                                             
                                                        we                            KUh       we     kol
some   children   school   of     outside  well   of  near  also  playing  

 Qe.          mgr      mastr ram cNw jI                     ko      kozI      iFkr       nhIM       QI.
 sn          pr                                                             ¥                                                 sI
were    but     Master Ram Chand      to    any   worry   not    was

66
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vuh     wrXq     ke         nIce        carpazI      pr       lete                  mZe                    se              
[uh                     we        heTA            mNje            qe                                                        nal                                             
he     tree    of    under     cot        on    lying    contentment    with  

hu<ka               pI rhe               Qe.
                                              sn
hookah   smoking    was

It is noticeable that the major differences are in postpositions, 

helping verbs and grammatical endings of some words. The two 

languages are mutually intelligible. The Urdu wording given above 

could be called Hindi as well. Urdu and Hindi are basically the same 

language.

It will be interesting to compare an Urdu poem for children with its 

Panjabi translation.

The meanings of some of the words in the Panjabi translation are

b<ic{ O children

suxna to hear, to listen to

khaxI (f) story

Urdu Panjabi

]a{ b<co, suno khanI,
zek Qa raja, zek QI ranI.

raja bETa bIn bjaze,
ranI bETI gana gaze,
qoqa bETa coMc ihlaze.

nOkr lekr hlva ]aya, 
qoqe ka BI mn llcaya.

raja bIn bjaqa jaze,
nOkr Sor mcaqa jaze,
qoqa hlva Kaqa jaze!

]a{ b<ic{, suxo khaxI,
izs sI raja, izs sI raxI.

raja bETa bIn vjaze,
raxI bETI gaxa gaze,
qoqa bETa cuNJ ihlaze.

nOkr lE ke hlva ]aiz]a, 
qoqe wa vI mn llcaiz]a.

raja bIn vjAwa jaze,
nOkr Sor mcAwa jaze,
qoqa hlva KAwa jaze!
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raja king

raxI queen

bIn (f) a musical instrument 

vja[uxa to play a musical instrument

gaxa (m) song 

qoqa (m) parrot 

cuNJ (f) beak 

ihla[uxa to move

nOkr (m) servant 

hlva (m) pudding 

mn (m) mind 

llca[uxa  to have a desire

Sor (m) noise

Sor mca[uxa    to shout, to make noise

Now read the following sentences. You will not be able to say whether 

they in Panjabi or Hindi-Urdu until they are read aloud. The only 

difference is the tonal pronunciation of some words in Panjabi. Also 

]aiz]a is written ]aya as in Hindi-Urdu but the pronunciation is the 

same.

ibjlI bNw ho gzI. merI nIMw [uf gzI. mEM bhuq preSan bahr ]aiz]a. bahr iB]ank 
kalI raq, qeZ hva, Zorwar bairS. iPr mEM vaps Gr ]Nwr ]aiz]a.

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
1.  Why did the District Board not allow Ram Chand to retire? 

2.  What was Ram Chand’s moustache like? How did he take the 

satirical poem about his moustache?

3. Translate the poem into English.

4.  How did Ram Chand greet the visitor? Why was he alarmed when 

he came to know who the visitor was?



This is title of this story is a part of the two-line Panjabi folk song 

given at the end. Its paraphrase is ‘The lost rubies will not be 

found. Don’t probe the soil, O Yogi!’ The eight-word poem has 

a multiple-layered tragic meaning. The word lal (as a masculine 

noun) also means ‘dear son’ in Panjabi. Over the past thousands of 

years, there were invasions on the Panjab and people were killed 

in the fightings. Wandering ascetic yogis tried unsuccessfully to 

console their grief-stricken parents with their unworldly philosophy. 

The word ‘yogi’ is commonly pronounced as jogI in Panjabi. In this 

story, the lal means ‘lost days of the past’. 

im<tI na Prol jogI]a

mnmohn Baskr 

]mrIka ivc pNqaÂI sal rihx ]qe nOkrI qoM irtaizr hox mgroM mE¥ ]apxa j<wI ipNd 
yaw ]aiz]a. soic]a ik izs sNsar ¥ ]livwa kihx qoM pihlA mEM [us im<tI we wrSn kr 
lvA ijhne mE¥ jnm iw<qa sI. ipNd ivc mere pirvar wa kozI vI jI] jA irSqewar nhIM 
rihNwa sI. izs krke mEM ]apxe bcpn ]qe cfHwI jvanI we iwnA we ]afI blwev we Gr ja 
pu<ja. ipNd wI nuhar bhuq bwl cu<kI sI, pr gÂI]A [uho sn. [uhwe pirvar vaiÂ]A ne mE¥ 
w<is]a ik blwev KeqA ivc imlega. mE¥ [uhwe KeqA wa pqa sI, ij<Qe izk koTe ivc ]sIM 
rUfI bRAd warU Ckwe huNwe sA. jAiw]A hI wrXq heT mE¥ gTIle ju<se vala [uhI nOjvan 
iwis]a ijh¥ mEM pNqaÂI sal pihlA C<d ke ig]a sA. mEM B<j ke [uhwe kol ja ke 
ikha,“blwev, pCaix]a mE¥? mEM mnmohn, qera ]afI!” [us nOjvan ne kuJ hEran 
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ho ke pr pUre ]wb naÂ ikha,“jI, srwar blwev isNG mere ipqa jI hn. qusIM iz<Qe 
mNje ’qe bETo. mEM [uhnA ¥ il]a[uMwa hA.” mEM ]apxI mUrKqa ’qe SrimNwa sA, pr pu<qr 
]apxe ip[u wI karbn kapI sI, ]qe wosq ¥ imlx we joS ivc mEM bIq gze pNqaÂI salA 
¥ Bu<l ig]a sA. mEM [u>Qe KfHa irha. wo ku imNtA ba]w ic<tI wahfI ]qe iD<lI ijhI p<g 
vaÂa izk bZurg kmir{M bahr ]a ke bfI inmrqa nal boil]a,“jnab, mEM blwev 
isNG hA. hukm kro, quhadI kI seva krA.” mEM kahÂI kahÂI [uhwa h<Q Pf ke ikha, “mar 
goÂI hukm qe seva ¥. mEM qera ]afI mnmohn hA.” izk pl qA [uhne mE¥ isr qoM pErA qk 
q<ik]a. iPr [uh mE¥ Gu<t ke kÂave ’c lE ke boil]a,“]<WI swI bIq gzI. kwe qE¥ jNmx BoM 
yaw nhIM ]azI? na kozI Xq, na kozI Fon. mE¥ qera Qhu itkaxa pqa nhIM sI. izh vI pqa 
nhIM sI ik qUN jI[uMwa vI hEM. mEM qE¥ weKx wI ]as C<d bETA sA. cl hux Gr clIze.”   

blwev iZ]awa smA ]apxe KeqA ivc rihNwa sI, ij<Qe [uhne ]apxe lzI iqNn 
kmir]A wI irhaizS bxva lzI sI. [uh [u>Qe  hI KAwa, pIMwa, sOMwa ]qe iZ]awa smA  
ibqa[uMwa sI. ipNd vaÂe Gr ivc [uhwe wo pu<qrA we t<br rihNwe sn. [uhwI Gr vaÂI ¥ mEM 
kwe nhIM weiK]a. [uhwa iv]ah mere ]mrIka jax mgroM hoiz]a, ]qe hux iqNn ku sal 
pihlA [uhwI Gr vaÂI claxa kr gzI sI. [uhwe wohA pu<qrA ne kailj wI pfHazI kIqI, 
]qe iPr KeqI bafI wa XanwanI ik<qa sNBaÂ il]a. nveM DNg wI KeqI krke [uhnA ne kaFI 
pEse kmaze, ]qe hor ZmIn XrIw lzI. hux [uhwa pirvar kaFI r<ij]a pu<ij]a sI. pu<qr bfe 
]aig]akarI sn, qe ip[u ¥ KeqI wa kNm nhIM krn iwNwe sn. smA ibqa[ux lzI blwev m<JA 
gazI]A wI QofI bhuq weKBal krwa sI. pqnI wI mOq mgroM ipNd vaÂe Gr ivc rihx lzI 
[uhwa iwl nhIM kIqa.

Sam vele blwev ne mE¥ pu<iC]a,“kI pIzeMga? bI]r, ivskI, rNm, vowka, ijn jA kuJ 
hor? ipNd ’c  hux sB iml jAwI]A.” 

mEM ikha,“rUfI bRAd imlegI? ipCle pNqaÂI salA qoM qrs irhA.” 
“ijNnI kheM,” [uhne h<s ke ikha,“qUN nhIM bwil]a. muNde Srab nhIM pIMwe, pr [uh mE¥ 

nhIM rokwe. isrF izNna kihNwe ne ik mEM Gr ivc b<ic]A we sahmxe na pI]A.”
“TIk hE, ]sIM [use koTe ’c bih ke pI]Age ij<Qe pNqaÂI sal pihlA luk iCp ke pIMwe huNwe 

sA.”
raq ¥ blwev wI]A ¥hA ne srHoM wI]A gNwÂA wa sag, m<kI wI]A rotI]A qe bhuq sara 

Gr wa m<Kx Bej iw<qa. pihlA ]sIM puraxe rvaizqI DNg nal warU CkI – ]Nb we ]car 
]qe BNne hoze gNiD]A naÂ. iPr ]sIM rotI wa mZa il]a. wer raq qk ]sIM bIqe iwnA ¥ yaw 
krwe rhe.

]gle iwn mEM blwev ¥ naÂ lE ke ipNd ivc [uhnA sB QAvA ’qe ig]a ijhnA naÂ 
sadI]A puraxI]A yawA jufI]A hozI]A sn. izk QA phuNc ke mEM ikha,“mEM [us mnmohn we pErA 
we inSan l<B irhA ijh¥ mEM pNqaÂI sal pihlA iz<Qe C<d ig]a sA.”

[uhne izkwm gNBIr ho ke ikha,“ikse murwe we pErA we inSan l<B ke kI kreMga?”
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mEM hEran ho ke pu<iC]a,“ikhfa murwa?”
“bIqe smeM wI kbr ’c wFn qera hmnam. smA isrF iz<ko iwSa ’c jAwa hE – ]gAh vl 

¥. [uh kwe rukwa nhIM, kwe ipCAh nhIM mufwa. ijhfa bu<Da ]mrIka qoM ]aiz]a hE [uh [uh 
nOjvan nhIM jo pNqaÂI sal pihlA iz<QoM ig]a sI.” 

“blwev, qE¥ kI ho ig]a? izh FlsFa qUN ik<QoM is<K il]a?”
“iZNwgI ne isKa iw<qa. smeM we vha[u we naÂ c<lo. swa vrqman ivc jI{; ]qIq nal 

iZ]awa moh na r<Ko, Biv<K bare iZ]awa ]asA na bNnHo. izhnA qoM swa wu<K imÂwa hE, hor kuJ 
nhIM.”

izh kih ke [uhne ]apxI wrw-BrI surIlI ]avaZ ivc ]apxa mn-psNw gIq Cef 
iw<qa –

“nhIM l<Bxe lal gu]ace, im<tI na Prol jogI]a!” 

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

]livwa (f) goodbye 

im<tI (f) soil, earth 

jI] (m) living being 

bcpn (m) childhood 

cfHwI ascending

jvanI (f) youth 

cfHwI jvanI (f) adolescence 

]afI (m) close friend 

nuhar (f) appearance 

gÂI (f) street 

Keq (m) field, farm 

koTa (m) room 

rUfI bRAd (f) (See below)

warU (m/f) liquour 

Ckxa eat or drink with enjoyment

wrXq (m) tree 
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gTIla muscular

ju<sa (m) physique 

nOjvan (m/f) young man or woman 

srwar (m) chief, title of a Sikh man 

C<dxa to leave

mUrKqa (f) stupidity 

Srm (f) shame 

SrimNwa ashamed

joS (m) enthusiasm 

Bu<lxa to forget

iD<la loose

ijha -like, -ish

inmrqa (f) politeness, courtesy 

kahÂI (f) haste 

goÂI (f) bullet, tablet

mar goÂI (See below)

pl (m) moment 

kÂava (m) embrace 

jNmx (m) birth 

BoM (f) land 

jNmx BoM (f) motherland 

Xq (m) letter 

Qhu itkaxa (m) whereabouts 

]as (f) hope 

C<dxa to give up

t<br (m) family 

iv]ah (m) marriage 

DNg (m) method 

KeqI bafI (f) agriculture 
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XanwanI ancestral, of the family

ik<qa (m) profession 

sNBaÂ to adopt, preserve

ZmIn (f) land 

r<ij]a pu<ij]a well to do

]aig]akarI obedient

lukxa iCpxa to hide

luK iCp ke secretly

qrsxa to pine for

srHoM (f) mustand 

gNwÂ (f) tender stalk 

sag (m) an Indian vegetarian dish 
(See below)

m<kI (f) maize, corn 

m<Kx (m) butter 

rvaizqI traditional

BNnxa to break, crush

gNDa (m) onion 

]Nb (m) mango 

]car (m) pickle 

mZa (m) enjoyment 

QA (f) place 

yaw  (f) memory 

jufna to attach

gTIla muscular

l<Bxa to search for, find

pEr (m) foot 

inSan (m) mark 

murwa (m/f) dead person 

kbr (f) grave (f)
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wFn buried

hmnam (m/f) namesake 

smA (m) time 

iwSa (f) direction 

]gAh forward

vrqman (m) present 

]qIq (m) past 

Biv<K (m) future 

moh (m) attachment 

]as (f) hope 

bNnH to bind, to gather

wrw (m/f) pain, anguish, pathos 

wrw-BrI sorrowful, full of pathos

mn-psNw favourite

Cefna to start

lal (m) ruby, dear son

Prol to probe with fingers

jogI (m) yogi, wandering Hindu acsetic 

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture
rUfI bRAd   

rUfI bRAd is a strong illegally distilled liquor made from brown sugar. 

A thick solution of brown sugar or molasses in a sealed container 

is buried in a heap of rUfI (compost), where it ferments quickly at 

the right temperature. Then the liquor is distilled from the fermented 

solution (known as lahx). Traditionally, crushed onion and mango 

pickle are eaten while consuming this liquor.
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mar goÂI 

The idiom (literally meaning ‘to hit with a bullet’) is used in the sense 

of ‘hell with something’, ‘damn something’ etc.

gNwÂA wa sag   

sag, a classic Indian vegetarian dish, is more than two thousand 

years old and has regional variations. Its Punjabi version is extremely 

easy to prepare. A gNwÂ  is a tender stem of a plant. The tender 

stems and leaves of the mustard (srHoM) plant are cooked with corn 

flour (known as ]<lx) and pureed. Often, leaves of spinach and wild 

plants known as baQU and cuÂazI are also added to the main ingredient, 

the mustard leaves. In the West, creative female Punjabi cooks 

also add fresh garlic, fresh ginger, green chillies, spring cabbage, 

green cabbage, sprouts, leak, fenugreek (meQI) leaves and other 

green leaf vegetables. There are no set rules about the number and 

proportion of the secondary ingredients. Cook the roughly chopped 

vegetables in suitable amount of water over medium heat for about 

an hour, then add fine corn flour and salt, cook for another twenty 

minutes, and then puree everything. This dish is rich in minerals, 

vitamins and fibre. Generously buttered corn chapattis are the ideal 

accompaniment to a sag dish. Any good Panjabi restaurant serves 

this combination. 

smJx bare sval
Comprehension Questions
1.  After how many years did the author visit his native village? Why 

did he do this?

2.  What embarrassing incident happened when he went to see his 

old friend Baldev?

3.  What did the friends eat and drink for the dinner?

4.  Briefly describe Baldev’s philosophy which ‘life taught him.’
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This is an extract from a satirical story. Norway is pronounced 

as narve (Narway) in Panjabi. The author’s surname Narwi 

means ‘from Norway’. mIrZawa (Mirzada) is the name of the 

Panjabi magazine of humour and satire to which the author regularly 

contributed. He plays with the sounds and meaning of some Panjabi 

words to create humour. Understanding such linguistic humour is an 

essential feature of your proficiency in a second language. Try to see 

how much of this humour you can enjoy. The very first sentence is 

paraphrasable as ‘Some readers of Mirzada have a suspicion that I 

do not exist, or I am not I but someone else.’

mEM daktr ikveM bix]a 

daktr nirNwr narvI

‘mIrZawa’ we kuJ paTkA ¥ S<k hE ik mEM hA hI nhIM, jA mEM mEM nhIM kozI hor hA. [uhnA ¥ S<k 
hE ik ikse hor nA vala bNwa daktr nirNwr narvI we nA heT ilKwa hE. [uhnA wI seva ivc 
]rZ hE ik mEM s<cmuc mEM hI hA, ]qe mEM ‘daktr’, ‘nirNwr’ ]qe ‘narvI’ sB kuJ hA. 
iv]akrx we ijs inym ]nusar jNid]ale wa ]vqar isNG jOhl ‘]vqar jNid]alvI’ 
bix]a, [use inym ]nusar narve wa invasI nirNwr kumar Srma ‘nirNwr narvI’ bix]a.

pr mEM wvazI]A wex vala daktr nhIM. (mE¥ qA izh vI pqa nhIM ik isr wuKwa hove qA 
ikhfI golI KazIwI hE), mEM daktr ]a<F iFlasFI – yanI pI-]Ec&dI&– hA, ]qe ]apxe 
vqn wI izk mhan yUnIvristI qoM ijhfI Galxa Gal ke mEM izh idgrI haisl kIqI 
hE [us qoM bhuq sare paTk pRerna lE skwe hn. mera j<wI ipNd kozI hE. izh mZak nhIM, mere 
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ipNd wa nA s<cmuc ‘kozI’ hE. iZlHa huiS]arpur we ksbe gfHwIvale qoM kozI pNj Ce mIl [u>qr 
pUrb vl iSvalk wI]A phafI]A we kol izh ipNd hE. iz<Qe mera jnm 4 wsNbr 1944 ¥ 
sver we 10 vj ke 27 imNt ’qe hoiz]a. (je kozI pNdq mera teva bxa ke izs prce we sNpawk 
¥ Bej weve, qA mEM WNnvawI hovAga). rajpUq hazI skUl (hux gOrimNt hazI skUl) Fqehpur 
B<tlA qoM mEitRk krn mgroM mEM Dolbaha jnOfI we jUnI]r beisk tReinNg skUl qoM je&bI&tI& 
kIqI. pNj Ce sal mEM pRaizmrI skUlA ivc pfHaiz]a. ig]anI wa izmiqhan pas kIqa, ]qe 
vaiz]a biTNda bI&ze& krn (ig]anI krn mgroM bI&ze& we isrF ]NgreZI we prce we ke 
izh idgrI lEx) wI iq]arI kr irha sA, pr izNglEMd ]a[ux wa jugaf lg ig]a. mera 
je&bI&tI& wa klas FElo mihNwr pal joSI kuJ sal pihlA izNglEMd phuNc ig]a sI. [uQe 
[uhne ]apxI salI nal mera irSqa krva iw<qa. 

izNglEMd ivc kavEMtrI wI]A bekrI]A ivc vIh ku sal giW]A vAg kNm krn mgroM 
mEM narve ]a ke sbZI]A [uga[ux vale izk Farm ivc Keq mZwUr bix]a. pEse cNge imlwe 
sn. sB qoM pihla kNm mEM narvIjI]n BaSa is<Kx wa kIqa. ]NgreZI vAg, narvIjI]n 
vI jrmEink pirvar wI BaSa hE ]qe ]NgreZI janx vale izh¥ sOKI qrHA is<K skwe hn, 
isrF Sbw wI sur vl Xas iW]an wexa pEMwa hE, jo pNjabI]A lzI kozI ]OKa kNm nhIM ik[uMik 
pNjabI ivc vI izh kuJ krna pEMwa hE. wo iqNn salA ivc mEM P<ratewar narvIjI]n bolx 
lg ip]a.

Farm ’qe nOkrI kriw]A malk nal merI cNgI wosqI pE gzI, ]qe irtaizr hox vele [us 
ne Farm mE¥ vec iw<qa. sbZI]A [uga[ux we karobar qoM mEM hux qk su<K nal cNge pEse bxa 
lze hn. mE¥ izk part-tazIm nOkrI vI iml gzI, ijhwI mE¥ kozI Xas lof nhIM sI. pr 
pifH]a iliK]a hox krke ]apxe vrge lokA nal imlx vrqx nal ]qe iv<iw]k mihkme 
ivc ]Fsr l<ge hox nal mn ¥ ]jIb XuSI huNwI hE. narve srkar ne G<t igxqI we lokA 
wI]A BaSavA pfHa[ux wa kNm SurU kIqa ]qe [uhnA ¥ part-tazIm pNjabI ku-]ardInetr wI 
lof sI. mEM ]anrZ izn pNjabI kIqI hozI sI ]qe pNjab ivc pNj Ce sal pRaizmrI skUlA ivc 
pfHaiz]a vI sI, narvIjI]n suhxI bol lEMwa sA. izs lzI nOkrI PtaPt mere h<Q l<gI.

leKk bxn wa ijhfa BUq qIh sal mere ]Nwr isr su<t ke GUk su<qa irha sI, [uhne vI 
hux ]NgfazI]A lExI]A SurU kIqI]A. leKk wa qX<ls hoxa bhuq ZrUrI hE. pihlA mEM 
]apxa qX<ls ]apxe ipNd we nA ]nusar ‘kozIvI’ r<Kxa caih]a, pr merI Gr valI ne 
ikha ik lokIM izhwa [ucarx ‘kozI vI’ krnge, ]qe ‘nirNwr kozI vI’ suxn ivc bhuq BEfa 
l<gega. [uhne qA iz<QoM qk kih iw<qa,“je kozI mE¥ khe ik ‘kozI vI’ qera pqI hE, qA mEM [uh¥ 
k<ce ¥ Ka javAgI.” mEM bfe ip]ar nal ikha,“darilNgSRI, bwiksmqI nal mEM quhade ipNd 
we nA ’qe vI ]apxa qX<ls nhIM bxa skwa.” mere shuir]A wa ipNd ‘suNdI]A’ hE, jo wsUhe qoM 
qlvafe jax valI sfk we izk pase ‘Gogra’ nA we v<de ipNd we nal izk Cota ijha ipNd hE. 
[uhne iKJ ke ikha,“quha¥ lof kI pzI ]E ]apxa nA qe knA] pa[ux wI? Srma nA mafa 
]E?”  mEM ikha,“nhIM darilNg jI, leKk wa qX<ls hoxa bhuq ZrUrI ]E.” [uh mere j¥nI 
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suBa] ¥ jaxwI hE, [uhne ]<goM kozI wlIl na iw<qI, ]qe leKk we qOr qe mEM nirNwr ‘narvI’ 
bx ig]a. pr [urwU kvI svrgI nUh ‘narvI’ nal mera kozI irSqa nhIM. merI jaxkarI 
]nusar [uh yU&pI& we ipNd ‘nara’ we invasI hox karn ‘narvI’ sn. mEM narve we ivweS 
mNqRaly qoM pqa kIqa hE, nUh sahb kwe vI narve qSrIF nhIM il]aze.

narve we iv<iw]k mihkme ivc G<t igxqI BaSavA wI pfHazI we daizrEktr wI post SurU 
hox valI sI, pr izhwI Srq sI ik [umIwvar gREjUzet ZrUr hove. mE¥ iX]al ]aiz]a ik 
je mEM pNjab ja ke vaiz]a biTNda bI&ze& kr lvA qA izh nOkrI mere lzI p<kI. jw mEM ]apxe 
sADU joSI nal g<l kIqI, qA [uhne ikha,“no pROblm yar. merI masI wa pu<q WrmeS kOSl 
[uQe izk yUnIvristI we pNjabI idpartmEMt ivc rIdr ]E. mEM [uh¥ Xq ilK iwNna, qUN ja ke 
[uh¥ iml lE, kNm bx jazega. Kax pIx vala bNwa ]E. QofI seva krn wI lof pE skwI ]E.”

“nkw nrEx wI vI lof pzegI?” mEM pu<iC]a.
“je mEM [uh¥ ilKA qw nhIM. merI bfI iz<Zq krwa ]E [uh. kOfe paxI wI]A izk-wo boqlA 

nal kNm bx jazega. ikse vWI]a hotl ’c idnr vI krva wzIM, murga Surga.”
nvIM jOb inklx ¥ hale deD ku sal ip]a sI, ]qe [uhqoM pihlA mEM bI&ze& kr lExa 

cahuNwa sA. izs lzI ]pREl ivc TND kuJ Gtiw]A hI mEM pNjab B<ij]a. ipNdoM is<Wa Fon daktr 
kOSl sahb ¥ kIqa, qA [uhnA ne ikha,“mihNwr Ba] jI wa Xq ]aiz]a sI, qe Fon vI. 
quhada kNm ZrUr krAga. qusIM ikse Sam mere Gr ]a ja{. yUnIvristI ivc iZ]awa tazIm 
nhIM imlwa.” mEM ]gle hI iwn Sam we s<q vje [uhnA we Gr phuNc ig]a. daktr sahb 
Gr izk<le hI sn. [umr ivc [uh mere naloM ws pNwrA sal Cote japwe sn. bfe siqkar nal 
imle. isr inva ke mEM bEg ivcoM blU] lebl rSI]n vowka wI]A wo boqlA [uhnA wI seva 
ivc haiZr kIqI]A. kOSl sahb gwgw ho ke bole,“izhnA wI kI lof sI? mere lzI ijho 
ijhe mihNwr Ba] jI [uho ijhe qusIM.” mEM bEg ’coM tmato jUs wI]A wo boqlA k<D ke ]rZ kIqI, 
“nhIM daktr sahb, izh kozI FOrmEiltI nhIM. izh qA XuSI mna[ux wa DNg ]E. pihlI var 
quhade wrSnA wa suBag pRapq hoiz]a. ]<j ]sIM bl<dI me]rI kOktel CkAge. kNm wa kI 
]E? izhwI g<l Per kwe kr lAge.”

bl<dI me]rI (vowka ]qe tmato jUs rla ke bxazI kOktel) wI]A iqNn-car glasI]A 
Ckx mgroM kOSl sahb pUre srUr ivc ]a ke kihx l<ge,“qusIM kOSl we irSqewar ho, qusIM 
isrF bI&ze& krna cahuNwe ho? [uh vI vaiz]a biTNda? izh kOSl wI qOhIn ]E. bI&ze& qA kozI 
vI ]Era gEra wu<kI iq<kI su]ah Keh l<lU pNjU kr skwE &&& nhIM, kOSl wa irSqewar cUhe wa 
iSkar nhIM krega, Ser wa iSkar krega, &&& Ser wa&&&”

mEM hEran ho ke ikha,“mEM smiJ]a nhIM.”
“qusIM pI&]E>c&dI& kroge.” 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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SbwavlI
Vocabulary

paTk (m/f) reader 

S<k (m/f) doubt, suspicion 

seva ivc ]rZ (f) a humble submission 

inym (m) rule 

golI (f) medicine tablet 

vqn (m) motherland

Galxa (f) hard work, to work hard

j<wI ancestral, of the family

iZla (m) district 

ksba (m) town 

[u>qr (m) north

pUrb (m) east

phafI (f) hill 

jnm (m) birth 

pNdq (m/f) scholar, priest, astrologer 

teva (m) horoscope 

sNpawk (m/f) editor 

ig]anI enlightened; also name of a diploma in 
Panjabi (‘Honours in Panjabi’)

jugaf (m) arrangement 

salI (f) wife’s sister 

irSqa (m) relation or marriage 

[uga[uxa to grow

Keq (m) farm 

mZwUr (m/f) labourer 

sur (m/f) tone, musical note 

P<ratewar fluent
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nOkrI (f) service 

vecxa to sell

su<K nal luckily

imlxa vrqxa to have working relations

iv<iw]k educational

mihkma (m) department 

]jIb strange

G<t igxqI (f) minority 

PtaPt at once

BUq (m) ghost, demon 

GUk sOxa to sleep soundly

]NgfazI]A lExa to stretch the body before waking up

qX<ls (m) writer’s pen name 

kozIvI (See below)

kozI vI (See below)

BEfa bad

k<ce ¥ Ka jaxa to treat with cruelty 
(Lit.: ‘to eat someone raw’)

darilNgSRI (See below)

shure (m.pl) wife’s/husband’s relations

suNdI (f) worm 

nA qe knA] pa[uxa to give funny nicknames

j¥nI eccentric, obdurate, hot-headed

suBa] (m) nature 

jaxkarI (f) knowledge, information 

svrgI the late

ivweS foreign land

mNqRaly (m) ministry 

qSrIF il]a[uxa to come (respectful)

Srq (f) condition 
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[umIwvar (m/f) candidate 

vaiz]a biTNda (See below)

sADU (m) husband of wife’s sister 

masI (f) mother’s sister 

p<uq (m) son 

Kax pIx vala (See below)

nkw nrEx (m) cash (satirical use)

kOfa paxI (m) liquor (Lit.: ‘bitter water’)

murga Surga (m) chicken etc. 

deD ku about one and a half

TND (f) cold 

B<jxa to run

Ba jI brother (intimate and respectful use)

izk<la alone

siqkar (m) respect 

inva[uxa bowing down

gwgw hoxa to become very happy

wrSn (m.pl) (See below)

suBag (m) fortunate opportunity 

rla[uxa to mix

srUr (m) euphoria, intoxication 

qOhIn (f) insult 

]Era gEra (m) (See below)

wu<kI iq<kI (m/f) (See below)

su]ah Keh (m/f) (See below)

l<lU pNjU (m/f) (See below)

cUha (m) rat 

Ser (m) lion, tiger 

iSkar krna to hunt
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BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture
ig]anI

The diploma Honours in Panjabi is also known as ig]anI (knowledge-

able, enlightened). 

[u>qr, pUrb etc.

The name of the direction in Panjabi are

pUrb (mSrk)
p<Cm (mLrb)
[u>qr (Smal) 
w<Kx (jnUb)

The names in the brackets are the Urdu words used by Pakistani 

speakers of Panjabi.

kozIvI

North Indian writers (especially Urdu writers) adopt a pen name 

by adding -vI or -zI to the name of the place they come from. An 

example is ]vqar isNG jOhl of jNid]ala as ]vqar jNid]alvI. (One of 

his articles is included in this book). The Urdu poet nUh narvI came 

from to the village nara in U.P. (Uttar Pradesh). The famous modern 

Panjabi poet iSv kumar btalvI came from the town btala. The writer 

of this prose piece belongs to the village kozI. So he first decides to 

adopt the pen name kozIvI, which can be pronounced as kozI vI as 

well. Then it means ‘just anybody’ (because kozI means ‘any’). Quite 

understandably, his wife strongly objects to being called the wife of 

kozIvI. 

darilNgSRI 

The affix SRI is added to the word for a relation to show additional 

respect, such as ipqaSRI, maqaSRI etc. By adding it to the English word 

‘darling’, the writer uses it humorously.
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wrSn  

The word means ‘seeing’, but it is used in the sense of seeing an 

important person, a saint or the image of a god.

]Era gEra etc 

]Era gEra, wu<kI iq<kI, l<lU pNjU, su]ah Keh. All these words, always used 

insultingly and in pairs, roughly mean ‘common insignificant persons’. 

]Era gEra is a shortened form of ]Era gEra n<QU KEra. The nearest English 

equivalent of this expression is  ‘Any Tom, Dick and Harry’.

vaiz]a biTNda 

biTNda  is a town in the southern part of the Punjab state in India. 

If someone first gets an Honours in Panjabi (or Hindi or Urdu or 

Sanskrit) diploma and then passes the B.A. level English only 

examination, he/she gets a B.A. degree. This alternative route to 

the degree without attending a college or university is known as 

vaiz]a biTNda. The origin of the idiom seems to be the fact that biTNda is 

the largest railway junction in the region where you can get trains in 

seven different directions.

Kax pIx vala 

Literally, the expression means ‘one who eats and drinks’. But it is 

used idiomatically to mean ‘fond of fine food and liquor’.

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
1.  What type of ‘doctor’ is the author?

2.  What did he do in India before coming to England?

3.  What did he do in England and for how long?

4.  Why was he unable to choose his pen name based on the name 

of the native village of his wife?

5.  Why was he keen to get a university degree from India?

6.  How did his wife’s brother-in-law help him?

7.  What did the author and the university teacher drink?



This is an extract from the Panjabi singer Jagat Singh Jagga’s 

pen portrait by Iqbal Mahal. It was published when Jagga 

(1910-1998) was eighty years old. The story illustrates the 

adage that truth is stranger than fiction. As a convicted robber and 

murderer serving a life sentence, Jagga, did not know that he had 

a powerful and extremely melodious voice, suitable for Panjabi folk 

songs. One night, after meeting his wife, he was singing a soulful 

self-composed song. His melodious voice attracted the attention 

of the prison governor, who arranged his music programme for the 

great Indian actor Prithvi Raj Kapoor (who was also an MP) and the 

then chief minister of the Punjab state. They got Jagga released 

on the condition that he would live peacefully and earn his living 

honestly as a singer. Jagga kept the promise till his last breath!

How a convicted murderer became a first rate folk singer is nothing 

short of a miracle. A Gujarati novelist wrote a three-volume award-

winning novel vrxa vdaizxa (meaning ‘farewell to enmity’) on Jagga’s 

life story. Some songs recorded by him can be heard on the internet, 

especially on www.youtube.com.

Language Unit 11
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]<sI sala g<BrU

izkbal mahl 

j<ge ¥ [us wI muDlI iZNwgI nal jof ke hI smiJ]a ja skwa hE. [us wa jnm SeKU pura iZle 
we in<ke ijhe ipNd c<k nNbr 11 (r<qoval) iv<c hoiz]a. SrIkA nal XanwanI wuSmxI c<lI 
]a rhI sI. v<de Bra iSv isNG ¥ puils ne golI mar iw<qI, ]qe [us qoM in<ke Bra Bgq 
isNG ¥ wo kqlA we woS ivc FAsI ho gzI. Gr vail]A ne j<ge we bca] lzI [us ¥ nankIM 
rih ke plx iw<qa. jwoM j<ga jvan ho ke ]apxe ipNd muif]a, qA SrIk [uh¥ ih<k we Pofe 
vAgUN rfkx l<ge. [uh XanwanI bwle lEx [uqe qul ig]a. [us ne kzI kql kIqe ]qe 
ba]w ivc dake mare. [us ¥ wo varI golI mar wex we ]ardr hoze pr [uh puils we h<Q na 
]aiz]a. [us ¥ PAsI wI sZa imlI jo ip<CoM tu<t gzI. [us we w<sx muqaibk [uh 1940 qoM 
1946 qk sahIval mulqan jelH ivc irha. 1946 ivc [us we saQI [us ¥ SeKU pure wI 
kichrI ’coM puils qoM Koh ke lE gze. jwoM [uh mE¥ ]apxI izh wasqan suxa irha sI qA mEM 
soc irha sA, ‘[uh kozI hor j<ga hovega.’

mulk wI vNd 1947 ivc ho gzI. j<ga paiksqan qoM wo kaFle lE ke ihNwusqan 
]aiz]a ]qe ]NimRqsr kalj kEMp ivc irha. iz<Qe iPr [us ne dake marne SurU kr iw<qe. 
jNid]ale we sraFA we GroM deD l<K wa mal lu<it]a. izh daka 30 jnvrI 1948 ¥ ip]a, 
ijs iwn mhaqma gAWI wI h<iq]a hozI sI. ijnHA we Gr izh daka ip]a sI [us pirvar wI 
izk ]Orq, ijs wa nA rIva hE, j<ge ¥ trAto ivc iz<k partI [uqe imlI. [us ne w<is]a ik 
[uh ikveM dr gzI sI. j<ge ne [us ¥ iwlasa iw<qa,“hux mEM [uh j<ga nhIM BEx merIze!” kih 
ke j<ge ne [us ]Orq we isr [uqe h<Q Peir]a. 

j<ge ¥ FrIwkot qoM girFqar kr il]a ig]a sI. ]walq ne [us ¥ zenI lNmI kEw suxazI 
ik bakI wI iZNwgI jelH coM bahr ]a[ux wa supna vI [uh nhIM sI lE skwa.

g<lA g<lA ’c mEM pu<C bETa,“j<ga jI, [us smeM quhada iv]ah ho cu<ka sI?”
j<ga ]apxI pqnI bare bhuq jZbaqI hE. [us ¥ jurm we jNgl ’coM qihZIb we kNDe 

il]a[ux ivc [us wI pqnI wa bhuq v<da rol hE. [us wI pqnI wa nA cNnx kOr sI, ijs ¥ 
[uh hux vI ip]ar nal “cNnI” ]aK ke yaw krwa hE. cNnI nal [us wI mNgxI bhuq icr 
pihlA ho gzI sI, pr ip<CoM [us we mape j<ge we ‘cale’ veK ke ]apxI WI ¥ [us we p<le nhIM 
sn pa[uxa cahuNwe. [unHA cNnI ¥ bfa smJaiz]a pr [uh j<ge nal iv]ah krva[ux qe biZw 
rhI, halA ik [uh jaxwI sI ik [uh muklave qoM ]gle iwn hI ivWva ho skwI hE.

j<ge ¥ ]apxI pqnI wI izs vFawarI wa dUNGa ]ihsas hE. jelH ivc cNnI nal herve 
BrI]A mulakaqA [us we mn ivc var var izh sval KfHa kr iwNwI]A sn ik kI pqI 
pqnI wI iZNwgI sIKA we ]ar par iz<k wUsre ¥ hsrq BrI]A nZrA nal q<kiw]A hI lNG 
jazegI? j<ga qA ]apxe kIqe jurmA wI sZa pa irha sI, pr cNnI ¥ iks woS wI sZa iml rhI 
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sI? ]Nq ¥ wrw Bre izk gIq ne jelH we suprizNntEMndEMt mwn mohn mihqa wa iW]an j<ge 
vl iK<ic]a. [uh gIq izk iwn pihlA cNnI nal hozI mulakaq wI qfp iv<coM inkil]a sI. 

cNnI [us ¥ 1984 ivc swIvI ivCofa we gzI. izs ivCofe iv<coM pEwa hoze izk<l ne j<ge 
we iwl ivc cNnx kOr wI kwr hor vI vWa iw<qI hE. cNnx kOr wI qsvIr hux j<ge ¥ vWere 
LmgIn kr iwNwI hE. hux [uh ]apxI pqnI wI g<l krke ro pEMwa hE. 

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

]<sI eighty

g<BrU (m) young man 

muDla early

iZNwgI (f) life 

smJxa to understand

SrIk (m/f) (See below)

Xanwan (m) family 

XanwanI belonging to the family

wuSmxI (f) enmity 

golI (f) bullet 

golI marna to shoot

kql (m) murder 

PAsI (f) hanging 

nanke (m.pl) mother’s parents’ family 

plxa to grow up

jvan (m/f) young man or woman

ih<k (f) chest 

Pofa (m) painful ulcer 

bwla (m) revenge 

qu<l ig]a was bent upon

daka (m) robbery 
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sZa (f) punishment 

ip<CoM later on

tu<txa to break, to be cancelled

muqaibk according to

kcihrI (f) court 

saQI (m) companion 

Kohxa to snatch

wasqan (f) story 

mulk (m) country 

vNd (f) division 

kaFla (m) caravan 

ihNwusqan (m) India 

SurU krna to begin

sraF (m/f) jeweller 

deD one and a half

l<K a hundred thousand

deD l<K 150,000

mal (m) property 

lu<txa to rob

h<iq]a (f) murder 

iwlasa (m) consolation 

girFqar krna to arrest

kEw (f) imprisonment 

supna (m) dream 

jZbaq (m.pl) sentiments 

jZbaqI sentimental

qihZIb (f) civilisation 

kNDa (m) bank, shore 
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mNgxI (f) engagement 

cale (m.pl) life style 

p<le pa[uxa to hand over

biZw insistent

muklava (m) (See below)

ivWva (f) widow 

vFawarI (f) faithfulness 

dUNGa deep

]ihsas deep understanding 

herva (m) longing 

mulakaq (f) meeting 

sval (m) question 

KfHa krna to raise

sIKA (f.pl) bars 

hsrq (f) longing 

BrI]A full of

nZrA (f.pl) looks 

lNG jaxa to pass along, come to an end 

jurm, woS (m) crime 

wrw (m/f) pain, pathos 

iW]an (m) attention 

iK<cxa to pull, draw

qfp (f) anguish 

inklxa to come out

swIvI permanent

ivCofa (m) separation, departure, death 

izk<l loneliness 

kwr (f) respect 

vWa[uxa to increase
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qsvIr (f) picture 

Lm (m) sorrow 

LmgIn stricken with sorrow

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture

SrIk   

In original Persian, the word means ‘partner’. But it has acquired 

a negative connotation in the Panjabi culture. During the days of 

the British rule over India, a daughter could not inherit her father’s 

property or a share from it. So if someone died childless or had 

female children only, his property passed on to his brother(s) or 

nephew(s) after his death. If he had no brother or nephew, his first 

cousin or cousins or their descendents inherited his property. One of 

the outcomes of this law was that cousins (known as SrIk), and even 

brothers, often murdered one another for the sake of the property, 

especially land. So the word SrIka ‘close relatives’ also means ‘enmity’ 

and ‘unhealthy competition’ in Panjabi. 

muklava  

Child marriage was quite common in India, including the Punjab 

region. But the husband and the wife were only allowed to live 

together when they were in their late teens or early twenties. Even 

in these days of adult marriages, the husband and wife are only 

allowed to start living together some time after the formal wedding. 

The occasion of the union of a husband and wife is known as muklava, 
pronounced with a stress on the syllable -la-.
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smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
1.  Why did Jagga murder his relatives?

2.  What crime did he commit on 30 January 1948? What other 

(better known) crime was committed elsewhere on this day?

3.  Why did Jagga’s fiancee’s parents did not want their daughter to 

marry him?

4.  How did she react?

5.  Why was Jagga feeling sorry for his wife?
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This is an extract from the Panjabi singer Surinder Kaur’s pen 

portrait by Iqbal Mahal. It was written when Surinder Kaur 

(1929-2006) was alive. You can hear her and her older sister 

Parkash Kaur’s songs on http://apnaorg.com. The title of the sketch 

is a Panjabi idiomatic expression which means ‘Even mothers and 

daughters should keep their financial accounts clear.’  In other words, 

even in close relations money matters should be settled in a clear 

and definite manner; otherwise such relations may get spoiled.  

leKa mavA WI]A wa

izkbal mahl 

iz<k iwn mEM suirNwr kOr naÂ g<lA kr irha sA. mEM ]apxI wawI wa iZkr kIqa ijs nal 
mera dUNGa sneh sI. mEM ikha,“quhadI Skl qe k<w kaT hU-b-hU merI wawI naÂ imÂwa hE.” 
suirNwr kOr h<s pzI, kihx l<gI,“b<ic]a! wawI qoM heTla irSqa nhIM ho skwa?” [us iwn 
qoM [uh mere lzI merI ‘bI jI’ bx gzI. bI jI mE¥ ]apxa pu<qr smJwI sI ]qe merI pqnI ¥ 
WI]A naÂoM v<W ip]arwI, sade pirvar ivc iz{M GuÂ imÂ gzI ijveM sade hI Gr wa kozI 
mEMbr hove.

izk iwn jgjIq ZIrvI ¥ imlx [us wa izk im<qr sade Gr ]aiz]a. suirNwr kOr rsozI 
ivc merI pqnI naÂ BAde Wox ivc mww kr rhI sI. [us ne jwoM suirNwr kOr ¥ veiK]a, 
kihx l<ga,“pNjab wI zedI v<dI klakar qe izh BAde saF kre?” BAid]A qe paxI wI rÂvIM 
]avaZ iv<c [uwoM qA [us ¥ izs im<qr wI g<l suxazI na iw<qI pr pqa l<gx qe suirNwr 
kOr ne ju]ab ivc ikha,“mEM ]Orq pihloM hA, klakar ba]w ivc. izkbal wI vhutI vI 
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merI]A WI]A vrgI hE, je mEM izs wI mww kr vI iw<qI qA kI Gs ig]a?” [us wa izh 
ju]ab sux ke [uh im<qr h<ka b<ka rih ig]a.

suirNwr kOr jwoM kEneda qoM vaps jax l<gI qA ]apxI v<dI BEx pRkaS kOr we pu<qr jspal 
isNG wI SawI lzI mE¥ s<wa we gzI. wsNbr 25 ¥ iv]ah sI; mEM 17 qarIX ¥ iw<lI pu<j 
ig]a. izh mere lzI pihla mOka sI suirNwr kOr we sare pirvar ¥ imlx wa ]qe manx wa. 
iz<k wo iwnA ivc sare mere naÂ zene GuÂ imÂ gze ijveM ]nekA virH]A qoM jaxU hox. roZ Sam 
¥ pRkaS kOr we Gr sNgIq wI mihiFl lgwI; sarI]A BExA ]qe [uhnA we b<ce smA bNnHwe.

suirNwr kOr vWI]a meZban hE. Gr ]aze mihman wI seva iKfe m<Qe krwI hE. Gr ]apxe 
pRahuix]A ¥ weK ke [uh¥ ca] cfH jAwa hE. Kax-pkax wI seva [us wa vFawar nOkr pan wev 
krwa hE. BaveM Gr ivc suirNwr kOr wI clwI hE, pr rsozI ivc kar-muXiq]arI pan wev wI 
huNwI hE. mE¥ [us wa bxaiz]a kEraml kstrd bhuq psNw hE. mEM ijNnI var iw<lI ig]a, pan 
wev ne hr Sam kstrd haZr kIqa.

sade izs irSqe ivc wosqA vaÂI inr[ucec qe mA pu<q vaÂI muh<bq hE. [uh jwoM vI [u>qrI 
]mrIka ]azI, qA Fon kIqa,“b<ic]a, mEM ]azI hA.” mere lzI izh hI izSara kaFI huNwa. 
ikse horA naÂ im<Qe hoze pRogramA qoM ba]w [uh mere Gr hI TihrwI qe mEM trAto ]qe ]as 
pas we SihrA ivc Xuw naÂ ja ke pRogram krva weMwa. izh hI smA huNwa ]apxa wuK suK 
Polx wa. iznHA ]vsrA [uqe [us ne ]apxe in<jI jIvn wI]A bhuq sarI]A GtnavA mere naÂ 
sAJI]A kIqI]A.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

iZkr (m) mention 

dUNGa deep

sneh (m) affection 

Skl (f) face 

k<w kaT (m) bodily structure 

heTla lower

irSqa (m) relation 

bI jI (f) term of affection for mother

iz{M in such a way

pirvar (m) family 
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izqraZ (m) objection 

GuÂna imÂna to become a part

im<qr (m/f) friend 

rsozI (f) kitchen 

BAda (m) utensil 

Woxa to wash

mww (f) help 

klakar (m/f) artist 

rÂvIM mixed

]avaZ (f) sound, voice 

vhutI (f) wife 

WI (f) daughter 

vrga like, similar

Gs ig]a idiomatic expression 
(See below)

h<ka b<ka extremely surprised

SawI (f) marriage 

s<wa (m) invitation 

smA bNnHxa to create a pleasant 
atmosphere with music

meZban (m/f) host  

mihman (m/f) guest 

iKfe m<Qe happily

pRahuxa (m) guest 

ca] cfHna to become very happy

vFawar faithful

kar-muXiq]arI (f) main managerial power  

inr[ucec (m/f) lack of formality

muh<bq (f) love 
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izSara (m) signal 

im<Qe fixed 

Polxa to search, bring out

]vsr (m) occasion 

Gtna (f) incident 

sAJa common, shared

sAJa krna to share

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture
Gs jaxa

This expression literally means ‘to get worn out by use,’ as in kmIZ Gs 
gzI ‘The shirt got worn out’. It is also used idiomatically in the sense 

of ‘to get harmed.’ qA kI Gs ig]a? means ‘What harm has been there?’

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
1. Why was the author’s friend surprised to see Surinder Kaur 

working in the kitchen?

2.  How did she react when she learnt about this? 



This extract is from the Panjabi prose writer and literary critic 

Harbakhsh Maqsoodpuri’s autobiography q<qI]A TNDI]A CavA 
(Hot and cold shadows). Maqsoodpuri joined a college after 

leaving school and also got married at an early age, as the rural 

custom was in the late forties and early fifties of the last century 

in his area. But he had to give up studies because of poverty and 

his wife died of typhoid a few months after the marriage. For two 

months, he remained in utter despair. Then he went to the school 

where he had studied, hoping to get a teaching job there.

nvA canx nveM rah

hrbXS mksUwpurI 

]apxI ip]arI pqnI surjIq we ivCofe ip<CoM wo ku mhIne qA ku<J vI soc nhIM sik]a sA. jI 
krwa sI ]apxe jIvn wa ]Nq kr wevA. [uhwe bol “merI [umr vI quha¥ lg jave” kihNwe 
sn,“qE¥ hr halq ivc jIxa cahIwa hE. [uhwe khe bolA lzI vI ]qe ]apxe jIvn ]awrS 
lzI vI mrn naloM ikse mksw lzI jIxa qe lof pEx qe [use mksw lzI mrna ]jazIM mrn 
naloM ikqe cNga hE.” mEM FEsla kr il]a,“mEM jIvAga, pfHAga, ilKAga ]qe [uhwI iw<qI 
[umr ¥ leKe lavAga.” izh soc vI BarU sI ik hux hor iv]ah nhIM krvavAga. ijho ijhI 
[uh sI, [uho ijhI qA kozI hor hoxI nhIM qe iwl we ZXmA ’qe mrhm ikse ne r<KxI nhIM.

mEM tazIp is<Kx jAwa sA. izs nal kozI klrkI wI nOkrI iml skwI sI. klrkI krwa 
kI mEM ]apxe Xab pUre kr skAga? izh iwswa nhIM sI. izs lzI izh kNm ]WUra hI C<d 
iw<qa. mastr mUl raj we skUl wa ceqa ]a ig]a. [uh Qofe pfHe ilKe bNiw]A ¥ vI mastr r<K 
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lEMwa sI. soic]a,“je [uhwe skUl ivc kNm iml jave qA pfHa[uMwa hoiz]a hI pRazIvet pfHna 
SurU kr iw]Aga. nale lokA lzI vI kNm krwa rhAga. kI hoiz]a je [uh imhnqana G<t 
wevega. merI]A lofA vI ikNnI]A ku hn?”

iz<k iwn svere mEM Prale wa ruK kr il]a, qe mastr mUl raj we skUle ja pu<ja. mastr 
mUl raj mE¥ weK ke XuS ho ke imil]a. [uhne pihla sval hI izh kIqa,“suxa! hrbXS, 
qerI pfHazI wa kI hal hE? mE¥ ykIn hE sB ]<Ca hI hovega?”

“mastr jI! ]<Ca kuJ nhIM, sB Xqm ho ig]a,”  mEM [uwas ijha ho ke ikha.
“ik[uM, kI g<l hozI? pfHazI ivc qA qUN ikse qoM ip<Ce rihx vala nhIM sI?” mastr mUl 

raj ne kuJ hEran ijha ho ke pu<iC]a.
“Gr wI LrIbI ne ]<ge qurn nhIM iw<qa. izs lzI pNjalI iv<coM hI lahuxI pE gzI.”
“iFkr wI lof nhIM, mEM jUN ]A. qUN iz<Qe mere kol pfHa[ux lg ja. Per pfHa[uMwa pfHa[uMwa 

pRazIvet pfH lzIM. imnhqI bNwe lzI kozI kNm ]OKa nhIM huNwa.” mastr mUl raj ne mere 
]Nwr wI g<l kih iw<qI.

“mastr jI! ijveM qusIM kho. mEM vI izhI soc ke ]aiz]a sA. qusIM qA ijveM iwl wI bu<J 
lzI.”

“Per ]a jazIM k<lH ¥ svere,” mastr mUl raj ne ijveM hukm we iw<qa hove.
mEM h<Q jof ke ikha,“ijveM quhada hukm, mEM svere ]a javAga.”
wUje iwn svere mEM hrbXS isNG qoM mastr hrbXS isNG bx ig]a sA. veqn merI 25 

rupze mhIna itk gzI. ijhfe vI ivSe mastr mUl raj ne khe mEM pfHa[ux lg ip]a. wsvIM 
jmaq we [uhnA muNid]A ¥ vI mEM pfHaiz]a ijhfe ipCle sal wsvIM ivcoM ]sPl ho gze sn 
qe mere hmjmaqI sn. ijhfe nOvIM ivcoM wsvIM ivc cfHe sn [uh vI sare mere jaxU sn. ipCle 
sal ijhfe muNde mera nA[uM lE ke bula[uMwe sn hux jwoM [uh mE¥ “mastr jI” kihNwe sn qA bfa 
]jIb ijha lgwa sI.

sqNbr 1950 we ]rNB ivc mEM pfHa[ux l<ga sA. mastr mUl raj ¥ mere [u>qe ykIn sI ik 
je mEM iviw]arQI cNga irha sA qA ]iW]apk vI cNga hI rhAga. izh g<l sabq vI ho gzI. 
CeqI hI muNde mere pIrI]d ¥ ca] nal [udIkx lg pze. iznHA muNid]A ivc kuJ ]ijhe mNude vI 
sn ijhfe mere is]asI Juka] krke vI mere vWere nefe sn.

ipNd maxkA wa bnarsI was sI. [uhwe qA mere nal lNme smeM lzI wosqana sNbNW bxe rhe. 
sal ku pihlA [uh [u>Qe nOvIM jmaq ivc pfHwa sI qe mEM wsvIM ivc. [uhwa rNg kuJ vWere 
hI p<ka sI. nEx nkS iq<Ke sn. ic<tI p<g Tu<k nal bNnHwa sI. pfHn ivc [uh ]apxI jmaq 
ivc ikse qoM vI ip<Ce nhIM sI. [urwU ilKwa sI qA moqI pro iwNwa sI. jmaq ivc bhuq sval 
[uhI krwa sI. [uhwe bhuq sval jmaqI ]qe is]asI vrqare vare hI huNwe sn. izs qrHA mE¥ 
]apxe ivcarA wa prcar krn wa mOka iml jAwa sI. mere izh skUl C<d jax ip<CoM vI kzI 
sal [uhwe p<qr ]a[uMwe rhe. [uh jIvn ivc kozI nvA kwm cu<kx qoM pihlA merI slah ZrUr 
pu<Cwa sI. CeqI hI [uh balmIkI qoM msIhI bx ig]a. g<l izs qrHA hozI ik nkowr vl 
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wa kozI bNwa ]mrIka ivc lNme smeM qoM rih irha sI. [uh vI msIhI bx cu<ka sI qe bnarsI 
was wI jaq brawrI wa sI. [uh [unHA iwnA ivc wes ]aiz]a hoiz]a sI. [uhwa pu<q kozI 
nhIM sI, wo WI]A hI sn. izk WI lzI [uhne bnarsI ¥ psNw kr il]a, pr Srq izh r<KI 
ik [uh msIhI bx jave. bnarsI was ne p<qr ilK ke merI slah pu<CI. mEM [u>qr ivc ilK 
iw<qa,“kr [uveM hI ijveM qera iwl kihNwa hE. mera iX]al hE ik jw qUN Wrm ivc ykIn hI 
nhIM r<Kwa qA balmIkI hoiz]a jA msIhI, izs nal kI Frk pEMwa hE? je izs qrHA qE¥ 
]mrIka jax wa mOka imlwa hE qA pAWa na pu<C. hA kr we.” Per CeqI hI [uh iv]ah krva ke 
]mrIka ja pu<ja. ku<J icr [uhwe p<qr vI ]a[uMwe rhe. Per [uh ]mrIkI pRbNW ivc hI ikWre 
guNm gu]ac ig]a.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

nvA new

canx (m) light 

ivCofa (m) separation, departure, death 

jIvn (m) life 

]Nq (m) end 

bol (m) word, speech 

merI [umr vI &&& (See below)

mrna to die

jIxa to live

halq (f) condition, circumstance 

]awrS (m) ideal 

mksw (m) purpose 

]jazIM uselessly

leKe la[uxa to put to good use

ZXm (m) wound 

mrhm (f) healing balm 

nOkrI (f) job 

Xab (m) dream 
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]WUra incomplete

C<dxa to leave

ceqa ]a[uxa remember, come to mind

imhnqana (m) wages 

lof (f) need 

Prala name of a village

ruK krna to start for

pfHna to read, study

pfHa[uxa to teach

pfHazI (f) education 

ykIn (m) confidence 

Xqm hoxa to finish

ip<Ce rihxa to lag behind

hEran surprised

LrIbI (f) poverty 

pNjalI (f) yoke 

ivcoM hI in the middle

lahuxa to remove

gl (m) throat, neck 

iFkr (m) worry 

mEM jUN ]A (See below)

imhnq (f) hard work 

imhnqI hard working

]OKa difficult

bu<Jxa to guess

jofna to join

veqn (m) salary 

hmjmaqI (m/f) classmate 

ivSa (m) subject 
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sPl successful

]sPl unsuccessful

jaxU knowing, familiar with

]jIb strange

ykIn (m) confidence 

iviw]arQI (m/f) student 

]iW]apk (m) teacher 

sabq hoxa to get proved

ca] (m) eagerness, enthusiasm 

[udIkxa to wait

is]asI political

Juka] (m) leaning 

wosqana friendly

sNbNW (m) relation 

rNg (m) colour 

p<ka firm, strong, dark (skin colour)

nEx nkS (m.pl) facial features 

iq<Ka sharp

ic<ta white

p<g (f) turban 

Tu<k (f) propriety, attractive manner 

moqI proxa (See below)

jmaqI related to jmaq (class)

vrqara (m) behaviour, system 

prcar (m) preaching 

mOka (m) chance, occasion 

p<qr (m) letter 

kwm (m) step 

kwm cu<kxa to take a step
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balmIkI (See below)

msIhI (See below)

p<qr (m) letter 

jaq brawrI (f) caste, community 

Srq (f) condition, bet  

slah (f) advice 

Wrm (m) religion 

Frk (m) difference 

pAWa na pu<C (See below)

kwm (m) step 

pRbNW (m) system 

guNm gu]ac getting lost

icr (m) time, duration

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture

merI [umr vI quha¥ lg jave 

‘May the years of my life be allotted to you’ is a way of conveying 

best wishes to someone for a long life. Its equivalent is used in some 

other Indian languages, such as Hindi and Urdu, as well.

“mEM jUN ]A” 

A colloquial expression, whose written form would be mEM ju hA (‘Well, I 

am here to help you.’). 

moqI proxa 

Literally ‘making a string of pearls’. This idiomatic expression is 

actually used for writing beautifully.
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balmIkI and msIhI

balmIkI is the name of a community who claim to have descended 

from the great Indian sage and poet valmIkI (modern Panjabi 

pronunciation balmIkI), the author of the Indian epic Ramayana. Their 

traditional occupation for many centuries has been cleaning and they 

have, unfortunately, been treated as belonging to the lowest of the 

low untouchable classes. Things are changing now. During and after 

the British Raj, many members of this community gave up Hinduism 

(the supposed source of the dogma of untouchability) and adopted 

Christianity. The most commonly used Panjabi word for a Christian 

is zIsazI which comes from zIsa, the Arabic version of the name of 

Jesus. Muslims have great respect for Jesus and regard him as one 

of their own prophets. But many Christians do not use the name zIsa 
for Jesus because of the Muslim origin of the name. They prefer to 

call him yISU. (His real Jewish name was Joshua). They prefer to call 

themselves msIhI, and not zIsazI. Jesus is called yISU msIh (Jesus, the 

Messiah). Many Panjabi Christians have the surname msIh.

pAWa na pu<C  

Literally ‘Don’t ask a priest’. This idiomatic expression means, ‘Do it 

quickly without any further thought or seeking any advice.’

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions
1.  Why did the author decide not to marry a second time after his 

wife’s death?

2.  Why did he go to his old school?  Did he succeed in his purpose?

3.  What advice did the author’s friend seek from him? What did the 

author say?
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Ram Sarup Ankhi (1932-2010) was an eminent modern 

Panjabi novelist, known for his realistic portrayal of the rural 

life in the Southern districts (known as the Malwa region) 

of East Punjab. A young man named Ram Sarup Singh adopted 

the pen name (meaning ‘self-respecting’) of the famous author and 

started calling himself Ram Sarup Ankhi. This Ram Sarup Ankhi II 

was involved in ‘revolutionary’ activities. So he was included in the 

watch list of the state police. But whenever he did something which 

the police became suspicious of, they started investigating the much 

better known novelist, who never took any interest in politics and 

got fed up with the constant harassment by the police. The farce 

reached a climax when Ram Sarup Ankhi II died and the novelist’s 

fans, after reading the news, thought that it was the novelist who had 

died! 

wo ]xKI
  ram srUp ]xKI 

1988 wI g<l hE, rampura PUl qoM ‘pNjabI itRib[Un’ ivc izk Xbr l<gI ik pNjab ivcoM 
]<T bNwe ibhar ivc hox valI izk kanFrNs ivc ivc Saiml hox lzI ja rhe hn. izh 
kanFrNs ikse ÁAqIkarI sNgTn vloM sI. ]<TA bNiw]A we nA iw<qe hoze sn, ijhnA ivc 
izk nA ram srUp ]xKI wa vI sI. ]apxa nA pfH ke pihlA qA mEM hEran hoiz]a ]qe socx 
l<ig]a ik mera nA izhnA ivc ikveM ]a ig]a? pNjab ivc mEM qA ikse vI ÁAqIkarI grup nal 
nhIM juif]a hoiz]a. Per smJ ]azI ik izk muNda mansa v<l wa hE, jo ]apxe ]ap ¥ ram srUp 

Language Unit 14
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]xKI ilKwa hE. [uhwe gIq vI zeWr-{Wr kwe-kwe Cpwe rihNwe hn. izh [uh ram srUp 
]xKI hovega. clo C<do. pr ws ku iwnA ba]w mere Gr sI&]azI&dI& vale ]a gze. pu<Cx 
l<ge ik qusIM kwoM ibhar ja rhe ho? mEM h<sx l<ig]a. [uhnA ¥ w<is]a ik mEM ibhar nhIM 
jaxa. [uh kihNwe,“]Xbar ivc Xbr hE. [u>qoM iznku]aizrI ]azI hE.” [uhnA ne mE¥ 
]Xbar vI iwKaiz]a, jo mEM pihlA hI weiK]a hoiz]a sI. mEM [uhnA ¥ smJaiz]a ik izh mEM 
nhIM hA. mansa vl wa zese nA wa izk muNda hE, [uh hovega. {QoM pqa kro. pr [uh mera Kihfa 
nhIM C<d rhe sn. ]aKwe sn ik ]EdrEs quhada brnale wa hE. izh qA cNdIgfH qoM iliK]a 
]aiz]a hE ik pqa kro izh bNwa kOx hE? XEr&&& [uhnA ne mere bare sB kuJ iliK]a. mEM w<sI 
ig]a. mEM izh vI ilKvaiz]a ik mera kwe ikse vI rajnIqk partI nal kozI sbNW nhIM 
irha. ikse vI kim[uinst partI wa mEM kard holdr nhIM hA. hA, navl-khaxI]A ilKwa 
hA, jo ipNdA wI klcr bare hn.

mE¥ preSanI hozI. iKJ ke mEM ‘j<gbaxI’ ivc izk leK iliK]a. ijs ivc ]apxe [u>qe hI 
iq<Ke iv]Ng sn. pr [us muNde ne bura mnaiz]a ]qe mE¥ [uhwe vkIl vloM manhanI wa noits 
]a ig]a. izk pase puils wI iznku]aizrI ]qe wUja izh manhanI wa noits, mEM qxa{ 
ivc sA. mEM qe bUta isNG cOhan [us muNde we ipNd gze. [uh¥ pu<iC]a ik qUN ]apxa nA ram srUp 
]xKI ik[uM r<K il]a ]qe kI qE¥ pqa nhIM ik ram srUp ]xKI nA wa pihlA hI izk leKk 
hE ijswI]A kzI ikqabA CpI]A hozI]A hn?

[uh kihNwa,“pqa sI.”
mEM ikha,“qUN ]apxa nA[uM bwl lE. mE¥ preSanI huNwI hE. sI&]azI&dI vale mere mgr pze 

iPrwe ne.”
[uh kihNwa,“qusIM bwl l{, ]apxa izh nA. mEM qA nI hux bwl skwa.”
bUta isNG pu<Cx l<ig]a,“qUN ik[uM r<iK]a izh nA, hor kozI r<K lEMwa?” 
[uh muNda bhuq qihZIb nal g<l kr irha sI. [uhwI g<lbaq ivc kozI qlXI nhIM sI. 

]sIM vI ]apix]A vAg g<lA kIqI]A. pr g<l ikse isre na l<gI.
Per pNwrA ku iwnA ba]w mEM qe ]jmer ]OlK [uhwe ipNd gze. [us ipNd ivc ]jmer wI WI 

iv]ahI hozI sI. pRahuxe ¥ ]sIM nal lE il]a. mEM nhIM boil]a. ]jmer qe pRahuxa hI [uh¥ 
smJa rhe sn. ]aK rhe sn,“muk<wme ’coM ku<C inklxa qA hE nI. ]aKr  ¥ smJOqa ho[Uga. 
smJOqa vI ]sIM krAge.” ]jmer ]OlK we khe qoM [uhne mNn il]a ik [uh kes nhIM krega pr 
]apxa nA ram srUp ]xKI hI iliK]a krega.

muNde ne w<is]a ik [uh mansa kalj ivc pfHwa sI. [uhwa ]slI qe pUra nA ram srUp isNG 
hE. [uhwe jmaqI muNde [uh¥ ‘]xKI-]xKI’ ]aKI jaiz]a krn {ze ram srUp ]xKI, {ze 
ram srUp ]xKI, Per mEM ]ap hI ]apxe nA nal ]xKI jof il]a. izh ]xKI Sbw hux mere 
nA nal p<k ig]a hE.

Gr ]a ke ]jmer ]OlK ne mE¥ iJfik]a,“izh muNda ilKI jAwE ]apxe ]ap ¥ ram srUp 
]xKI, ilKI jave. qE¥ kI huNwE izhwe nal? qE¥ qA sarI wunI]a jaxwI ]E.”
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]gle sal sI&]azI&dI& wa hOlwar Per ]aiz]a. ipCle sal vAg hI [uh mere bare 
pu<Cig<C kr irha sI. pu<C irha sI, hux quhadI]A kI srgrmI]A hn? mEM var-var izhI 
]aKwa ik merI kI srgrmI hoxI sI. mEM qA isrF leKk hA. mera ikse vI partI nal kozI 
sbNW nhIM. 

qIje sal wo ispahI sade Gr ]aze ]qe merI]A car Foto]A lE gze. mE¥ kozI smJ nhIM sI 
ik izh merI]A Foto]A [uhnA ne kI krnI]A hn. mE¥ ikse ne w<is]a ik puils irkard ivc 
qE¥ Xqrnak ÁAqIkarI mNn il]a ig]a hE. qerI FazIl bx cu<kI hE. qerI FazIl ivc qerI 
Foto vI hE. ikse varwaq vele qE¥ qlb kIqa jazega.

XEr mE¥ izhnA puils iznku]aizrI]A wI mere irtaizr hox qk icNqa sI. ba]w ivc 
kozI dr nhIM irha. kzI]A ne w<is]a ik ijs ikse wI FazIl bx jave, sI&]azI&dI& vale  
isiv]A qk [uhwa Kihfa nhIM C<dwe.

Per kwe nhIM ]aze sI&]azI&dI&vale. pr car-pNj salA ba]w Per {hI g<l. puils wa 
bNwa mEQoM merI]A srgrmI]A bare pu<C irha sI. mEM kI w<swa? puils vala bfa Blamaxs 
bNwa sI. [uhne wo bNiw]A wI ghavI pva ke mere bare iliK]a ik izh ZzIF (bu<Da) bNwa hE 
]qe ijveM ikveM ]apxI iZNwgI bsr kr irha hE.

hux vI qIje-cOQe sal ]cank mE¥ ikWroM Fon ]a[uMwa hE. kozI ]aKwa hE ik [uh izNtElIjEMs 
qoM bol irha hE. w<swa hE,“]xKI jI, b<s quhadI haZrI la[uxI sI.” pu<Cwa hE,“]<j k<lH kI 
c<l irha hE?” mEM jvab iwNwa hA,“kuJ vI nhIM. b<Ms pEnSn Ka rhe ]A.”

jlNWr-kpUrQla rod [u>qe merI izk FEn hE – mihNwr kOr. [uh mere prce ‘khaxI pNjab’ wI 
jIvn mEMbr vI hE, hor leKkA ¥ vI pfHwI rihNwI hE. mEM wo-car var [uhwe Gr vI ig]a hA. 
[uhwa pu<qr ‘jEst izNdsstIZ’ wa malk hE. [uh ]ksr muNbzI vI jAwI rihNwI hE. suKbIr 
jI ¥ vI imlwI hE. wo ku sal pihlA [uhwa Fon ]aiz]a. “]xKI jI, qusIM ]ap bol rhe {?”

mEM ikha,“hA, mEM ]xKI zI bolwA.”
“]aze-haze! Sukr ]E, mEM quhadI ]avaZ suxwI pzI hA.” [uh ]aK rhI sI.
mEM h<is]a, “ik[uM jI, kI g<l?”
“ipCle iwnIM mEM muNbzI rhI ]A. mere poqre wa Fon ig]a ik [uh ram srUp ]xKI 

ijhwI]A qusIM ikqabA pfHwe { ]qe ijhfe quhade kol iz<Qe ]a[uMwe huNwe sn, [uh svrgvas 
ho gze. [uhnA wa qA Bog vI pE ig]a.”

mEM Per vI h<s irha sA. izh Xbr pNjabI we wo-iqNn ]XbarA ivc CpI sI ]qe mEM vI pfHI 
sI. ]sl ivc [uh mansa vala ram srUp ]xKI mr ig]a sI. mE¥ Xuw ¥ vI [uhnA iwnA 
ivc wo Fon ]aze sn.

mihNwr kOr h[uke lE-lE ke g<l kr rhI sI,“mEM qA suKbIr hurA ¥ Fon kIqa ]qe 
pu<iC]a, quha¥ nhIM pqa ]xKI jI nhIM rhe. [uh kihNwe ]xKI wa pu<qr krAqIpal ]qe 
[uhnA wI ¥h-raxI jsivNwr, poqra mubark go]a gze  sn, [uh muNbzI rih ke gze ne, zeQe 
[uhnA wI kozI irSqewarI hE, izk iwn mE¥ imlx ]aze sn. je kozI ]ijhI g<l huNwI qA 
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krAqIpal w<swa na ]qe ]EQe ik[uM quir]a iPrwa?”
mEM sarI g<l sux ke cu<p sI ]qe mn ivc ]aK irha sI, [uh mr ke vI izh ]aXrI wu<K we 

ig]a.
mihNwr kOr bolwI ja rhI sI,“]<j quhadI ]avaZ ]apxe kNnA nal sux ke  mE¥ qs<lI 

hozI, nhIM qA &&&”

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

rampura PUl name of a town

Xbr (f) news 

Saiml hoxa to join, participate

ÁAqI (f) revolution 

ÁAqIkarI (m/f) revolutionary 

sNgTn (m) organisation 

bNwa (m) man 

hEran surprised

jufna to be joined, associated

mansa name of a town

v<l side

zeWr-{Wr here and there

Cpxa get published, printed
(See below)

sI&]azI&dI Crime Investigating Department

smJa[uxa to explain

Kihfa C<dxa to leave someone in peace

brnala name of a town

ilKva[uxa to get written

rajnIqI (f) politics 

rajnIqk political
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preSanI (f) trouble, vexation 

leK (m) essay, article 

iq<Ka sharp

iv]Ng (m) satire 

bura mna[uxa to get offended

vkIl (m/f) lawyer 

manhanI defamation 

qxa{ (m) tension 

leKk (m) writer 

mgr pExa to chase

qihZIb (f) politeness, civilisation 

qlXI (f) irritation 

isre l<gxa to come to a conclusion

pRahuxa (m) guest, son-in-law 

muk<wma court case 

smJOqa (m) compromise, agreement 

jmaqI (m) classmate 

p<kxa to get confirmed

iJfkxa to rebuke

hOlwar (m/f) sergeant 

pu<Cig<C (f) enquiry 

srgrmI (f) activity 

ispahI (m) soldier, policeman 

Xqra danger 

Xqrnak dangerous

varwaq (f) violent crime 

qlb krna to order to come

isve (m.pl) cremation grounds 

Blamaxs (m) gentleman 
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gvahI (f) witness 

ZzIF (bu<Da) old

ijveM ikveM somehow

iZNgwI (f) life 

bsr krna to spend

haZrI la[uxa to make a roll call

jIvn (m) life 

]avaZ (f) voice, sound 

svrgvas hoxa to die 
(See below)

Bog (m) (See below)

h[uka (m) sobbing 

¥h-raxI (f) dear daughter-in-law

irSqewarI (f) relation 

cu<p silent

wu<K (m) pain 

qs<lI (f) satisfaction 

nhIM qA otherwise

BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About language and culture

Cpxa, ilKva[uxa

Read about Causative Forms in CP1, pages 177, 185 and also 

Grammar Unit 2 in this book.

svrgvas hoxa

svrg means ‘heaven’ and vas hoxa means ‘to become a resident’. This 

is a euphemistic expression for ‘to die’.
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Bog
Conclusion of a complete reading (paT) of the Sikh holy book Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib. The paT is of two types – ]KNd (unbroken), which takes 

about 72 hours, and sihj (easy), which can be done intermittently 

over a few days. The Bog of a paT done to thank God for a happy event 

takes place in the morning and for a paT done to pray for a departed 

soul takes place in the afternoon. The latter type of paT is generally 

a sihj paT. 

mEM ikha and [uh kihNwa
On page 102, the words spoken by the narrator (Ankhi) are 

introduced with mEM ikha (‘I said’) and the words spoken by the young 

man are introduced with [uh kihNwa (‘He saying’). This is the standard 

practice in Panjabi story telling. The words spoken by the narrator 

and the listener (the persons in the present situation) are introduced 

with the perfective form ikha and the words spoken by an absent 

person are introduced with kihNwa. Since both ikha and kihNwa refer to a 

past event here, this should make you think and distrust any hasty 

generalisations about Panjabi grammar describing the perfective 

form is a ‘past tense’ form and the imperfective form as a ‘present 

tense’ form. One of the several meanings of the perfective form is 

‘definte” or ‘verifiable’ and the imperfective form has an opposite 

meaning in this respect. The reported words of the situationally 

present people can be verified, but those of a situationally absent 

person cannot be verified. This comment is intended to prepare you 

for Grammar Unit 2 in this book, where language and its components 

are treated as a Complex Adaptive System.

smJx bare sval
Comprehension questions 

1.  How did the police treat Ankhi when he got on their ‘watch list’?

2.  Why did the author get a defamation notice?

3.  How was the issue resolved?

4.  What was Ankhi’s reaction to the young man’s death? 108



This is an extract from an article of this name. Sathi Ludhianavi 

is a Panjabi journalist, writer, broadcaster and social activist 

living in England since the late sixties. His series of articles 

sumNwroM par (‘Across the Seas’) dealing with the life in England and 

meant for readers in India and abroad was serialised in the prominent 

Panjabi magazine pRIqlfI in the seventies of the last century. 

The article wosqI wI mihk describes an incident in Sathi’s life. He 

went to Dover in his car to see off a friend travelling by sea. On 

his way back home, the weather became extremely bad with heavy 

snow. To add to his misery, his car broke down about thirty miles 

away from his home town Chatham. In the dark and snowy evening, 

he left his car by the roadside and went to a nearby village to look 

for help. He entered a pub and ordered a double whisky and a ham 

sandwich. In those days (in the early seventies), the presence of a 

dark-skinned man in that village was so rare that people became 

suspicious because of an incident (mentioned in the extract) that 

had occurred there a year before.

Language Unit 15
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wosqI  wI mihk

saQI luiW]axvI 

prHA k[UMtr lage kuJ lokIM p<b we gmne smeq Gusr musr kr rhe sn qe mere vl izSare 
kr rhe sn. kuJ bu<De, bu<DI]A, g<BrU qe muit]arA [use qrHA h<s, n<c, qe ga rhe sn; dart, 
iblI]rd qe qaS Ked rhe sn. kuJ wer ip<CoM Gusr musr krwe lokA ’coM izk mere vl 
viW]a. [us wa ichra surX sI qe [us ne BarI]A kuNDI]A mu<CA r<KI]A hozI]A sn ijhfI]A 
[uhwe Bare ichre [uqe bfI]A P<b rhI]A sn. [us ne smuNwrI mlahA vale kpfe paze hoze sn.
[us wI]A ]<KA ivc S<k ]qe gu<sa saF nZrIM ]a irha sI. Per vI [us ne bfI hlImI nal 
ikha,‘maF krna. ]sIM quha¥ kuJ sval pu<Cxa cahuNwe hA. kI qusIM bura qA nhIM mna[uge?’

‘iblkul nhIM,’ mera [uqr sI.
‘qusIM kOx ho qe ik<Qe rihNwe ho?’
‘mEM izk BarqI ]avasI hA ]qe izQoM qIh pEMqI mIl wUr cEQm Sihr ’c ipCle s<qA 

virH]A qoM rihNwa hA.’
‘izQe zes vele qe izho ijhe mOsm ’c kI kr rhe ho? ]sIM qA kwI izQoM pNJI qIh mIl we 

izlake qk kozI kala ]awmI nhIM qik]a.’ [us wI]A ]<KA ’c lalI Ba] ilSk ]azI sI. 
hQle glas wI sarI bI]r [uh izko sahe dIk ke mera [uqr [udIkx l<ga.

jwoM mEM [uh¥ sarI iviQ]a suxazI qA [uh Jt ]apxe saQI]A kol ig]a qe Jt hI muf 
]aiz]a qe ]aKx l<ga,‘kI sbUq hE ik qusIM izNglEMd ivc kzI virH]A qoM rihNwe ho qe quhadI 
kar prHA sfq [uqe rukI KfHI hE?’

]apxa drazIivNg lazIsEMs k<D ke mEM [uhwe h<Q Pfaiz]a. Saizw merI]A hEranI nal 
cOfI]A hozI]A ]<KA ’coM [uh¥ s<c vI l<B ip]a sI. [us we mUNh [uqe izk muskan ]azI qe 
]aKx l<ga,‘quhada iwl mEM saF kr wexa cahuNwa hA. ipCle sal izho ijhe mOsm ivc hI 
sade ipNd ¥ lgwe smuNwr kNiD{M izk ic<tI ikSqI ivcoM ]<T paiksqanI [uqre qe hnere ivc 
]lop ho gze sn. ]sA vI g<l na gOlI. wUje iwn tElIvIyn rahIM sa¥ pqa l<ga ik ]<Te 
jxe lNdn ja ke Pfe gze sn. LEr-ka¥nI qOr [uqe [uh {stEMd (bEljI]m) qoM ikse ]NgreZ 
p<qe-baZ rahIM izs wes ivc ]a vfe sn. [uwoM qoM ]sIM suceq ho gze hA. puls wa sihyog 
wexa ]sIM ]apxe SihrI FrZ smJwe hA. inrsNweh qusIM [uwoM qoM lE ke ]<j qk pihle rNgwar 
mnu<K ho ijh¥ ]sIM ]apxe ipNd ’c  ]cank veiK]a hE. sa¥ quhade s<c [uqe hux kozI S<k nhIM. 
sa¥ maF kr wexa.’

prHA k[UMtr lage Kfoqe bakI lok vI Saizw sB kuJ smJ gze sn. p<b we gmne ne mere 
lzI ]apxe vloM izk bI]r wa glas Bir]a qe ]sA sB ne hsiw]A hoiz]A glas [uqAh 
cu<ke. ‘lonlI tebl jst Far vNn’ irkard vja[ux valI kufI ne musÁAiw]A hoiz]A surX 
sa[UQ ]FRIkn SErI wa pEmana mere glas nal tkrAiw]A ]aiK]a,‘wosqI we nA.’ [unHA sB 
wI]A ]<KA ’coM s<c mu<c hux mE¥ wosqI ilSkwI iwKazI we rhI sI.
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SbwavlI
Vocabulary

wosqI (f) friendship 

mihk (f) fragrance 

prHA on the far side

gmna (m) Uneducated (but established) Panjabi 
pronunciation of ‘governor’ in the UK 

Gusr musr (f) whispers 

g<BrU (m) young man

muit]ar (f) young woman 

qaS (f) game of cards 

surX red

kuNDI]A curved

P<bxa to match, to look nice

smuNwr (m) sea, ocean 

smuNwrI marine

mlah (m) boatman, sailor 

S<k (f) suspicion, doubt 

nZr (f) sight 

nZrIM ]a[uxa to be visible

hlImI (f) politeness 

bura mna[uxa to mind, to feel offended

]avasI (m/f) resident, immigrant 

lalI (f) redness 

mOsm (m) weather 

Ba] (f) shade 

ilSkxa to shine

hQla in the hand
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dIkxa to drink in one go

iviQ]a (f) story 

Jt immediately, at once

sbUq (m) proof, evidence 

hEranI (f) surprise 

cOfa wide

s<c (m) truth 

muskan (f) smile 

sfk (f) road 

lgwa touching, nearby 

kNDa (m) shore, bank 

ikSqI (f) boat 

]lop hoxa to disappear

gOlxa to pay attention

Pfe gze were caught

p<qe-baZ (m/f) trickster, cheat 

suceq alert, conscious

sihyog (m) co-operation 

SihrI civil

FrZ (m) duty 

inrsNweh without doubt

rNgwar coloured

]cank suddenly

[uqAh upwards

pEmana (m) wine glass 

tkra[uxa striking

s<c mu<c really

iwKazI wexa to be visible
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smJx bare sval
Comprehension Questions
1.  Why did the people in the pub become suspicious when they saw 

the author?

2.  How did the author remove their suspicion?

3.  How did they react when they realised their mistake?



Avtar Jandialavi (1935-2012) was a modern Panjabi poet, 

translator and journalist living in England. This extract is 

from a magazine articles of this name. 

ijnHA ¥ lNdn Bu<lxa nhIM cahuNwa
 ]vqar jNid]alvI 

lNdn vrge mhA-ngr ivc bhuq lokA wa nam inSan nhIM rihNwa. pr izhwe kone kone ’c 
sNsar pRis<W hsqI]A ne ]apxI Cuh vI C<dI hozI hE.

1867 zIsvI ivc zeQe we wanSvrA ¥ su<iJ]a ik izs Cuh ¥ sNBail]a jave. hux qk 
]<T ku sO gol nIlI]A pletA [uhnA QAvA ’qe l<gI]A hozI]A hn, ij<Qe ikse [u>GI hsqI 
ne kwI rEx bsera kIqa sI. sB qoM pihlI]A pletA kvI baizrn ]qe nEpolI]n wI]A 
lazI]A gzI]A. 

srkar ne susaiztI ]aF ]arts ¥, jo ip<CoM ja ke raizl susaiztI ]aF ]arts bx 
gzI, izh kNm sNBail]a sI. Per izh lNdn kOMtI kOMsl wa iZNma bx ig]a. zes qoM mgroM 
gretr lNdn kOMsl qe ]<j k<lH izh izNgilS hErItej we h<Q ivc hE. plet lgav[ux lzI 
pbilk wa kozI iv]kqI suJa we skwa hE. v<dI]A SrqA izh hn ik hsqI coKI pRis<W hove. 
jA qA [us ¥ pRlok isWair]A vIh sal qoM v<W smA ho ig]a hove qe jA [uh ]apxI sOvIM vrHegND 
mna cu<ka hove.

hr sal qjvIZA ]a[uMwI]A hn, ijhnA ’qe izk kmetI ]apxI mIitNg ivc ivcar 
krwI hE. mnZUr ho jave qA plet lgva iw<qI jAwI hE. puraxe lNdn we mIl ku we Gere ]qe 
vazIthal, ij<Qe srkar c<lwI hE, [u>Qe pletA nhIM lgwI]A. jo izmarqA smeM nal Dih-
DerI ho gzI]A [uhnA ’qe vI v<s nhIM c<lwa. izhnA ivcoM [u>GI imsal SEkspI]r wI hE ijs 
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wI kozI plet nhIM lazI ja skI. QemZ we pUrbI kNDe [uhwe mShUr QIzetr ‘glob’ wa hale 
vI kuJ nhIM bix]a. 

lNdn we [u>qrI izlake hEmsitd ivc izk rmxIk pr in<kI ijhI sfk hE ijs¥ “vel 
]aF hElQ” kihNwe hn. izhwe wo GrA ivc ]ahmo-sahmxe wo pletA l<gI]A hozI]A hn. K<be 
pase valI ’qe iliK]a hE - ribNwr nal tEgor zeQe 1912 ivc Tihre sn qe s<je pase ]NgreZI we 
mShUr leKk dI&]Ec&larNs 1915 ivc rhe. tEgor lNdn kzI var ]aiz]a sI. pihlI var 
[uwoM jwoM [uh ]je sqarA salA wa sI. zes vele izs ne ikNne sare Xq ip<Ce ilKe ijhnA ivc zeQe 
wI [uwoM wI iZNwgI wa ivsQar hE. pr [us ne ]apxe izh Xq ]NgreZI ivc kwI nhIM Cpvaze. 
Kbre zes krke ik izhnA ivc bhuq sarI]A ikSor [umr wI]A g<lA sn. 1912 ivc [uh 
]apxI [umr wa pNjahvA vrHa t<p ig]a sI. zes PerI wOran izs ne lNdn ivc kzI lEkcr 
vI kIqe. Saizw izhI smA sI jwoM izhwa mel ]aizrlEMd we kvI vazI&bI& yets nal vI 
hoiz]a. khaxI mShUr hE ik yets tEgor wI kivqa wa zena ]aSk hoiz]a ik [uh lNdn 
wI]A Ku<lHI C<q valI]A b<sA ivc izh kivqavA ]am lokA ¥ [u>cI [u>cI pfH ke suxaiz]a 
krwa sI. zese wa nqIja sI ik 1913 ivc ‘gIqAjlI’  ¥ nobel iznam imil]a. ip<CoM ja ke 
tEgor pRis<W saizNswan ]azInstazIn ¥ vI imil]a qe 1931 ivc [uhwa takra brnard 
Sa] nal vI hoiz]a.

dI&]Ec& larNs ne bfI ]jIb iksm wI iZNwgI guZarI sI. [us ne ]apxa pihla navl 
1911 ivc iliK]a qe izs we Cpx ip<CoM kul-vkqI leKk hox wa ]Elan kr iw<qa. 
]gle sal hI [uh nOitNgm we izk pRoFEsr wI qIvIM nal yUrp ¥ wOf ig]a. mNto vAg 
izhwI]A  ilKqA  wa  keMwrI  ibNwU  ]awmI  qIvIM  we  ]apsI  sbNW  hI  huNwa sI. 1915 ivc jwoM 
izhwI ]glI ilKq ‘wa renbo’ we nam heT CpI qA izhwe ’qe ]SlIlqa wa muk<wma 
c<il]a. izh nraS ho ke iztlI ja vif]a. 1928 ivc izsne ‘wa ledI cEtrlIZ lvr’ 
ilKI jo luk luk ke pfHn valI ikqab hE. izs [u>pr vI muk<wma c<il]a qe 1961 qoM ip<CoM hI 
k<t v<D ke ]NgreZI ivc Cp skI. izhwI ]glI ikqab ‘voimn izn lv’ ’qe bxI izk iFlm 
lNdn ivc c<lI sI. izh kivqavA vI ilKwa sI pr izhwI izk ivSeS g<l hE ik izhne pNj 
hZar ic<TI]A ilKI]A.

lEinn ne lNdn ivcoM “izskra” nam wa gupq ]Xbar k<iD]a, jo ikse qrHA Zar vele rUs 
phuNcaiz]a jAwa sI. pr p<CmI mulk kim[uinstA we ivru<W hn. pihlA kwI ikNgZ-kras 
steSn we nefe mEM [uhwI plet weKI sI, pr [uh pqa nhIM ikWr gzI. lNdn ivc je ikse ¥ 
lEinn bare pu<Co qA [uh bItlA we jOhn lEnn wI g<l krnge. lNdn wI soSilst laizbRerI 
ne [uhwe nA wa izk kmra ZrUr r<iK]a hoiz]a hE.

karl marks bare soho wI dIn stRIt ivc isrF izko plet imlwI hE. izh zeQe pNj 
sal irha sI, izh yhUwI BazIcare ivc pEwa hoiz]a. 1847 ivc pihlI var izh lNdn 
kim[uinst lIg wI mIitNg ivc Saml hox lzI ]aiz]a. iqNn sal pihlA hI brslZ ivc 
izhwa mel FrEdirk ]EMglZ nal hoiz]a sI. 1848 ivc izhnA wohA ne rl ke “kim[uinst 
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mEnIFEsto” iliK]a. marks ¥ brslZ ivcoM k<D iw<qa ig]a qe 1849 ivc izh lNdn 
]a ig]a. marks lNdn ivc hor vI kzI QAzIM irha, pr ikse ne [uh¥ yaw r<Kx wI koiSS 
nhIM kIqI. izh [uwoM dIn strIt we nefe hI ibRitS im[UZI]m ivc pfHazI krwa rihNwa sI. 
]EMglZ izhwI pEse Wele nal mww krwa. 1876 ivc izhwI mShUr ikqab ‘was kEpItl’ 
wa pihla ih<sa Cip]a. ]gle wo ih<se izhwI mOq ipCoM 1884 qe 1894 ivc hI Cp ske. 
lNdn we [u>qrI izlake hazIget ivc izhwI kbr ’qe bu<q vI l<ga hoiz]a hE, ijs ¥ j¥nI 
Cokre ivNg ivgaf vI jAwe hn.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

mhA great

ngr (m) city 

nam inSan (m) sign, trace 

sNsar (m) world 

pRis<W famous

Cuh (f) touch 

C<dxa to leave

wanSvr (m/f) wise people 

su<Jxa to come to the mind

sNBalxa to preserve

[u>Ga famous

hsqI (f) personality 

rEx bsera (m) residence (Lit.: spending the night)

iZNma (m) responsibility 

Srq (f) condition 

coKa very much

pRlok (m) the next world 

isWarna to depart

vrHegND (f) anniversary 

mna[uxa to celebrate
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qZvIZ (f) proposal, suggestion 

mnZUr acceptable

Gera (m) circle (m)

srkar (f) government 

Dih-DerI fallen, collapsed

imsal (f) example 

rmxIk beautiful

sfk (f) road 

]ahmo-sahmxe facing each other

Xq (m) letter 

ivsQar (m) details 

Kbre probably

ikSor (m/f) adolescent

t<pxa to cross

]aSk (m/f) lover 

Ku<lHa open

C<q (f) roof, ceiling 

takra (m) meeting, encounter 

]jIb strange

iksm (f) type 

guZarna to spend

kul-vkqI full-time

]Elan (m) declaration 

qIvIM (f) woman, wife 

mNto an Urdu short story writer

keMwr (m) centre 

keMwrI central

ibNwU (m) point 

vfna to enter
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lukxa to hide oneself

luk luk ke secretly

]SlIlqa (f) indecency 

muk<wma (m) trial, court case 

k<txa v<Dxa to cut short

ivSeS special

ic<TI (f) letter 

gupq secret, confidential

]Xbar (m) newspaper 

rUs (m) Russia 

mulk (m) country 

yhUwI (m/f) Jew 

BazIcara (m) community 

mel (m) meeting 

kzI QAzIM at many places

pEsa Wela (m) money 

kbr (f) grave 

bu<q (m) statue, bust 

j¥nI not-headed, mad, eccentric

Cokra (m) boy 

ivNg ivgaf to deface

smJx bare sval
Comprehension Questions
1.  Who first thought about putting the blue plates? Who manages 

this work now?

2.  What are the conditions a person has to satisfy before his/her 

plate can be put?

3.  Why did Lawrence get frustrated and leave for Italy?

4.  Where did Marx live for five years? Where was he buried? What 

do hot-headed young men sometimes do to his bust?



In this last prose unit, we present an extract from Santokh Dhaliwal’s 

short story skarF (Scarf). Many Panjabi writers have written stories 

and novels about the so-called ‘generation gap’ or ‘culture clash’ 

between the older generation born and brought up in the Punjab 

and the new generation born, brought up and educated in the West. 

Mostly, the younger people revolt against an arranged marriage and 

want to marry the partners of their own choice, sometimes from 

outside their religion or community. Parents generally accept this, 

though extremely reluctantly. But the young Punjabi woman Jassi 

in this story wants to go much further than marrying a man of her 

choice from a Gujarati community. She wants to cohabit with him 

for a few months in order to check whether they are compatible 

with each other before they decide to marry. This is too much for 

her parents. She gives them an ultimatum that either they should 

accept this or she will leave the family. The parents, worried about 

their honour in their community, refuse to accept her choice and she 

leaves the family in a snowy weather. Her mother gives her a scarf 

to cover her head in the cold weather. When Jassi is getting into the 

train, the scarf falls down on the platform and is trampled upon by 

the other passengers’ muddy and dirty feet.

The ironic twist in the last few lines of the story (not explicitly given 

by Dhaliwal but felt by the traditional Panjabi readers sympathetic to 

the parents’ viewpoint) is that for many centuries in India a woman’s 

head dress has been regarded as a symbol of her honour and dignity. 
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neutral. He objectively presents the conflict without viewing any side 

as right or wrong. It is not a conflict between right and wrong but 

between right and right. Each side holds certain values and sticks 

to them. It just happens that the values come in conflict and no 

compromise is possible. 

skarF

sNqoK WalIval

kufI wa ]ltImetm sux ke qA blkar ishuN iz<k varI qA sare wa sara kNb ig]a. kufI 
]f gzI sI. hor kozI cara na clwa veK ke [uh kufI wI wlIl mUhre ilP ig]a sI. 
]OiK]A sOiK]A izh ]<k c<b il]a sI. qe iv]ah lzI raZI ho ig]a sI.

“c<l pu<q&&& qUN ]nIl nal iv]ah kra lE, ]sIM raZI ]A. BaveM [uh ]apxe BazIcare ’coM 
nhIM, ]apxe mulK wa qA hE.”

“mNm qUN ikhfe mulKA wI]A g<lA krwI zeM? sada mulK izNdI]a nhIM izNglEMd hE. ]sIM 
ibRitS hA. ]sIM jNme, ple, pfHe qe nOkrI]A izNdI]a ’c nhIM, izNglEMd ’c krwe hA. sadI 
bolI pNjabI jA ihNwI nhIM izNgilS hE. je qusIM sa¥ pNjabI bxa[uxa sI qA pNjab r<Kwe. [u>Qe 
palwe, pfHa[uMwe, ]sIM ]ape pNjabI bx jaxa sI.”

j<sI wI wlIl nrozI sI. mA ne [us v<l dUNGI]A nZrA nal veiK]a. [usnUN ]apxa ]ap 
kufI qoM bhuq in<ka in<ka l<ga. kNmqrI ]ihsas wI iq<KI qar [uhwI rUh ¥ cIr gzI. [usne 
]<j izk var Per bfI iS<wq nal mihsUis]a ik ]npfHqa vI keda klNk hE jo [umrA we hr 
lmhe ’qe ]awmI nUN in<ka krwa rihNwa hE.

“bQere ]apxe muNde kufI]A iz<Qe iv]ah kra[uMwe ]a. izNdI]a qoM vI ]azI jAwe ]a. [uh 
vI iz<Qe jNme ple qe pfHe ]a. quN kozI juwI]A pfHazI]A kIqI]A? qUN ZrUr sadI r<KI rKazI wa 
iKlvaf krna, hor kI hE?” mA wI nmoSI dUNGI huNwI ja rhI sI.

“mE¥ qA pqa hI nhIM lg irha ik izs ’c mafa kI hE.”
“qerI]A ]<KA ’qe p<tI b<WI hozI ]a – WIze, qE¥ nhIM cNga mafa wIhwa. iv]ah qoM pihlA 

je muNda kufI izk<Te rihx lg pEx Per kI lof ]a iv]ah wI?”
“iv]ah qA iz<k puraxI, GsI hozI, ]apxa vkq ivha cu<kI izNsittI[uSn hE. iv]ah vI 

krAge, pihlA veK qA lzIze ik kI ]sIM izk wUje we kNpEtIbl vI hA ik nhIM. izs qrHA imlx 
nal ijveM ]sIM imlwe hA, isrF {prI {prI Jlk hI iwswI hE. [uprlI prq we Q<le kI hE, 
veKe ibnA ikveM pqa l<gU izk wUje wa? sal-Ce mhIne izk<Te rihx ba]w hI pqa l<g skwE 
ik kI mEM sarI [umr ]nIl nal k<t vI skwI hA ik nhIM. iv]ah ibnA izk<Te rihx ’c iz<k 
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hor cNgI g<l izh hE ik quhadI kim<tmEMt bfI G<t huNwI hE. ivcrn sAvI]A nIhA ’qe [u>srI 
huNwI hE. iz<k wUje wa navajb vaWa Gata J<lx wI lof nhIM rihNwI.”

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
“izk<Te rihx ip<CoM je Per qusIM iz<k wUje we iP<t na bETe?” mA iFkrA ’c lu<C rhI sI.
“mEM [us qoM ]l<g ho jUN.”
“izs qrHA bwnam hozI ¥ Per ikhfa ]pxa[U?” mA wI icNqa iq<KI hozI ja rhI sI.
“ik{M&&& kI g<l? mEM pfHI ilKI ]A. vWI]a nOkrI ’qe hA. ]apxe kNm ’c mE¥ muharq hE. 

kNm ’qe merI kwr hE. max hE. kI Gat hE mere ’c? ]nIl nal rihx nal mera kI bwl jU? 
izh isrF quhadI puraxI qe GsI pNjabI soc hI hE ijhfI quha¥ nveM s<c ¥ svIkarnoM mnHA 
kr rhI hE.”

“sB kuJ bwl jUga WIze, sB kuJ. qE¥ halI pqa nhIM&&& qUN [uprlI hva ’c 
[udarI]A mar rhI hEM, jwoM Tah krwI WrqI ’qe id<gI Per pCqazeMgI qe [uwoM qk sB kuJ 
qbah ho cu<ka hozega.”

wonoM iWrA ]<d ]<d socxI we bUih]A pEr ]fazI bETI]A sn. vevilNgQ juwI juwI sI. sAJa 
rah inkx wI ]as mu<kwI ja rhI sI.

“qUN sada n<k v<Dxa, jah v<D Per. kr jo qerI mrZI ]a. sare BazIcare ’c sadI p<q 
rolxI hE, rol WIze. qaiz]A, caic]A, maim]A mUhre mera isr nIvA krna hE, cNgI qrHA kr.” 
blkar ishuN wI rUh m<c [u>TI sI.

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

ishuN colloquial pronunciation of ‘Singh’

sare wa sara completely

kNbxa to shake, shiver

]fna to become adament

cara (m) method, way out 

wlIl (f) argument 

ilPxa to bend

]OiK]A sOiK]A somehow

]<k (m) an Indian plant with bitter leaves 

c<bxa to chew
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]<k c<bxa to swallow the bitter pill

raZI well

raZI hoxa to accept

BazIcara (m) community 

mulK (m) Panjabi pronunciation of mulk 
(country) 

jNmxa to be born

plxa to grow up

palxa to bring up

pfHna to get educated

pfHa[uxa to educate

nrozI strong

dUNGa deep

nZr (f) sight 

kNmqrI ]ihsas (m) feeling of inferiority 

iq<Ka sharp

qar (f) wire 

cIrna to cut, pierce

iS<wq (f) intensity 

mihsUsxa to feel

]npfHqa (f) illiteracy 

klNk (m) disgrace 

[umr (f) age, life 

lmha (m) moment 

bQere very many

juwa separate, different

pfHazI (f) education 

r<KI rKazI (f) earned reputation 

iKlvaf (m)  light game 

iKlvaf krna to make nonsense of
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wIhwa more colloquial variant of iwswa 
‘to be visible’

dUNGa deep

p<tI (f) bandage 

b<WI bound

lof (f) need 

puraxa old

Gsxa to wear out

vkq (m) time 

vkq ivha cu<kI past its usefulness

{pra stranger, very little

Jlk (f) glimpse 

[uprla at the surface

prq (f) layer 

Q<le below

[umr k<txa spend the life

ivcrn (f) life style 

savA equal

[u>srna to get built

vajb fair

navajb unfair

vaWa (m) gain 

Gata (m) loss 

J<lxa to bear

iFkr (m) worry 

lu<Cxa to wriggle in pain

]l<g separate

]pxa[uxa to accept
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nOkrI (f) job 

muharq (f) expertise 

kwr (f) respect 

Gat (f) deficiency 

soc (f) thinking 

s<c (m) truth 

svIkarna to accept

mnHA krna to forbid

jU, jUga (See below)

hva (f) air 

[udarI (f) flight 

[uprlI hva ’c 
[udarI marna

think unrealitically
(Lit.: ‘to fly in the upper air’)

Tah (f) banging sound

WrqI (f) earth 

pCqa[uxa to repent

qbah hoxa to be destroyed

]<d separate

juwa separate

socxI (f) thinking 

]fa[uxa to stick

n<k v<Dxa (See below)

p<q rolxa (See below)

isr nIvA krna (See below)

rUh (f) soul 

m<cxa to burn in flames
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BaSa ]qe sNsiÁqI bare 
About Language and culture
n<k v<Dxa
The literal meaning of the idiomatic expression is ‘to cut the nose’. 

It is used in the sense of ‘to utterly disgrace someone’. For many 

centuries in India, this was the punishment for crimes regarded as 

seriosly disgraceful such as adultery. For the smaller disgraceful 

crimes, such as sodomy and petty theft, the punishment was 

blackening the face of the offender, seating him on a donkey and 

parading him in the town/village. 

p<q rolxa
p<q means ‘honour’ and rolxa means ‘to drag on the ground and make 

dirty’. Some readers may feel that this happens, literally at least, at 

the end of the story.

isr nIvA krna
This expression means ‘to lower the head’.  

bol cal wI pNjabI wa kuJ v<Kra iv]akrx 
Slightly different grammar of 
colloquial Panjabi
In formal and written Panjabi, you use mEM javAga/javAgI ‘I will go.’ As 

explained in CP1 (p.172) it is a combination of javA and -ga/-gI. javega/
javegI ‘He/she will go’ is sometimes pronounced as jazega/jazegI. In 

more colloquial speech, some peole say ja[UMga/ja[UMgI ‘I will go’ and 

ja[Uga/ja[UgI ‘He/she will go’. Often, these forms are shortened to ja[UM 
and ja[U or even jNU and jU. Sometimes -ga/-gI is added to jU and jUN to 

make jUga/jUgI and jUNga/jUNgI. On the same pattern, the mother says 

]pxa[U at one place where the more formal written form would be 

]pxazega or the slightly less formal form would be ]pxa[Uga. Such 

colloquial variations are found in the regional and social dialects of 

all languages including English.
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smJx bare sval
Comprehension Questions
1.  What is the mother’s worry? 

2.  How does the daughter respond?



After the prose Language Units 2-17, you should now be 

ready to have a taste of Panjabi poetry in this and the 

next three units. At this stage of your learning Panjabi, you 

should be able to appreciate the literary beauty of Panjabi poetry – 

its picturesque imagery and verbal music. This is a part of language 

learning. But you are not expected (at least not yet) to write poetry 

of a similar calibre.

In this unit, we give a poem by Mohinder Gill. A snowy and silent 

evening in England (as becomes clear only in the last section of the 

poem) sets the poet musing about a very different type of evening 

in his native village in the Punjab. The poem transports the reader 

into a typical Punjabi village. While reading the poem, you feel like 

watching a slide show of still pictures taken from various angles 

by shifting the camera. But the poem is not simply a succession of 

images. It does have a unity provided by the first and the third line of 

the poem repeated alternately after every two-line section.

You can listen to the poem recorded in the poet’s own voices by 

clicking the ‘speaker’  button under the headphone symbol below. 

The poet himself is the best person to read his poem with correct 

rhythm. While listening, pay close attention to this rhythm. You will 

notice that the rhythm of Gill’s ‘free verse’ is more regularised than 

the rhythm of Panjabi prose in the dialogue in Language Unit 2 and 

the dialogues in CP1. But it is less regularised than the rhythm of 

regular ghazal metres used by Rajinderjeet in Unit 20.

Language Unit 18
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Sam
mihNwr ig<l

Sam wa Gusmusa, rahA wI [u>dwI WUf, GrA ¥ prqwe dNgr
GUNgrU]A wI tx tx, sahA wI PuNkar, KurA wI T<p T<p –

yawA ’c qaZa ne sB ij[uM k<lH wI hI g<l hove .

ipNd we muKfe ’qe Caiz]a pqla WUzeM wa nkab
p<CoM wI ]NbrA wI K<d ivc idg irha sUrj,

Sam wa Gusmusa, rahA wI [udwI WUf, GrA ¥ prqwe dNgr .

m<JI]A ¥ [udIke su]axI, ]qe m<JI]A wa cara
wu<W wI]A grm WarA ¥ [udIke s<KxI baltI -
yawA ’c qaZa ne sB ij[uM k<lH wI hI g<l hove .

in<ka muNda, h<Q ivc iCtI, ig<it]A ¥ ilptI grw
GuNgrU]A wI tx tx ’c gu]aca –

Sam wa Gusmusa, rahA wI [udwI WUf, GrA ¥ prqwe dNgr .

qUfI ’c imSrq hra, KurlI]A nal KihNwe jbafe
QxA nal ltkwe k<tfU –

yawA ’c qaZa ne sB ij[uM k<lH wI hI g<l hove .

nHera ivSal prA ¥ iKlarI smet lEMwa hE rOSnI
ipNd wI]A glI]A, kaiznaq ingl lEMwa hE

Sam wa Gusmusa, rahA wI [udwI WUf, GrA ¥ prqwe dNgr .

jugalI wI smaWI ’c lIn Ku<lHwe qe bNw huNwe mUNh
rImot kNtrol vagUN ihlwI]A pUCA –

yawA ’c qaZa ne sB ij[uM k<lH wI hI g<l hove .

cu<p cap hE mOsm, idgwe ne brF we PNbe
mere iZhn ’c sihj hI [ugm ]a[uMwe ne

Sam wa Gusmusa, rahA wI [udwI WUf, GrA ¥ prqwe dNgr .
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SbwavlI
Vocabulary

Gusmusa  (m) twilight 

[u>d to fly

WUf  (f) dust 

prq (f) layer 

prqxa to return

dNgr (m.pl) cattle 

GuNgrU (m.pl) little bells 

tx tx (f) tinkling sound 

PuNkar (f) sound of heavy breathing 

Kur (m) hoof 

T<p T<p (f) sound of hooves 

yaw (f) memory 

qaZa fresh

ij[uM as if

ipNd (m) village 

muKfa (m) face 

Ca to spread

pqla thin

nkab (m) mask 

p<CoM (f) west 

]Nbr (m) sky 

K<d (f) valley 

idg to fall

sUrj (m) sun 

m<JI (f) buffalo 

su]axI (f) housewife 
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cara (m) fodder 

wu<W (m) milk 

War (f) spout 

s<Kxa empty

baltI (f) bucket 

in<ka little

h<Q (m) hand 

iCtI (f) stick 

ig<ta (m) ankle 

ilpt to stick to

grw (f) dust 

gu]ac to be lost

imSrq mixed

hra (m) green fodder 

qUfI (f) wheat chaff 

KurlI (f) manger 

Kihxa to rub against

Qx (m) udder 

jbafa (m) jaw 

ltkxa to hang from

Gulxa to struggle 

k<tfU (m/f) buffalo calf 

nHera (m) darkness 

ivSal vast

pr (m) wing 

iKlarna to spread

smetxa to gather

rOSnI light 

kaiznaq (m/f) universe 
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inglxa to swallow

jugalI (f) cud chewing 

smaWI (f) deep meditation 

lIn absorbed

cabk (m) whip 

ihlxa to move

pUC (f) tail 

cu<p cap silent

mOsm (m) weather, season 

id<gxa to fall down

brF (f) snow, ice 

PNba (m) flake 

iZhn (m) mind 

sihj easily, spontaneously

[umgxa to crop up

iv]akrx bare
Grammar Notes

1. [u>dwI WUf,  prqwe dNgr. Imperfective forms of [u>d and prq are used 

as adjectives to give an effect of the prolongation of the activities. 

The absence of any present tense or the past tense form of hE 
effectively makes everything timeless.

3. ij[uM k<lH wI hI g<l hove . hove is in the subjunctive form. Everything is still 

fresh in the memory as if it happened only yesterday.

4. Caiz]a. Perfective form used as an adjective to qualify the noun 

nkab ‘veil’. The thin veil is in a condition of having spread.

5. idg irha sUrj. Even idg irha is used as an adjective to qualify the 

noun sUrj . The sun is qualified as being in the continuing process 

of falling into the ‘valley of the west’.
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timeless idea or picture.

7. ilptI. Perfective form used as an adjective to show the continuing 

effect of a past happening. ilptI  hozI  grw ‘Dust already clinging’ 

would also have been grammatically more appropriate but would 

have lengthened the line too much.

8. gu]aca. Another perfective form used as an adjective for the same 

effect.



The following three poems are actually a single poem – the 

poet combined them into a single whole by using the cohesive 

device of the contrast between the realities of ‘today’ and 

‘tomorrow’. It is also recorded in Varinder Parihar’s own voice by 

clicking the the ‘speaker’ symbol under the headphone symbol. 

The subject matter of the poem demands not only a different 

type of imagery but also a more subdued and less brisk rhythm 

than Mohinder Gill’s poem in the last unit. But still, the rhythm of 

Parihar’s poem retains its poetic quality and is different from the 

rhythm of everyday speech (as in his role play of Mahmud Mirza in 

Language Unit 2). His rhythm and tempo of reading perfectly suits 

the contemplative mood of the poem. 

Language Unit 19
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SbwavlI
Vocabulary

tahxI (f) branch of a tree 

kuhafI (f) axe 

h<Qa (m) handle 

Pu<l (m) flower 

Language 
Unit 19
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tahxI

virNwr pirhar  

(I)

ijs tahxI ne
k<lH
kuhafI wa h<Qa bxna

Pu<l iKfe hn
[us [u>qe
beSumar ]<j

(II)

ijs tahxI ne
ivNnH hoxa k<lH

jUne bNsrI wI pE jaxa

bETa pNCI [us [u>qe
cu<p hE ]<j

(III)

ijs tahxI ne
wsqa bxna 
bNwUk wa k<lH

Pu<t rhI koMpl [us iv<coM –
we rhI sNweSa
nveM jIvn wa ]<j
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iKfna to bloom

beSumar countless

ivNnH to pierce

jUn (f) life 

bNsrI (f) flute 

pNCI (m) bird 

bET to sit

cu<p silent

wsqa (m) butt (of a gun) 

bNwUk (f) gun 

Pu<t to come out

koMpl (f) tiny sprout 

nvA new

jIvn (m) life 

Language 
Unit 19



In this Language unit, we present a LZl (or ‘ghazal’ pronounced 

as Üazal) by the modern Panjabi poet Rajinderjeet, who lives in 

England. This poetic form originated in the 6th century in Arabic 

literature. Then, with the Muslim conquest, it spread to Persia, and 

then to India in the 12th century. Some German poets also wrote 

ghazals in the 19th century. Great Urdu poets like Mir, Ghalib, Dagh, 

Iqbal, Firaq and Faiz have refined the ghazal to almost perfection. 

Although most major and minor Panjabi poets have tried their hand 

on this form, fewer than a dozen have been able to write really good 

ghazals. Rajinderjeet is a promising Panjabi ghazal writer (LZlgo).
A ghazal consists of couplets (often four to ten) in the same 

metre, each of which is capable of standing alone (‘a poem in itself’, 

as is often said). But, within the poem, they are not completely 

independent of one another and are joined together by the mood of 

the poem. In a good ghazal, it is often not possible even to shuffle 

them. The first line of the couplet often creates an expectation which 

is fulfilled in a novel and surprising manner in the second line. 

This involves considerable play with ideas and words. Novelty of 

emotional, intellectual and linguistic expression is always prized in 

a ghazal.

On the formal side, the first couplet of a ghazal has two rhyming 

lines. Then every even line (4th, 6th, 8th, 10th...) rhymes with these 

lines. Very often the rhyming word (kaFI]a) lies within the line and 

a word or some words (known as rwIF) are repeated after the 

Language Unit 20
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kaFI]a in every rhyming line. In the following ghazal, the rhyming 

words are k<le, c<le, Q<le ... , and the rwIF is ]sIM. In India and Pakistan, 

a ‘disciple’ (Saigrw) ghazal writer often learns from a ‘master’ ([usqaw) 

ghazal writer the craft for several months or even years. (A master 

charging a cash fee for this is regarded as an extremely immoral 

person!). Some masters insist that only the classical Persian metres 

and rhythmic structures should be used in a Panjabi ghazal. But 

since the natural rhythmic structure of Panjabi is very different from 

that of classical Persian, this mechanical approach often kills the 

real spirit of the ghazal and produces artisans rather than artists. 

Therefore, many modern masters are now relaxing this requirement. 

There are some Panjabi ghazal writers (including Rajinderjeet) who 

did not formally learn this craft from any old-fashioned master and 

are almost completely self-taught. To listen to the recording in the 

poet’s own voice, click the ‘speaker’ button under the headphone 

symbol. 

LZl
raijNwrjIq

nHer we suNne plA iv<c Btkwe ’k<le ]sIM
BaÂwe pUrb ¥ Xuw hI ]sq ho c<le ]sIM.

Wu<p cfH ]azI qA izhnA ¥ hA isr ’qe locwe
r<iK]a CavA ¥ hux q<k TokrA Q<le ]sIM.

jo ilKe sn XuSkI]A we naÂ, prqe XuSk hI
b<wÂA we wes ¥ ijNne vI Xq G<le ]sIM.

raq sarI qair]A we v<l rihNwe Jakwe
rOSnI wI BaÂ ]Nwr ho gze J<le ]sIM.

qA hI Saizw hE slIka, sur vI hE qe hE imTas
bNsrI vAgr gze ikNnI wFa s<le ]sIM.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
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Before learning the meaning of individual words, read this prose 

(and quite prosaic!) translation.

Wandering aimlessly in the lonely moments in darkness;

and searching for the east, we are going to set down. |1|

When the sunshine is upon us, we desire them on our head:

the shades we have so far been trampling upon. |2|

The ones written with dryness, came back dry:

all the letters we sent to the realms of the clouds. |3|

All night we keep staring at the stars; 

we have grown mad in our search for the light. |4|

We have got the attractive style, melody and sweetness

perhaps because like a flute we were pierced several times. |5|

Here are some more couplets (each a ‘complete poem in itself’) from 

some other ghazals of this poet:

marUQl ivc Wu<pA ne jw ]pxa Zor ivKaiz]a
veKIM B<j-B<j bETxge [uh izk wUje wI CaveM.
When the sunshine shows its intensity in the desert, you will see 

them rushing to sit in one another’s shadow.

Zra huiS]ar hI rihxa, izh Pu<l bxke vI iml skwE
izh XNjr vÃq wa s<cIM bfe ichre bwlwa hE.
Remain quite alert. It may come to you as a flower. This dagger of 

time really puts on many disguises.

bfa kuJ vÃq ne iliK]a mere qn ’qe merI rUh ’qe 
qusIM mE¥ hI pfH lExa imre iziqhas qoM pihlA.
Time has written a great deal on my body and my soul. You can read 

me before reading my history.

neHree wa nA il]a hI sI qare cmk pze
l<KA jvab ]a gze iz<ko sval we.
The moment I uttered the name of darkness, shining stars appeared. 

Just one question got a million answers. 
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]a iqrI sUÂI ’qe mEM ]pxI ]ÃIwq ilK iw]A.
You are Jesus; I am not. Accept just this much from me – that I write 

my homage on your cross. 

SbwavlI
Vocabulary

nHer (m) darkness 

suNna deserted, lonely

Btkxa to wander aimlessly

k<la lonely

Balxa to look for

pUrb (m) east 

]sq hoxa to set (like the sun)

Wu<p (f) sunshine 

locxa to desire

CA (f) shade, shadow  

Tokr (f) a kick 

Q<le below, underneath 

XuSk dry

XuSkI (f) dryness 

prqxa to come back

b<wÂ (m) cloud  

wes (m) country 

Xq (m) letter 

G<lxa to send

raq (f) night 

qara (m) star 

Jakxa to stare
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rOSnI (f) light  

BaÂ (f) search  

J<la mad, crazy

slIka (m) attractive style  

sur (m) musical note 

imTas (f) sweetness 

bNsrI (f) flute 

marU Ql (m) desert    

s<lxa to pierce, to prick 

ivKa to show

izk wUja one another, each other 

huiS]ar alert, watchful

Pu<l (m) flower 

XNjr (m) dagger  

ichra (m) face  

s<cIM really   

bwlxa to change   

qn (m) body  

rUh (f) soul 

imre mere changed to fit into the metre

iziqhas (m) history    

mnZUr krna to accept

iqrI qerI changed to fit into the metre

sUÂI (f) cross 

]pxI ]apxI changed to fit into the metre

]ÃIwq (f) homage 
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iv]akrx
Grammar Notes

ho c<le  (‘about to become’)  

In CP1, you came across the helping verbs like we, lE, sk, rih, lg etc. 

which add to or modify the meaning of the main verb in the stem 

form, e.g., kr sk ‘to be able to do’. c<l is also such a helping verb 

which add the meaning ‘about to’ to the meaning of the main verb. 

When used in this way, c<l is always in the perfective form.

]sq ho c<le ]sIM   We are about to set.

mEM qur c<il]a hA  I am about to depart.

C<q idg c<lI hE   The roof is about to collapse.

The use of c<il]a in mEM qur c<il]a hA is intended to convey the idea of 

‘imagine my action as already completed’. Similarly, the use of the 

perfective form ivKaiz]a in marUQl ivc Wu<pA ne jw ]pxa Zor ivKaiz]a imagines 

the situation as completed (in the future time as the second line of 

the couplet makes it very clear) as if saying ‘when this process is 

completed’. Unfortunately, lots of past (and some modern) Panjabi 

grammarians designated the perfective form as the ‘past tense’ form. 

If you are going to read the Gurbani Units in Part C, you will find that 

even Guru Nanak Dev used the perfective form in this way about 

five hundred years ago (p.194). So you should judge the work of 

a Panjabi grammatical form from what is does in Panjabi, not from 

how it would translate into English in isolation and away from its use 

in a particular context.

rihNwe Jakwe  (‘keep staring’) 

See CP1 p.207

ho gze  (‘have become’)   
See CP1 p.205

gze ikNnI wFa s<le ]sIM  (‘We were pierced many times’)

See CP1 p.192-93



W   e conclude the Language Units section of the book with a 

short poem by Dhani Ram Chatrik (1876-1954). 

Chatrik’s enormous contribution to Panjabi is twofold. 

He is regarded as the founder of modern Panjabi poetry. He worked 

all his life to lift the status of Panjabi language and Gurmukhi script. 

As a prolific and highly creative writer, he experimented with all the 

existing genres of Panjabi poetry and created some new ones. His 

imagery, similies, mataphors, tone and style always remained close 

to the colloquial Panjabi idiom of the masses, and yet the music, 

rhythm and flow of his poetic language never fail to captivate the 

reader. No aspect of the Panjabi life, history and culture remained 

untouched by his pen. Over the past hundred years, some of his 

lines have passed into the Panjabi folklore.

As a printer, he was the first person to standardise the typeset 

for Gurmukhi and give their standard modern shapes to its letters 

and symbols for the metal type of his day. He typeset and printed 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the first Panjabi dictionary and Kahn Singh 

Nabha’s Mahan Kosh by using the then new technique of printing 

Panjabi with the metal type at his Sudarshan Press in Amritsar. The 

last mentioned work (full name guruSbd rqnwkr mhwn koS) published 

in 1930 is an encyclopedia of Sikh religion, quite complex to typeset 

with the metal type. In the preface, Kahn Singh Nabha gratefully 

acknowledges that for this book Chatrik ‘created new typefaces 

according to my wishes and printed it extremely diligently and 

beautifully not like a businessman but like an expert devotee’.

Language Unit 21
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literature and culture is the breadth of his vision and his non-sectarian 

outlook. For almost all the dcades of his life, the atmosphere of the 

Punjab area was poisoned by narrow sectarian thinking on religious 

grounds. Chatrik remained untouched by all this. Though a Hindu, 

he never displayed any sectarian biases and prejudices either in 

the choice or the treatment of his subjects. When we consider the 

fact that such biases and prejudices blemish the writings of many of 

his eminent contemporary writers, Chatrik stands out unique among 

them as a crystal pillar of pure Punjabi culture. 

Kulbir Singh Thind and Kirpal Singh Pannu honoured Chatrik’s 

memory by naming an electronic Gurmukhi font after him. As a mark 

of respect for Chatrik, we use this font for the Panjabi text in this unit. 

Mohinder Gill recorded this poem in his voice as a tribute to his 

predecessor in the creative field of Panjabi poetry. You can listen to 

the recording by clicking the ‘speaker’ button under the headphone 

symbol. 

sLbdfvlI
Vocabulary

nINdr (nINd) (f) sleep 

AUsLf (f) dawn 
(See below)

pMCI aflHxf

DnI rfm cfiqRk

nINdr AUsLf dI AuWKVI,
cfnx df bUhf KulH igaf;
sUrj ny myry aflHxy ivc
pYr af ky rwiKaf.

Aus rwiKaf, mYN cuwikaf,
sfQI nf koeI AuzIikaf,
bs KMB KuwlHy kr ley,
qy aflHxy qoN cl ipaf.
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AuWKVnf to break, fall apart

cfnx (m) light 

bUhf (m) door 

KuwlHxf to open

sUrj (m) sun 

aflHxf (m) nest 

pYr (m) foot 

rwKxf to set down, keep

cuwkxf to pick up

sfQI (m) companion 

AuzIkxf to wait

bs only, ‘that’s all’

KMB (m) wing 

Kuwlf / KuwlHf open

clxf to move

BfsLf aqy sMsikRqI bfry 
About language and culture

AUsLf

This name was given to Goddess Dawn in the Vedas. She is the 

most beautiful among the Vedic goddesses and has inspired some 

of the most beautiful and inspired Vedic poetry. Even now, when 

many of the Vedic gods and goddesses have receded into the dark 

oblivion of history or have become relativley less known, Usha goes 

on inspiring Indian poets and visual artists. Watching her arrival in a 

cloudless sky in rural India is an unforgettable experience. 

Aus rwiKaf

By the normal rules of grammar, the expression should be Aus ny 
rWiKaf (see CP1 p.142). The object pYr is omitted because it is already 
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mentioned in the previous line. But the subject of the transitive verb 

in the perfective for should have ny added to it. This is done in third 

line of the poem with the subject sUrj. But ny is often omitted in poetry 

to maintain the balance of a line. Since Aus is in the oblique form in 

the fifth line, it indicates that it is followed by a postposition. So the 

poet has omitted the use of ny. Some Western dialects of Panjabi 

follow this logic and omit ny even in ordinary conversational Panjabi. 

This custom is centuries old and you do not find ny used anywhere in 

the writings of Guru Nanak Dev and other Gurus.

hux agFh ikwDr ƒ? 
Where do we move from here?

Three or four years after the publication of the first edition of Colloquial 

Panjabi in December 1995, some users started asking, in published 

reviews and informal personal enquiries, ‘Where do we move from 

here?’ This ebook was prepared in response to this question asked 

about CP1.

If you ask this question now about this ebook Colloquial Panjabi 

2, the answer is given in the last three lines of Chatrik’s poem. Do 

what the bird did:

The vast world of Panjabi books, newspapers and magazines 

and Panjabi speakers in India, Paksitan and many other countries 

is there for you to explore now. Regard this vast world as Colloquial 

Panjabi 3!

ÈuB iewCfvF
Best of luck!

sfQI nf koeI AuzIikaf,
bs KMB KuwlHy kr ley,
qy aflHxy qoN cl ipaf.



PART C
Gurbani Units

Our language can be regarded as an ancient 
city: a maze of little streets and squares, of old 
and new houses, of houses with extensions from 
various periods, and all this surrounded by a 
multitude of new suburbs with straight and 
regular streets and uniform houses.

- Ludwig Wittgenstein



gurmuKI ilpI dw gurbwxI ipCokV
The Gurbani background of Gurmukhi script

This part of the book assumes that you have studied parts of 

Colloquial Panjabi (2nd Edition 2012 or CP1) and of this book 

(CP2) dealing with Gurmukhi script and Panjabi grammar 

very carefully and that you understand the relevant grammatical 

terminology. If you have not, you are advised to do so and take up 

this part later. A knowledge of these technicalities will be taken for 

granted, or they will be explained very briefly.

This part has been prepared for three types of users of this book:

1.  Those who want to study the Sikh religion seriously

The Sikh scripture Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS), prepared in the 

sixteenth century and incorporating earlier writings as well, is not in 

modern Panjabi (or even exclusively in older Panjabi). Though it is 

written in the Gurmukhi script (introduced and described in detail in 

CP1), it uses some symbols and conventions not in common use 

these days. If you wish to study the older manuscripts, you also 

need familiarity with these older writing conventions. This is quite a 

vast subject and there is not much evidence that it has been studied 

thoroughly so far, though some books and articles have been 

published over the past ninety years. It is best studied under the 

Gurbani Unit 1
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Unit 1 guidance of a practising Sikh scholar in a Sikh seminary such as 

Damdami Taksal, or in a special Gurmat college. These pages can 

give you only a bird’s eye view of the field.

Extensive studies of the theological aspects of Sikhism have been 

made. Very good English translations of SGGS also exist, though 

some of them may need modernising. But the best guide to Sikhism 

is SGGS itself. So there will always be people who will wish to study 

this sacred book in the original language. Something is invariably lost 

in translation and commentaries in another language. The inspired 

poetry of the Gurus and the Bhagats (spiritual poets and saints 

included in SGGS), especially Guru Nanak Dev’s divine poetry, is 

so great and sublime that it deserves to be included in the greatest 

literature of the world. For doctrinal reasons, the prose translations 

are literal. So learning the language (or its several dialects) of  SGGS 

is worth the effort of any serious student of Sikhism. Needless to 

say, a good understanding of the grammar of these several dialects 

is the first step that needs to be taken.

2.  Linguists who wish to study the grammar of older Panjabi

The first grammar of the language of SGGS (gurbwxI ivAwkrx) 
was completed by Sahib Singh in 1932 and was published in 1939. 

According to his student Harkirat Singh, the project took from ten 

to twelve years to complete. So we can assume that Sahib Singh 

started writing the book around 1920. As expected from the greatest 

Sikh scholar of the 20th century, who wrote a monumental ten 

volume commentary on SGGS, the book is authoritative. But it is 

dated now and has a few limitations as well. The tools of modern 

linguistics were developed much later. Sahib Singh does not deal 

with the phonology (pronunciation system) and the variety of the 

Gurmukhi script used in SGGS. He is aware of the fact that the 

language of Gurbani (the writings contained in SGGS) is not a 

single homogeneous language but contains several languages and 

dialects. But he deals with all of them together in the main body 

of the book, giving several inflected forms of nouns, pronouns and 

verbs for each grammatical category, which often risk confusing the 

reader. His theoretical framework is based on two sources – Sanskrit 
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student days – both of which sometimes lead to confusing analyses 

when applied to the language of Gurbani. His understanding of 

Gurbani is not in doubt, but the analytical tools available to him were 

less than ideal. 

If you are looking for a beginner’s book in English, you can use 

Christopher Shackle’s book An Introduction to the Sacred Language 

of the Sikhs (1982), written in a textbook style with exercises. It deals 

solely with the Panjabi elements in the language or Gurbani, which 

is fine. It takes account of the language used by Bhai Gurdas and 

the later language of the Janamsakhis (see the next unit). But it 

does not take into account the linguistic variety found in SGGS. Its 

title as well as the treatment of the subject gives an impression that 

the grammar outlined in the book could be applied to the whole of 

SGGS, which is clearly not the case.

Harkirat Singh’s grammar of Gurbani (gurbwxI dI BwSw qy ivAwkrn) 

was published in 2011 (but was completed in 1995). He makes it 

clear that his book is not meant to replace Sahib Singh’s book, 

which is the ultimate authority on the subject so far. He admits that 

the subject needs a more detailed and deeper study. As a linguist 

trained in modern theoretical, historical and comparative linguistics, 

he deals with the linguistic variety in Gurbani in as much depth and 

detail as the size of the book (370 pages) would allow.  

So first refresh your knowledge of the grammar of modern Panjabi 

outlined in CP1. This will help you understand the grammar of old 

(Gurbani) Panjabi, whose salient features are mentioned in the next 

unit. Then you can move on to Shackle’s book. But your study should 

lead you further to Harkirat Singh and finally to Sahib Singh. These 

scholars wrote in Panjabi. If you study Panjabi well with the help 

of CP1 and this book (CP2), your knowledge of the language will, 

hopefully, enable you to make use of Harkirat Singh’s and Sahib 

Singh’s grammars.

In the next unit, we can simply point towards some most important 

aspects of the grammar of old Panjabi which can shed useful light 

on the grammar of modern Panjabi and vice versa.  
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 Even if you do not belong to above-mentioned two groups of 

people, the subject could be quite interesting for you.

Gurmukhi script from then to now

The commonly held belief about the connection of Gurmukhi script 

with Guru Angad Dev, the second Guru of the Sikhs, comes in two 

versions:

(1)   Guru Angad Dev ‘created’ the Gurmukhi letters; and

(2) He developed the script which later came to be known as 

    Gurmukhi.

The first view is patently incorrect because all the letters and 

symbols of the modern Gurmukhi script already existed in one form 

or the other even before the time of Guru Nanak Dev. The second 

view is almost certainly correct. But in order to examine and discuss 

this view in some detail we need to be familiar with the time periods 

of the ten Gurus given below and the circumstances regarding the 

development of the system of Gurmukhi.

Guru Nanak Dev (1469-1539)

Guru Angad Dev (1504-1552), became guru in 1539

Guru Amar Das (1479-1574), became guru in 1552

Guru Ram Das  (1534-1581), became guru in1574

Guru Arjan Dev (1563-1606), became guru in 1581

Guru Har Gobind (1595-1644), became guru in 1606 

Guru Har Rai (1630-1661), became guru in 1644

Guru Har Kishan (1656-1664), became guru in 1661

Guru Tegh Bahadur (1621-1675), became guru in 1664

Guru Gobind Singh (1666-1708), became guru in 1675

From 1500 to 1524, Guru Nanak Dev travelled in many eastern, 

central, western, northern and southern parts of India and also 

went to Tibet, Central Asia, Iran, Iraq, Arabia and Sri Lanka. While 
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compositions of the Hindu and Muslims saints (or their descendents 

and followers) he met. In 1525, he bought some land and founded 

a village which he named Kartar Pur (‘Abode of the Creator’). Here 

he became a householder again and started earning his living by 

agriculture. People from far and near started coming to Kartar Pur 

to hear his sermons accompanied by the singing of his hymns and 

free food (lMgr). One distinguished visitor was Lehna, who came to 

see Guru Nanak Dev around 1532, and was so impressed by Guru 

Nanak Dev’s personality and philosophy that he decided to stay in 

Kartar Pur. The Guru was becoming conscious of the fact that his 

earthly life was coming to an end. So he was looking for a successor 

who could take his mission further. He was already disappointed 

with his two sons. But Lehna was worthy of the role in every respect. 

He was respectfully called Bhai (brother) Lehna by the people. 

Writing paper was quite scarce in those days and it was not 

feasible for Guru Nanak Dev to carry reams of paper with him while 

travelling. So he most probably jotted down his own and other saints’ 

writings in the Landa script. This space saving script had consonant 

letters only and no vowel symbols and was (and still is) used by 

the indigenous Panjabi business community (to which he belonged) 

for keeping business records. Now Guru Nanak Dev wanted his 

collection written down in a proper script which ordinary people 

could read and interpret unambiguously. Bhai Lehna was the fittest 

person to do the job. As a businessman and user of the Landa script 

and as someone who understood his Guru’s philosophy well, he 

was able to decipher the writing. But no script was available to do 

the job well. As we shall see later, the importance of the correct 

understanding and pronunciation of the vowel sounds is of utmost 

significance in the language he undertook to transcribe. The use 

of the Arabic script was out of the question. It has an unnecessary 

baggage of symbols not needed for Panjabi and lacks symbols for 

some important Panjabi sounds. It is inadequate for correctly and 

unambiguously representing the variety of vowels sounds found in 

the languages of the world other than Arabic. (This was one of the 

main reasons why, in the twentieth century, the Turkish government 
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addition of some letters). It is quite an ancient tradition to leave the 

short vowels unmarked in Arabic writing (except when writing verses 

from Holy Quran). As we shall see in the next unit, pronouncing and 

writing of the short vowels is extremely important in Gurbani. So 

Guru Nanak Dev did not favour the writing of his verses in this script 

(which he knew very well). All the native Indian scripts (including 

Landa) are the descendents of Brahmi, which was well-established 

in India by 5th century BC. Other scripts of the Brahmi family used 

in and in the neighbourhood of the Punjab were Takari, Sharda, 

Bhatt Achhari and Siddh Matrika, which were richer than the Landa 

script in the sense that they possessed some vowel symbols as well. 

(See Harkirat Singh’s book pp.90-91). Since Guru Nanak Dev had 

travelled widely in India (and also in Tibet and Sri Lanka, where the 

scripts used are of Brahmi family), he had a knowledge of a wide 

variety of scripts of the Brahmi clan. 

So we can safely imagine that Bhai Lehna developed the script 

(later known as Gurmukhi) specifically designed to write Gurbani 

(Guru’s Word) under Guru Nanak Dev’s guidance and supervision, 

quite like a modern day Ph.D. student working under his supervisor’s 

guidance.  The result is a great linguistic achievement, an extremely 

simple script inheriting all the great features of the Brahmi family 

and, at the same time, ideally suited for writing Panjabi. (This was 

discussed in detail in Part A of CP1).

Before passing away in 1539, Guru Nanak Dev formally made 

Bhai Lehna his successor and named him Angad. Guru Angad 

Dev, the second Guru, developed his predecessor Guru’s mission 

further. But out of his busy schedule, he found time to write primers 

for teaching Gurmukhi and himself taught the new script to many 

children.  

A script is not simply a random collection of letters, though 

the Roman script and Cyrillic (Russian) scripts tend to give this 

impression. The Gurmukhi system was described in detail Colloquial 

Panjabi (pp. 2-37).  As we saw, the original ideal of ‘Speak as you 

write and write as you speak’ no longer fully applies to Gurmukhi 
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development of tones in Punjabi over the past three centuries. But 

there are definite rules for pronouncing and writing the Panjabi words 

with tones. These rules are described in detail in CP1 (pp. 30-37).

Change is the law of nature, and nothing escapes the ravages 

of time. The letters of the alphabet used in Guru Angad Dev’s script 

have undergone some modifications and some writing conventions 

have been discarded now. A few new features have been added to 

meet the changing needs. But it is the same system grown mature 

with time.  

It will be interesting to have a look at the older specimens of the 

writing in Gurmukhi. The photographs given below are gratefully 

downloaded from the following websites:

www.sikhnet.com

www.sikhwiki.org

www.tapoban.org

Sadly, samples of Guru Angad Dev’s handwriting have not come 

down to us. But his successor Guru Amar Das commissioned 

collections of Guru Nanak Dev’s writings and the saints’ writing 

collected by him. These manuscripts are known as Goindval Pothis 

(the word poQI means ‘book’). These Pothis (believed to have been 

transcribed by Guru Amar Das’s grandson Sahansram) are in the 

possession of his descendents known as Bhalla family. 

This is a sample page from one of the Pothis. The second 

photograph shows how the letters of the Gurmukhi alphabet 

extracted from the Pothi look like.
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A comparison with the chart given in Colloquial Panjabi (p.5) will 

be interesting. The most interesting thing is that the letters | and 

\ look identical. This shows that even in those days, the use of the 

letters  | and \ was extremely rare. A modern reader would say that 

| is ‘facing the wrong way’. Even in Guru Arjan Dev’s writing shown 

below, it is facing this way, though \ has the modern shape. 

One of the greatest events in the history of Sikhism is the 

compilation of Adi Granth (‘The Original Volume’) by Guru Arjan 

Dev, the fifth Guru. Guru Arjan Dev collected the first four Gurus’ 

writings, his own writings, the writings of some Hindu and Muslim 

saints collected earlier by Guru Nanak Dev and the writings of some 

Bhatts (bards) in a sacred book. He dictated them to his maternal 

uncle Bhai Gurdas, who was a great Punjabi, Hindi and Sanskrit 

scholar. This volume is now preserved in the town Kartar Pur (which 

is different from the village Kartar Pur founded by Guru Nanak Dev). 

This task, which took several years, was completed in 1604.

Photographs of this bIV (volume) in Bhai Gurdas’s handwriting 

are given below. 
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Samples of Guru Arjan Dev’s own handwriting have also been 

preserved.

The position of the Bindi is notable
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letters and the symbols added to the letter k. The shapes of the 

letters have evolved from the Goindval Pothi versions are coming 

closer to the modern versions. 

Guru Tegh Bahadur invented a decorative style of writing shown 

below. The wording of the letter is given in modern Gurmukhi on the 

right hand side.

Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru, took his father’s decorative 

writing style further. The following photographs are of a letter he 

wrote 2nd August 1696. The letter starts in his handwriting (first 

photograph) and is completed by his scribe (the second and the 

third photographs). A modern Gurmukhi version is also given with 

the photographs.
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Later on, Guru Gobind Singh added his father’s (the ninth Guru 

Tegh Bahadur) writings to Adi Granth.  The scribe of the new Bir 

(bIV) was Bhai Mani Singh. In 1708, Guru Gobind Singh bestowed 

Guruship on the Granth and declared that there would be no further 

Guru in the human form. Since then, Adi Granth has been known 

as Sri Guru Granth Sahib. The original volume scribed by Bhai 

Mani Singh has been lost. But copies had been made. The present 

printed version has been prepared with the help of the copies made 

by various scribes. It is this later edition that is the Guru of the Sikhs 

now. This volume is enthroned in every gurdwara (Sikh temple) and 

Gurbani is ceremonially read from it. 
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some changes from the sixteenth to the eigtheenth century. But it 

was the more traditional non-decorative style that was mostly used, 

as shown in the letter written by Guru Gobind Singh’s wife Mata 

Sahib Kaur on 23rd December 1731. The first part written sideways 

is in her hand and the main body of the letter was written by a scribe.

We conclude this section with the picture of a page from the 

bIV (volume) commissioned by Sodhi Bhan Singh and prepared 

between 1839 and 1843. It has pictures painted by a Kashmiri artist 

Miha Singh. The scribe was Misar Prakash. (This information and 

the picture has been taken from the website www.tapoban.org). 

The writing is perfectly modern now, except for one thing discussed 

below.
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As will be discussed in detail later, the language of SGGS is 

not pure Panjabi. It is Sadhu Bhasha (swDU BwSw), also called Sadh 

Bhasha (swD BwSw) and Sant Bhasha (sMq BwSw). It is a variety of 

Hindi strongly influenced by the native language of each writer (by 

Panjabi in the case of the Sikh Gurus). There is a great mixture of old 

Sanskrit words, particularly in the writings of Guru Arjan Dev. One 

of Guru Nanak Dev’s compositions (SGGS, p.712) is in Persian as it 

was spoken in his times. Guru Nanak Dev and Guru Arjan Dev also 

wrote in Sahaskriti or hybrid Sanskrit (Sanskrit mixed with Prakrit 

and Apabhramsa – see next unit).

The original Gurmukhi writing system as originally developed was 

designed to write Panjabi as it was spoken in Guru Nanak Dev’s 

time. The spelling conventions used in SGGS reflect the grammar of 

Panjabi in the sixteenth century. 
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How old Gurmukhi differs from its modern version

1.  No pd Cyd or separation of words

Look at the photograph of the page from the nineteenth century 

manuscipt of SGGS (on page 159). The first two sentences read rwg 
eyk sMig pMc brMgn ] sMig Alwpih AwTau nµdn ] (The Punctuation 

mark ] was the full stop). This convention of not separating the 

words started probably because of a scarcity of writing paper. But 

then it became an orthodoxy and went on well into the twentieth 

century, in spite of the continuing demand from hundreds of 

thousands of Sikhs for Gurbani to be printed with separated words. 

Some prominent Sikh scholars completed the task of pd Cyd in the 

thirties. Some portions of Gurbani with pd Cyd were printed for daily 

use. But the main volume enthroned as the Guru in the Sikh temples 

retained continuous writing. In the sixties, the Shiromani Gurdwara 

Parbandhak Committee (the body managing the historical Sikh 

shrines in the Punjab) authorised the installation of the volumes 

with pd Cyd in the Sikh temples (with stiff opposition from some ultra 

orthodox Sikhs, who regard only the volume with continuous version 

without pd Cyd as having the Guru status). 

The demand for the pd Cyd versions was perfectly genuine. 

Try reading ‘withoutsideactivities’. Will you read it as ‘without side 

activities’ or as ‘with outside activities’? The context can often, but 

not always, help. So first familiarise yourself Gurbani with pd Cyd 
before going to the older written records.  

2.  Fewer letters 

Panjabi, as spoken by Guru Nanak Dev and Guru Angad Dev, 

had 32 distinct consonant and ten distinct vowel sounds, as was 

the case with modern Eastern Panjabi until about three hundred 

years ago and is still the case in many dialects of modern Western 

Panjabi. (See CP1 Part A). The ten distinct vowel sounds could 

be represented with the help of three vowel bearer letters with the 

addition of vowel symbols. Two symbols to represent nasalisation 

were also needed. Quite significantly, there was no symbol for the 

Addhak in the original Gurmukhi, as we shall see below.
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Guru Angad Dev developed the system for Panjabi as it was 

spoken by the common people at that time. They did not pronounce 

the borrowed sounds for which letters were added to the script in the 

20th century. 

The Gurmukhi system is described in detail in Colloquial Panjabi 

(2nd edition) pp.1-37. 

It is clear from Guru Nanak Dev’s writings that he knew Sanskrit, 

Persian and Arabic very well. He actually spoke Persian and Arabic 

when he travelled in the countries where these languages are 

spoken. But in his writings he spelt the words of these languages 

as the native Panjabi speakers spoke them (i.e., using the closest 

sounding native sounds for the foreign sounds). Some examples are:

Gurbani 
spelling

Modernised educated 
Panjabi spelling

Meaning

sUdR SUdr a person of low caste

eIsru eISr God

slok Slok couplet

iesnwnu ieSnwn bath

Arj Arz request

AwiKr Awi^r at last

gwiPl gwi&l oblivious

syK Sy^ Sheikh

sb Sb night

bdbKq bdb^q unfortunate

Guru Angad Dev never thought of adding letters for the foreign 

sounds to Gurmukhi (which were added towards the close of the 

nineteenth century but came into general uses two or three decades 

later). Even today, most speakers of Panjabi (including some highly 

educated ones) do not pronounce these borrowed sounds in their 

normal colloquial speech and some of them are not quite sure where 

they should use the new letters. 

3.  More subscript letters

The following examples are taken from SGGS. The page 

references of the verses given below are to the pages of SGGS.
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other letters in a reduced or altered form) –   R ,  Í and  H. They were 

used in old Gurmukhi as well. Examples are:

crn kml guir AwsRmu dIAw (804) 
The lotus feet of the Guru brought peace and shelter.

jog ibnod sÍwd Awnµdw (1331)
Yoga, thrills, delicious flavors and bliss.

pMifq pwDy joiesI inq pVHih purwxw (419) 
The religious scholars, the teachers and astrologers continually 
read the Puranas.

They were used exactly as they are in modern Gurmukhi. (See 

CP1 p.26-28).

But Gurbani uses some additional subscript letters. They are

 ç(c),  †(t),  œ(q) and  ˜(n). They are used in some Sanskrit words 

(and one Persian word) used in Gurbani. Examples are:

auqir diKix puib dyis psçim jsu BwKh (1393) 
In the countries in the north, south, east and west, the praises of 
God’s name are chanted.

so siqguru pUrw Dnu DMnu hY ijin hir aupdysu dy sB isRis† svwrI (586)
Blessed, blessed is the perfect True Guru, who has given the 
Lord’s teachings to reform the whole world.

dsœgIrI dyih idlwvr qUhI qUhI eyk (724) 
Give me Your help, O brave and generous Lord. You are the one 
and the only Lord.

piV@ pusœk sMiDAw bwdM (1353)
You study the scriptures, say your prayers and argue. 

We will deal with the subscript symbol in piV@ later on.

iDRg s˜yhM binqw iblws suqh (1354)
Cursed is the attachment to pleasures and one’s spouse and 
children.
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mohn mwDv ik®s˜ murwry (1082)
(O Lord, You are) Mohan, Madav and Lord Krishna.

Here, Guru Arjan Dev uses the spelling ik®s˜, but at another place he 

uses full n.

gurmuiK sMgI ik®sn murwry (98) 
Lord Krishna is the Gurmukh’s companion.

The reason for this apparent inconsistency in spelling appears to 

be that the two spellings are used in different languages. ik®sn is 

written in Sadhu Bhasha or Panjabi and ik®s˜ is written is Sahaskriti 

(hybrid Sanskrit). In the Sanskrit pronunciation there is no [a] vowel 

between the last two consonants. So Guru Arjan Dev tried to keep 

the spelling close to the Sanskrit spelling as far as Gurmukhi would 

allow.

4.  The Visarga consonant 

Sanskrit has a consonant called visarga, written as : . It is a 

voiceless [h] sound and is used mostly as a grammatical marker. 

Guru Arjan Dev used it at a few places, though it is not a part of 

Gurmukhi. Examples are:

hoXo hY hovMqo hrx Brx sMpUrxÚ (1361)

God was, is, and shall always be. He is the sustainer, destroyer 

and of all and is perfect.

suKyx bYx rqnµ rcnµ ksuMB rMgxÚ (1361)

Being engrossed in sweet words and transitory pleasures.

Here, too, the language is Sahaskriti, and the words would have the 

visarga in Sanskrit.

5. No Addhak 

The reason for the absence of the Addhak in original Gurmukhi 

given by Harkirat Singh is that the stressing of the stressed syllables 

in Panjabi in Guru Nanak’s time was not as strong as it is now. (p. 

77). It is the strong stress that is mainly responsible for the ‘doubling’ 

of consonants represented by the Addhak. So this symbol was not 
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eighteenth century. Some other phonological phenomena in Panjabi 

support Harkirat Singh’s suggestion. But a technical discussion 

will go far beyond the scope of this book. This does not mean that 

‘double consonants’ were not there Guru Nanak Dev’s Panjabi. But 

they must have been considerably less common, so that a symbol 

to represent the phenomenon was considered unnecessary, and the 

pronunciation was left to the discretion of the reader. It is notable 

that even today, the use of the Addhak in some words (and their 

pronunciation) is controversial among Panjabi writers.

6.  The position of the Bindi

As there was originally no pdCyd in the writing of Gurbani, the 

scribes put the Bindi where they found it convenient. So we find 

inconsistency in placing this symbol, either before or after the vowel 

symbol. Examples are:

eINt, iDAweˆØI, ikqˆØI, aUNDY, skNau

But this seems to be linguistically insignificant. Look at the position 

of the Bindi at the end of the second downward coming line in the 

picture of Guru Arjan Dev’s handwriting on page 155.

7.  Two vowel symbols added to one letter 

Gurbani is meant for singing. In singing, you often have to prolong 

words. Panjabi has three short vowels [a], [i] and [u]. A word with [a] 
can be prolonged, but words with [i] and [u] are a problem. For [u], 
there is a sometimes a choice between [u] and [o]. You can use [u] 
in ordinary reading and [o] if the word needs prolonging in singing. 

Some examples of such words are:

guopwl (1223), guoivMd (442), jwluo (581) and  Euie (1205)

The spelling of last word is interesting. It indicates that the word 

can start either with au or with E. The problem with [i] is more 

complicated and is discussed below.

Sometimes, when the word ends in a long vowel and is to be 

prolonged in singing, an A is added to it in spelling. Examples are:
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DIA (556), DR¨A (1223), loA (p.8)

8.  The Yaksha matra   ´

The name of this symbol comes from he Sanskrit word Yaksha 

(demigod), which becomes jK´ in Gurbani and this symbol is used 

in the spelling of this word. This matra (symbol) is used like the sub-

script   R  or   Í in a cluster within a syllable when there is no intervening 

[a] between X and a preceding consonant. Examples are

kvnu jogu kaunu g´wnu D´wnu kvn ibiD ausœiq krIAY (386)

What is the yoga, what are the spiritual wisdom and meditation, 

and what is the way to praise the Lord?

ssIAr sUr nK´qR mih eyku (294) 

He is the One in the moon, the sun and the stars.

The relevant words can be phonetically transcribed as

g´wnu [gyÉnu],  D´wnu [d™yÉnu], nK´qR [nak™yatra]

This simple use becomes a bit complicated in 

khu nwnk inscO iD´wvY (1353)

Says Nanak, meditate on the Lord with faith

As with the choice between au and E in guopwl, the reader has a 

choice between pronouncing the word as [d™iÉva—] with [i] or as  

[d™yÉva—] with [y]. In other words, we can use the vowel [i] with the 

consonant [d™], with the word having three syllables [d™i  É  va—] or 

the consonant [y] with the word having two syllables [d™yÉ  va—]. ([y]  
is simply a non-syallabic version of [i], to express it in the technical 

language of lingusitics). By turning [i] into [y], you can prolong the 

first syllable with a long [É].
Later on, Panjabi writers started using Î in place of  ´ . Bhai Kahn 

Singh Nabha (1861-1938) and Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957) used 

the spelling gÎwn. The modern Panjabi spelling is igAwn. But the 

pronunciation continues to be [gyÉn]. The final [u] has been dropped 

in modern Panjabi as we shall see below. 
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Some scholars also call it the Udatt Matra. The name Halant is 

used because it looks like the Halant symbol of the Devanagari script 

used for writing Sanskrit and Hindi these days (as used at the end of 

Bgvan¿).  But its function in Gurmukhi is very different from that of the 

Halant symbol in Devanagari. The name Udatt is more informative. 

It means ‘tonal’. Many Sikh scholars believe that this symbol denotes 

a tonal pronunciation. Some Panjabi linguists like Harkirat Singh. 

believes that tone had appeared in Panjabi at the time of Guru 

Nanak Dev. (Page 103).

Before going further, you are advised to read the description of 

Panjabi sounds on pages 1-37 of CP1 (2nd edition), particularly the 

pages dealing with the Panjabi tones.

It is noteworthy that in Gurbani the subscript   @ is used only under 

n, m, l and  V. Significantly, the consonant sounds represented by 

these letters are what linguists call the ‘liquid’ or non-fricative voiced 

continuant consonants. n@, m@, l@ and  V@ originally were consonant 

clusters (sequences within a syllable) involving a consonant and

voiced [h]. Other liquid consonants in Panjabi are x, r and v do not 

cluster with   @ in Gurbani. This does not necessarily mean that these 

clusters were not there in Guru Nanak Dev’s Panjabi speech. It may 

be that words involving these clusters were not used in Gurbani. 

Many Sikh scholars recommend a tonal pronunciation of the 

words printed in bold in the following quotation from SGGS: 

iehu suKu nwnk Anidnu cIn@w (386) 

Nanak knows only this peace night and day.

mY gur ibnu Avru n koeI bylI guru siqguru pRwx hm@wry (574) 

I have no other friend except the Guru; the Guru, the true Guru, is 

my very breath of life.

jy sau vir@Aw jIvxw BI qnu hosI Kyh (1380)

Even if one could live for hundreds of years, his body will eventually 

turn to dust. 

BRm ky prdy siqgur Kol@y (385) 

The true Guru has removed the veil of doubt. 
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swsqR byd purwx pV@Mqw (1242) 

They read the Shastras, the Vedas and the Puranas.

In modern Gurmukhi the subscript   H is used in place of the Halant 

(or Udatt) symbol. But the rules of tonal pronunciation are the same. 

(See CP1 p.26). 

Tone is a special feature of Panjabi which distinguishes it from 

the other major languages of the Indian sub-continent. It appears 

that tone in Panjabi started with the words having clusters of liquid 

consonants and voiced [h]. It spread later to the words having voiced 

aspirated consonants G, J, F, D, B and independent h [h]. But that 

happened over the past three centuries according to some Panjabi 

linguists. In the Western dialects of Panjabi, these voiced aspirate 

consonants are still pronounced. So we can say with certainty that 

Guru Nanak Dev, who spoke a Western dialect of Panjabi, spoke 

only those words with a tone which are written with the Halant (or 

Udatt) symbol in Gurbani. If he had a tonal pronunciation of words 

having G, J, F, D, B and independent h, he would have asked Bhai

Lehna to mark such words with some sort of tonal symbol. Other 

Gurus spoke the Eastern dialects of Panjabi. But it appears that 

their speech was also like Guru Nanak Dev’s as far as tones are 

concerned. The pronunciation of the poets from outside the Panjabi-

speaking area was what it is these days. They pronounced such 

words with voiced aspirated sounds.

It is interesting to note that even today, Gurbani singers use the 

voiced aspirated pronunciation of words having G, J, F, D, B and

words like pV@Mqw if the tonal pronunciation of these consonants would 

clash with the melodic contour of the musical composition.

In Gurbani, some words are also spelt with the subscript  H. 

pMifq pwDy joiesI inq pVHih purwxw (419) 

The religious scholars, the teachers and astrologers continually 

read the Puranas.

Aink bwr krau iqh bMdn mnih crHwvau DUp (701) 

Many times do I bow in reverence to Him, offering my mind as 

incense to Him.
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non-tonal pronunciation or they are human errors of the scribes 

making copies of SGGS. 

Further reading:

A well-researched monograph on the development of Gurmukhi 

script is

jI bI isMG: gurmuKI ilpI dw jnm qy ivkws, first published by Panjab 

University Publication Bureau, Chandigarh, in 1950.

This slim volume (171 pages) traces the development of the letters 

and symbols of modern Gurmukhi from Brahmi.



gurbwxI ivAwkrx dI rUp ryKw
An outline of Gurbani grammar

Within a family, a communication problem between a grand-

father and a grandson solely because of the normal use 

of language almost never occurs. Each understands the 

other well. When the grandfather was a boy, he communicated with 

his grandfather perfectly well. And when today’s boy will become a 

grandfather, he will have no problems with his grandson. Assuming 

that a century covers the lifespan of five generations, there appears 

to be little change in the language in a century (and even beyond 

a century – the author of this course effortlessly understands every 

single word and sentence in a Panjabi book published in 1866).

And yet?

And yet, you have to learn your own language of ten centuries (or 

fifty generations) ago like a foreign language. Look at the samples 

of Old English (before 1000 AD) on the internet and also the poetry 

of the English poet Geoffrey Chaucer (1343-1400). With some effort, 

you will be able to understand Chaucer. But Old English will look like 

a foreign language to you. While reading Chaucer, it is important to 

remember that in his English the ‘silent letters’ in words like ‘write’ 

and ‘half’ and the ‘e’ at the end of words like ‘tyme’, ‘evere’ were 

pronounced. The pronunciation of ‘gh’ in ‘knyght’ was like that of ‘ch’ 

in the German word ‘ich’. 

Gurbani Unit 2
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noticed by someone who is not a trained linguist. It is the cumulative 

effect of the change over centuries that becomes noticeable. 

A language always looks before and after and pines in both the 

directions. It is never a single homogeneous system and different 

subsystems change and evolve at different rates. So at any given 

moment in time, a language is polysystemic, and not monosystemic. 

Its grammar at any given point in time is simply a still picture of 

an ongoing action. A study of the past history of a language sheds 

interesting light on its present and vice versa. 

This book is not about English and we have mentioned Old English 

and Chaucer’s English to prepare you for the study of the language 

of SGGS. This language is to modern Panjabi what Chaucer’s 

English is to modern English. (Guru Nanak Dev was born 69 years 

after Chaucer’s death). The parallels with Chaucer’s English are 

very clear. With some effort, you can understand Guru Nanak Dev’s 

and other Gurus’ language. They used some Gurmukhi letters and 

symbols which are either not used now or have become ‘silent’ or 

tonal in modern Panjabi pronunciation . 

Since we will be referring to the past stages (or ancestor 

languages) of Panjabi, it will be useful to have a look at them and 

the times when they were spoken.

Vedic/Sanskrit  before 500 BC

Pali and Prakrits 500 BC – 500 AD

Apabhramsas  500 AD – 1000 AD

Modern North   1000 AD onwards

Indian languages

Since a language changes slowly, these time boundaries indicate 

roughly when the cumulative change justified the giving of a new 

name to a language. Vedic is the language of the sacred Hindu 

scriptures the Vedas. Sanskrit is a refined version of a later stage 

of Vedic and it is the language of a vast Hindu literature written over 
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languages evolved into the spoken languages of the common 

people. The 13th century Hindu saint Jaidev (or Jayadeva), whose 

verses are included in SGGS, is regarded as one of the greatest 

Sanskrit poets. There still are writers in India who write in Sanskrit. 

Each area in North India had its own Prakrit and Apabhramsa 

language. Modern Panjabi is believed to have descended from 

Shauraseni Apabhramsa. But no sample of this ancestor of Panjabi 

has come down to us. 

Like Chaucer’s English, the language of Gurbani is fairly intelligible 

to modern readers but it certainly differs in some important respects 

from the modern Panjabi in grammar and pronunciation. You don’t 

need to study it like a foreign language as you need to study Old 

English or Shauraseni Apabhramsa (if a sample is discovered some 

day). Some aspects of the pronunciation of the language of Gurbani 

were mentioned in the last unit and others will be mentioned here. 

We cannot expect the grammar of this language to be exactly similar 

to that of modern Panjabi. 

There are some additional complications as well. As was 

mentioned in the last unit, The language of Gurbani is not 15th-

17th century Panjabi but Sadhu Bhasha, which was a Hindi-based 

language already established for use by the Hindu saints of the 

Bhakti Movement (a 14th-17th Hindu religious movement which 

started earlier in South India but flourished in North India). Each 

writer’s version was strongly influenced by his mother tongue. Thus 

the language of Kabir and Ravidas was influenced by their mother 

tongue Eastern Hindi and Namdev’s language was influenced by his 

mother tongue Marathi. There is a group of Western Panjabi dialects 

known as Lehandi (which means ‘Western’). These dialects have 

their own distinct phonology and grammar. Some linguists regard 

Lehandi as a language distinct from Panjabi. Guru Nanak Dev 

spoke a Lehandi dialect and other Gurus spoke the Eastern Panjabi 

dialects. Guru Arjan Dev, though he spoke the Eastern dialect Majhi, 

wrote some poetry in pure Lehandi as well. Sheikh Farid’s dialect 

is also Lehandi, but there are some traces of Sadhu Bhasha as 171
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12th-13th century. So some scholars argue that the poetry attributed 

to Fariduddin Ganjshakar (1173-1266) is actually the poetry of the 

twelfth successor of his mission whose name was Ibrahim Farid. He 

is also known as Farid Sani (Farid the Second). Guru Nanak Dev 

once met him and had a discussion with him. Even if Farid the First 

wrote these verses originally, he wrote them in the Lehandi dialect of 

12th-13th century (which was considerably closer to Apabhramsa) 

and their language got altered in oral transmission and by various 

non-Lehandi-speaking scribes, so that they reached Guru Arjan 

Dev in their present form. Guru Tegh Bahadur wrote in Braj Bhasha, 

a dialect of Hindi spoken in the Mathura and Agra area. But his 

language also bears traces of Panjabi. Jaidev’s language is Sanskrit 

with some mixture of Prakrit and Apabhramsa. Guru Nanak Dev and 

Guru Arjan Dev also wrote in Sahaskriti or hybrid Sanskrit, which 

is a mixture of Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apabhramsa. The tradition of 

writing hybrid Sanskrit goes many centuries earlier to Buddhists. But 

the particular style of Sahaskriti verses in SGGS appears to be Guru 

Nanak Dev’s own creative innovation, which was further developed 

by Guru Arjan Dev by making the Sanskrit content even more 

prominent. The name Sahaskriti appears to have been coined by 

Guru Arjan Dev to indicate that this language was not Sanskrit. Guru 

Nanak Dev also wrote one verse in Persian as it was spoken in his 

times. Guru Nanak Dev’s language is closer to Prakrit/Apabhramsa 

than other Gurus’. This may be because of the place and time of his 

birth. As we go forward in time, we find that the Prakrit/Apabhramsa 

elements go on decreasing in the writings of other Gurus. Anyway, 

among the major modern Indian languages, Panjabi (especially its 

Lehandi dialects) are phonologically and grammatically closest to 

Prakrit/Apabhramsa. 

We find authentic 16th century Panjabi in the poetry of Shah 

Hussain (1538-1599). Shah Hussain was a great Muslim Sufi poet 

living in Lahore (now in Pakistan), but his thinking was completely 

non-sectarian, like that of Sikh gurus and most of his contemporary 

saints. He was influenced by the Bhakti Movement as well, but he 
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dialect of Eastern Punjabi with considerable mixture of Lehandi and 

Sadhu Bhasha. Like Sadhu Bhasha, Lehandi also was a fashionable 

language for writing poetry at that time and some poets who did 

not speak it as their native dialect also wrote in it, just as some 

Punjabi-speaking writers today write in Hindi, Urdu or English. So it 

was quite natural for Shah Hussain to have Lehandi elements in his 

Panjabi. (As we have said above, Guru Arjan Dev also wrote in pure 

Lehandi). Shah Hussain came to Guru Arjan Dev with a request to 

include his poetry in Adi Granth. But Guru Arjan Dev seems to have 

politely refused because the language, content and style of Shah 

Hussain’s poetry did not fit into the spirit of the volume. The variety 

of Panjabi used in the following lines is so modern that a reader not 

familiar with Shah Hussain’s poetry can be tricked into believing that 

the poem was written by a 20th century Panjabi poet. 

sjn ibn rwqW hoeIAW v`fIAW[
rWJw jogI mYN juigAwxI, kmlI kr kr s`fI AW[
mws JVy, JV ipMjr hoieAw, kVkx lgIAW h`fIAW[

The intensely religious poem symbolically expresses the intensity 

of the suffering of a human soul separated from God (the Beloved). 

Ranjha, the hero of a famous Panjabi love story, is the archetypal 

Beloved here. A rough translation of the poem is:

‘Without the Beloved, my nights have become longer. 

Ranjha is a yogi and I am his female consort, and I am crazed in 

love for him. 

My flesh is falling and the bare bones of my skeleton have started 

crackling.’

Nowhere in SGGS will you find this type of Panjabi even in the 

writings of those who spoke it in real life. This is the Majhi dialect 

spoken in and around Lahore and Amritsar, which, with some 

minor additions of the linguistic elements from other areas, is the 

modern ‘Standard Panjabi’ dealt with in CP1. As has been pointed 
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Bhasha, strongly influenced by Panjabi in the writings of Gurus and 

some other saints from the Panjabi-speaking area. 

If you wish to know what real Panjabi was like in 15th-17th century, 

you will find it in the poetry of Shah Hussain and Bhai Gurdas (by 

carefully stripping away the traces of Lehandi and Sadhu Bhasha). But 

we have to be careful about the language used by Shah Hussain. As 

we shall see below, the use of short vowels as grammatical endings 

is a special feature of 15th-17th century Punjabi. Shah Hussain wrote 

in the Perso-Arabic script in which short vowels are most often not 

written and the reader is left to make use of the context to decipher 

a word. The wording of his poetry may also have changed in oral 

transmission and by successive generations of singers and scribes. 

Bhai Gurdas’s writings (not included in SGGS) are specially 

interesting. He wrote two types of poetry – kibq (Kabit) in Sadhu 

Bhasha and vwr (Vaar) in Panjabi, each having different language 

and style, including metre. The mixture of Sadhu Bhasha in his 

Vaars is minimum and his writings can be regarded as representing 

the pronunciation of his Majhi Panjabi fairly well. So his poetry is 

ideal for a study of the grammar of 15th-17th century Panjabi. (But 

some publishers have modernised his spelling because there was 

no strict watchfulness on the part of the Sikhs to preserve his original 

spelling, as was the case with Gurbani). 

Here are some lines from a Vaar of Bhai Gurdas with translation. 

bwby kIqI isD gost sbd sWiq isDW ivc AweI]
ijx mylw isvrwq dw Kt drsn Awdys krweI] 
isD boln suB bcn DMn nwnk qyrI vfI kmweI] 
vfw purK pRgitAw kiljug AMdr joq jgweI] (vwr 1)  

‘Baba (Guru Nanak) had a discussion with the Siddhs. The 

tranquility of the Word of Wisdom came into the Siddhs, as if the 

Shivrat fair gave them the Six Philosophies. The Siddhs spoke 

kind words – “Blessed Nanak, your achievement is great.” A great 

man had appeared, who lit a lamp of wisdom in a dark age of 

ignorance.’
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vocabulary specific to the Indian religious tradition. But his Panjabi 

is grammatically perfect. 

A Gimpse of Gurbani Panjabi Grammar

The subject was dealt with sketchily and incompletely by Harkirat 

Singh and Shackle (in their own different ways, as mentioned above) 

and extremely thoroughly and quite densely by Sahib Singh (so that 

only an experienced scholar can use it) cannot be dealt with in a few 

pages here. As far as the grammar of Gurbani Panjabi is concerned, 

we can only draw the learners’ attention to some of its salient features 

and encourage them to start an in-depth study themselves. Linguists 

interested in the past of Panjabi will also be interested in how some 

grammatical forms of its nouns, pronouns and verbs developed.

Important Note:

Even the extremely sketchy outline of Gurbani grammar given 

below may give the impression of great complexity. But this should 

not discourage or put you off. Even in modern Panjabi dealt with in 

Colloquial Panjabi (CP1), a verb in Panjabi (including the causative 

forms not dealt with in great detail in CP1 and some more rarely used 

forms not mentioned at all there), can theoretically have more than 

100 different forms. But no learner of a language memorises them 

out of the context of use. You learn them by seeing them used in 

proper utterances. If you have learnt Panjabi well from CP1 (which is 

the basic requirement for using this book), you now understand and 

use about eighty forms of each Panjabi verb you know. In Sanskrit, 

in which each verb is inflected for three numbers (singular, dual and 

plural) and three persons in a large number of tenses and moods, 

each verb can have more than seven hundred forms! The situation 

is similar in Sanskrit’s sister languages Latin and Classical Greek. 

Yet there have been, and are, scholars who have mastered all the 

three languages (using three different scripts). The situation in the 

language of Gurbani is only slightly more complex than in modern 
175
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Panjabi and a great deal simpler than in Sanskrit. So we suggest the 

following steps: 

(i) Keep in mind the salient features of the grammar of Gurbani 

Panjabi very briefly mentioned in this unit;

(ii) Use Shackle’s book to familiarise with the more salient features 

of this language, keeping in mind the limitations of his book 

mentioned earlier;

(iii) Study Harkirat Singh’s book carefully. The book is in Panjabi, but, 

hopefully, your knowledge of Panjabi will be good enough for the 

purpose if you make use of the earlier part of this book carefully 

with the help of dictionaries;

(iv) Study SGGS (excluding the Sahaskriti, Persian and Sanskrit 

parts in your first reading) carefully and at a slow pace with 

the help of Sant Singh Khalsa’s English translation and Sahib 

Singh’s modern Panjabi translation and commentary sRI gurU grMQ 
swihb drpx, and using his gurbwxI ivAwkrx for reference;

(v) Read Bhai Randhir Singh’s book gurbwxI lg-mwqRW dI ivl`Kxqw to 

learn about the similar-looking words having different grammatical 

functions in the language of SGGS.

Needless to say, the task will need great dedication and hard work 

if you want to be a serious student of Gurbani. Before you go any 

further, keep referring to the grammar of modern Panjabi given in 

CP1 (pp. 213-228) and also explained in greater detail in the speech 

units. 

Examples from Gurbani used below are all taken from the writings 

of the first five Gurus because there is considerable influence of 

Panjabi in their poetry. The ninth Guru Tegh Bahadur wrote in the 

Braj dialect of Hindi and most of the other saints whose writings are 

included in SGGS were not speakers of Panjabi.

Gurbani spelling

In Japuji on the very first page of SGGS, Guru Nanak Dev spells the 

word hukm (God’s Will, Cosmic Order) in five different ways.
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hukm, hukmu, hukim, hukmI, hukmY

Elsewhere in SGGS, we also have 

hukmhu, hukmn, hukmw, hukmwau, hukmwvY, hukmy, hukmo

Of these forms, only hukm (originally an Arabic word) occurs in 

modern Panjabi. Modern speakers find it difficult to pronounce hukim 

and hukmu because the short vowels ie and au, represented by i 
and   u respectively, do not occur word-finally in their speech (except 

in the cunjuctions ik and ku). They hear these words pronounced as 

hukm by the granthis (priests), who often say that the vowels symbols 

are there simply to ‘clarify the meaning’ and not to be pronounced. 

These symbols no doubt clarify the meaning, but a detailed technical 

analysis of the grammar of their language (which we are not going to 

attempt here) shows these word-final short vowels were pronounced 

by Guru Nanak Dev and other Gurus. Whether or not they should 

be pronounced now is for Sikhs to decide. But all the forms of  hukm 

given above are grammatically different. Some other forms of words 

which confuse the modern readers of Gurbani are

Awhr, Awhru, Awhir
siB, sBu, sB
iqnih, iqsih
krih, krY, krhu, kir
sy, so
lwvY, lwvy, lwvih
myry, myrY
jip, jphu, jpu, jph, jpY, jpih
suixAY, suxIAY
iek, ieku, ieik
miq, mqu
ky, kY

The list can be quite long. Bhai Randhir Singh deals with this 

subject in great detail in his above-mentioned 484 pages long book. 

These examples are taken from his book. 
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In grammar, the case of a noun or pronoun is an inflectional form that 

indicates its grammatical function in a phrase, clause, or sentence. 

For example, a pronoun may play the role of subject (‘I kicked the 

ball’), of object (‘Gill kicked me’), or of possessor (‘That ball is mine’).

In languages like Sanskrit, Greek and Latin having many cases, 

the case was marked synthetically by changing the form of a noun 

or pronoun, often by adding an affix. Many modern languages do 

this analytically by adding separate prepositions or postpositions. 

Panjabi mostly does this analytically, but some synthetic forms have 

survived. In CP1 (p.101), you can see that Panjabi can express the 

idea ‘from home’ analytically as  Gr qoN but also synthetically as GroN. 
Expressing case relations analytically with postpositions started in 

Prakrit and Apabhramsa, but the synthetic forms continued. As you 

can expect, they are  more numerous in the language of Gurbani 

than in modern Panjabi. The forms of hukm given above express case 

relations synthetically.

According to Sahib Singh, a nouns or pronoun in the language of 

Gurbani can theoretically have eight case-forms, with affixes added 

synthetically to the word.

Case English 
name

Modern Punjabi 
postposition 
used

Meaning

krqw Nominative ny Subject

krm Accusative ƒ Object

krx Instrumental nwL Instrument

sMpRdwn Dative ƒ, leI Beneficialry

Apwdwn Ablative qoN Point of departure

sMbMD Genitive dw, dy dI Possession

AiDkrx Locative au~qy, ivc Location

sMboDn Vocative Addressee
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pronouns have different case forms. So, theoretically, each noun can 

have 32 (8x4) case forms.

But don’t lose interest. The actual reality is considerably less 

complicated than the theoretical possibility. The extremely brief 

outline of the grammar of Gurbani Punjabi given below assumes 

that you have learnt the grammar of Modern Panjabi from CP1, or 

you can refer to the relevant pages in the book with the help of the 

index.

Nouns in Gurbani Panjabi

Case relations of nouns in Modern Panjabi are mostly expressed 

analytically by the use of postpositions placed after nouns in the 

oblique case form. But some synthetic or inflected forms also survive 

where the form of the noun itself is altered slightly to express the 

case relation. Examples are

Gr qoN and GroN ‘from home’

GrW ivc and GrIN ‘in the homes’

Swm ƒ and SwmIN ‘in the evening’

A`KW nwL and A`KIN ‘with (both) the eyes

svyr ƒ and svyry ‘in the morning’

Du`p ivc and Du`py ‘in the sunshine’

Interestingly, both the analytic combinations and the synthetic 

forms are in use these days, the analytical forms being predominant. 

The case with Gurbani Panjabi is the same (or perhaps the opposite). 

Both the forms are used, but the synthetic forms predominate. The 

oblique form followed by a postposition had appeared but was used 

less extensively. The language was is in a state of transition from 

the synthetic to the analytic stage. The inflectional form a noun 

assumes in modern Punjabi depends on its (i) gender (masculine or 

feminine), (ii) number (singular or plural) and (iii) whether or nor not 

it ends in [É] the masculine form and/or [Ê] in the feminine form. In 

Gurbani Panjabi, the considerations were (i) gender (masculine or 
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a consonant or a vowel what that vowel is.

The page references with the verses given below are to the pages 

of SGGS.

Masculine Nouns ending in  -Aw

Nominative Singular (Subject)

keI koit rwjy rs BogI (275)

There are many million kings, enjoying worldly pleasures.

Accusative Singular (Object)

BWfw Doie bYis DUpu dyvhu qau dUDY kau jwvhu (728) 
Wash the vessel, sit down and apply fragrance to it; then, go out 

and get the milk.

kIVw Qwip dyie pwiqswhI lskr kry suAwh (144) 
He can appoint a worm as a king, and reduce an army to ashes.

Accusative Plural (Object)

Coif jwih JUTy siB DMDy (738) 

You should leave all these false affairs. 

bhu ibiD BWfy GVY kum@wrw (128)

The Potter shapes it into all sorts of vessels.

Singular Oblique

The postpositions are given italics in the following examples. Exactly 

as in Modern Panjabi, the final -Aw at the end of a masculine noun 

changes to –ey in the oblique form. The plural oblique form is the 

almost same as in Modern Panjabi, with the exception that there is 

no nasalisation of the final vowel. Nasalisation is more common in 

Modern Punjabi than in Gurbani Panjabi.
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jy    skqw           skqy        kau mwry qw min rosu n hoeI (360)

    Direct form     Oblique form

If a powerful man strikes out against another powerful man, 

then no one feels any grief in their mind.

ijh DMDy mih Eie lptwey (178) 

They are busily occupied in their affair

jo pwvih BWfy ivic vsqu sw inklY ikAw koeI kry vycwrw (448)

Whatever you place in the vessel, that alone comes out again. 

What can the poor creatures do?

Plural Oblique

pihlw Pwhw pieAw pwDy ipCo dy gil cwtiVAw (435) 
The teacher is tied down first; after that the noose is placed around 

the pupil’s neck.

gYNfw mwir hom jg kIey dyviqAw kI bwxy (1289)

It was the custom of the gods to kill a rhinoceros, and make a 

burnt offering for the sacrificial ceremony.

Instrumental case form in Subject Position – Singular

In Modern Panjabi, in a sentence with a verb in the perfective 

form, the verb generally agrees with the object. Such constructions 

started in classical Sanskrit in which they had a passive meaning 

and the subject was in the instrumental case form. Gradually, such 

constructions became active in their meaning, but the agreement 

of the verb with the object and the subject in the instrumental case 

form (or used with the originally instrumental postposition ny) have 

remained. This happened in Gurbani Panjabi as well except that the 

postposition ny was not used. We do not wish to enquire into the 

reasons for this. Such a construction, passive in form and active in 

meaning, is called an Ergative Construction by modern linguists. 

(See Grammar Unit 2 in Part D of this book).
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hir dwqY hir nwmu jpwieAw nwnku pYnwieAw (91)

Lord, the provider, inspired Nanak to chant His name and blessed 

him with robes of honor.

DMnY syivAw bwl buiD (1192)

Dhanna served the Lord, with the innocence of a child.

Instrumental and Locative case form – Plural

sglˆØI saudˆØI qotw AwvY (356)

In all other transactions, one suffers a loss.

rqn ivgwiV ivgoey kuqˆØI muieAw swr n kweI (360)

The precious gems have been destroyed and laid waste by the 

dogs, and no one pays any attention to the dead.

Masculine Nouns with Consonant ending

Nominative Singular

-au is added to the noun.

swcw swihbu swcY nwie (9)

True is the Master; true is His name. 

Accusative Singular 

-ie is added to the noun.

iniq Aihinis hir pRBu syivAw sqguir dIAw nwmu (21)

Serve the Lord God continuously day and night ; the true guru 

has given the Name. 

Nominative Plural 

Nothing is added to the noun.
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Pl iPky Pul bkbky kMim n Awvih pq (470)

Its fruits are tasteless, its flowers are nauseating, and its leaves 

are useless.

Accusative Plural 

Nothing added to the noun.

mn icMqq sgly Pl pwey (395) 

I have received all the fruits of my heart’s desires.

iqRibiD krm kmweIAih Aws AMdysw hoie (18)

By actions committed under the influence of the three qualities, 

hope and anxiety are produced 

Oblique form Singular

Dynu duDY qy bwhrI ikqY n AwvY kwm (133)

Without milk, a cow serves no purpose.

BWfw Doie bYis DUpu dyvhu qau dUDY kau jwvhu (728) 
Wash the vessel, sit down and apply fragrance to it; then, go out 

for milk.

Locative Singular form 

AMqir ipAws hir nwm kI guru quis imlwvY soie (40)

Within me is the thirst for the Lord’s name; may the Guru, in his 

pleasure, grant it to me. 

sdw swihb kY rMig rhY kbhUM n qUtis nyhu (84)

Remain immersed forever in the love of your Lord, and your love 

for Him shall never break.

Instrumental in the subject position (ergative constructions)

The subject is in the Instrumental case form because of the verb 

being in the Perfective form
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jn nwnik bRhmu pCwixAw hir kIriq krm kmwau (82)

God has been realised by servant Nanak; he sings the Lord’s 

Praises through the actions he does. 

Ablative

rwj lIlw qyrY nwim bnweI (385)

The pleasures of royalty are derived from Your name.

Instrumental and Locative Singular

hukmy duKu suKu sm kir shY (962)

By His command, they endure pain and pleasure alike.

qyrY hukmy swvxu AwieAw (73)

By Your command, the (monsoon) month of Saawan has come.

Instrumental and Locative Plural

AKI dyKY ijhvw bolY kMnI suriq smwie (138)

With their eyes, they see, and with their tongues, they speak; 

with their ears, they bring the consciousness to their mind.

nwvx cly qIrQI min KotY qin cor (789)

They proceed to bathe at sacred shrines of pilgrimage, but their 

minds are still evil, and their bodies are thieves.

Dative and Genitive

spY duDu pIAweIAY AMdir ivsu inkor (755)

Even if milk is fed to the venomous snake, it shall still be filled 

with pure poison. 

min qin vyKY haumY mYlu jwey (124)

Within your mind and body, behold the Lord, and the filth of 

egotism will go away.
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muKhu hir hir sBu ko krY ivrlY ihrdY vswieAw (565)

Everyone can chant the Lord’s name Hari, Hari from their mouth, 

but only a few enshrine it within their hearts.

Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie (1245)

One who works for what he eats, and gives some of from his 

hand.

Vocative Singular (no change)

imlu myry pRIqm ipAwirAw (1122)

Please meet me, O my Dear Beloved. 

Vocative Plural 

iqsY prwpiq BweIho ijsu dyvY pRBu Awip (45)

O brothers! It is received only by those on whom God bestows it.

Genitive

qyry dwnY kImiq nw pvY iqsu dwqy kvxu sumwru (157)

The value of your gifts cannot be calculated. How can anyone 

compare to the Giver? 

krm sukrm krwey Awpy iesu jMqY vis ikCu nwih (77)

God Himself is the causes actions and good deeds to be done; 

nothing is in the control of this creature.

Feminine nouns

Singular

sKI shylI kau smJwvY (737)

One female friend counsels another.
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imil sKIAw puCih khu kMq nIswxI (459)

I meet with my (female) companions and say, “Show me the 

insignia of my Husband Lord.”

Vocative Singular

siqguru syiv Dn bwlVIey hir vru pwvih soeI rwm (770)

Serve the True Guru, O young bride; thus you shall obtain the 

Lord as your husband.

Vocative Plural

Awvhu imlhu shylIho mY ipru dyhu imlwie (38)

Come and meet with me, O my (female) friends, and unite me 

with my husband.

Pronouns in Gurbani Panjabi

The use of Hindi pronouns is predominant in Gurbani. But true 

Panjabi pronouns are also used. 

Having dealt with the nouns above, we will deal with the 

pronouns extremely briefly for reasons of space, not because 

they are grammatically less important. We assume here that you 

have carefully studied the use of the modern Panjabi pronouns 

discussed in CP1. Like the Sanskrit pronouns, the Gurbani Panjabi 

pronouns have gender distinction in third person pronouns only (as 

is the case with modern English he, him, his, she, her). In modern 

Panjabi, demonstratives ieh and auh (the equivalents of this, that, 

these, those) have replaced the older third personal pronouns and 

there is no number and gender distinction in the modern Panjabi 

demonstratives. Such distinctions are marked on the verbs and 

adjectives etc. In Gurbani Panjabi, however, the Panjabi versions of 

the older pronouns are mainly used and the use of the demonstratives 

as third person pronouns is quite rare. The older gender and number 

distinction in the pronoun as well as the demonstratives is preserved.
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In the following two lines, Ehu is used as a masculine demonstrative 

(in the sense of ‘that’) and personal pronoun (in the sense of ‘he’) 

in the nominative form in the subject position. The plural form is Eih 
and the feminine form is auh. The grammatical endings of eyh (‘this’) 

are similar to those of Eh.

Dnu Ehu msqku Dnu qyry nyq (200) 

Blessed is that forehead, and blessed are those eyes.

Ehu vyKY Enw ndir n AwvY bhuqw eyhu ivfwxu ] (7) 
He watches over all, but none see Him. How wonderful this is!

But the use of the first and the second person pronoun as an 

ergative and non-ergative subject is more interesting and demands 

more careful attention. To recall briefly, constructions involving the 

use of the perfective and the potential forms of the transitive verb 

are ergative constructions in which the verb generally agrees with 

the object and the subject (except the first and the second person 

pronoun) gets the postposition ny. (See CP1 pp.142-143). 

The Gurbani Panjabi pronoun hau was in the nominative case 

form and was used in the subject position. mY was its instrumental 

and oblique form.  

nw hau jqI sqI nhI piVAw mUrK mugDw jnmu BieAw (12)

I am not celibate, nor scholarly. I was born foolish and ignorant 

into this world.

jyqw dyih qyqw hau Kwau (25)

Whatever You give me, that is what I eat.

The following construction is ergative. As in modern Panjabi, the 

transitive verb in the perfective form and agrees with the object. The 

subject is in the instrumental case form.    

mY Awpxw guru pUiC dyiKAw Avru nwhI Qwau (14) 

I consulted my guru, and now I see that there is no other place 

at all.
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in later Sanskrit and Prakrits are used a lot in Gurbani.

kir imMniq kir jodVI mY pRBu imlxY kw cwau (41) 

I beg of them, I implore them; I have such a yearning to meet God! 

(Lit.:, ‘Such a yearning to meet God is to me.’)

The grammatical behaviour of second person qU was similar in 

some respects.

qU sdw slwmiq inrMkwr (3)

You are eternal and formless One!

ijsu qU dyih iqsY ikAw cwrw (9)

Those, unto whom You give – how can they think of any other?

The Accusative form was quDu, which lost its final vowel au when it 

was followed by a postposition.

sw ruiq suhwvI ijqu quDu smwlI (97) 

Sweet is that season when I remember You.

n hovI pCoqwau quD no jpiqAw (519)

A person does not have to regret and repent when he meditates 

on You.

Example of an ‘experiencer’-type construction is given below.

eyqI mwr peI krlwxy qYN kI drdu n AwieAw (360)

There was so much slaughter that the people screamed. Didn’t 

You feel compassion, Lord? (Literally ‘Didn’t any compassion 

come to You?’)

The competition between hau and mY resulted in the loss of hau 
in modern Panjabi. This change is found in Guru Tegh Bahadur’s 

writing. But the competition between qU and qYN resulted in the loss of 

qYN. But qYN still survives as an ergative subject form in the speech of 

some people. (See CP1 p.144). (As has already been pointed out, 
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Panjabi mYN and qUM were pronounced as mY and qU respectively).   

The use of the plural forms AsI (‘we’) and qusI (‘you’) is quite rare. 

These forms have become nasalised in modern Panjabi.

sKI Awau sKI vis Awau sKI AsI ipr kw mMglu gwvh (847)

Come, O my sisters, come, O my companions, and let us remain 

under the Lord’s control. We will sing the songs of bliss of my 

husband Lord.

jwie puChu sohwgxI qusI rwivAw iknI guxˆØI (17)

Go, and ask the happy brides, ‘By what virtuous qualities do you 

enjoy your Husband Lord?’

Now we leave it to you to study the use of the third person pronouns 

(which are not demonstratives) and some other types of pronouns in 

the following examples.

ijn kau krim ilKI iqsu irdY smwxI rwm (545)

He alone, whose karma is so pre-ordained, has it enter into his 

heart.

sw Dn ibnau kry jIau hir ky gux swry (243)

She (the soul-bride) offers her prayers to her Dear Lord; she 

dwells upon His Glorious Virtues.

mweI honhwr so hoeIAY (528)

O mother, whatever is to be, shall be.

suMdru suGVu sUru so byqw jo swDU sMgu pwvY (531)

Beautiful, wise, brave and divine is one who obtains the holy 

saints’ company.

ikAw hMsu ikAw bgulw jw kau ndir kryie (91)

Which is the swan, and which is the crane? (It depends on) on 

whom is He showers His glance of grace.
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jo iqsu BwvY nwnkw kwghu hMsu kryie (91)

Whoever is pleasing to Him, O Nanak, is transformed from a crow 

into a swan. 

In CP1 (p.128), you came across the use Awpxw (‘own’) and its 

other three forms as a replacement of the possessive pronouns. 

Gurbani Panjabi used its own version Apnw exactly in this way. 

clqO Twik rKhu Gir ApnY gur imilAY ieh miq hoeI jIau (599)

Restrain your fickle mind, and keep it steady within its own home; 

after meeting the Guru, this understanding is obtained.

Gurbani Panjabi verb system

While the noun and the pronoun systems of Gurbani Panjabi differ in 

some important respects from those of modern Panjabi (discussed 

in detail in CP1) because of the case forms, the verb system 

is a lot closer to its modern counterpart than most grammarians 

realise because of changes in pronunciation and spelling over the 

intervening centuries obscure this similarity. We need to set up only 

one additional verb form for Gurbani Panjabi. We will start with this 

form.

Imperative and Absolutive

Look at

klau mswjnI ikAw sdweIAY ihrdY hI iliK lyhu (84) 

Why ask for a pen, and why ask for ink? Write within your heart

In modern Panjabi, Guru Amar Das’s iliK lyhu has become ilK lY. 
The Imperative form lY (used for giving order, advice etc.) and the 

main member ilK of the verb sequence ilK lY (‘write for your own 

sake’) (CP1 p.166) are in the bare stem form. For the purpose of 

CP1, it was enough to say just this much. But when we look at the 

history of what are now bare stem forms, we find that they come 

from different sources. The change in pronunciation resulting in the
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the loss of word-final short vowels ie and au have eroded both the 

verb forms and reduced them to bare stems. To discuss these forms 

in Gurbani Panjabi, we need a term for the main member of the 

sequence because it is not a bare stem here. Shackle uses the term 

Absolutive and we shall adopt it. 

Imperative form

The imperative form in Gurbani Panjabi has one of the two endings  

-ie

myry mn jip hir gun AkQ sunQeI (1320)

O my mind, chant the glorious praises of the Lord, which are said 

to be inexpressible.

-au or hu (mostly with a root ending in a vowel)

vYdw vYdu suvYdu qU pihlW rogu pCwxu (1279)

O physician, you are a competent physician. First diagnose the 

disease.

imlu myry goibMd Apnw nwmu dyhu ] (240)

Meet me, O my Lord of the Universe. Please give me (bless me 

with) Your Name.

sBy jIA smwil ApxI imhr kru  (1251) 

In Your mercy, You care for all beings and creatures and have 

mercy on them..

Some verbs had -ie, some had -au, and some could have either.

Absolutive form

This form had -ie ending. 

mY Awpxw guru pUiC dyiKAw Avru nwhI Qwau (14)

Having consulted my guru (I found that) there is no other place 

at all. 
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ikrpw kir kY sunhu pRB sB jg mih vrsY myhu (652)

Having mercy (upon me) and hear me, O God  – let Your grace 

rain over the whole world.

ivcu n koeI kir skY iks QY rovih roj (135)

No one can then serve as your intermediary. Unto whom can we 

turn and cry?

The basic meaning of the absolutive verb form is ‘having done’.  

Interestingly enough, the modern Panjabi ky (CP1 p.152) used 

for joining stem verb forms (which come from the absolutive forms 

(which was kY in Gurbani Panjabi) also comes from the same source 

– an earlier form of same source as kir. Look at the following 

interesting diagram. 

Since long sequences of verbs are not found in Gurbani because 

they are not possible in poetry, we have to turn to its contemporary 

prose for them. The following long sentence is taken from a the  jnm 
swKI (Guru Nanak Dev’s biography) written by Guru Arjan Dev’s 

nephew Sodhi Manohardas Meharban some years before his death 

in 1640.

bwbw nwnku jI pg bWiD kir, DoqI kir kir, cwdr EiF kir, qrpn nym 
gwieqRI piVH kir, ismrnu iDAwnu prmysr kw kir kir, bwhir drIAwv 
aUpir qy Pyir Gir AwiekY prmysr kw kIrqnu krqw[
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having wrapped himself in a shawl, having recited the ritual 

Gayatri prayer, having done meditation on God, and after coming 

out of the river and then having come home, would sing praises 

of God.’ 

Meharban’s language is a Panjabi-ised version of Sadhu Bhasha. 

A modern Panjabi translation of the verbs used in this sentence will 

be:

Meharban’s   Modern 

version  Panjabi

bWiD kir  bMnH ky
kir kir  kr ky
EiF kir  EF ky 
piVH kir  pVH ky
AwiekY  Aw ky

A comparison with the use of such long sentences in modern 

Panjabi will be interesting. (See CP1 pp.152-153). 

Present Tense

The modern Panjabi verb forms are can be divided into three main 

groups: (i) personal, which are marked for person and number, 

and (ii) adjectival,, which are marked for number and gender and 

function both as verbs and adjectives, and (iii) nominal, which 

function as nouns. The adjectival forms also function as adjectives. 

The so-called future tense form of Panjabi is a combination of the 

personal subjunctive form and –gw which is marked for number and 

gender. (CP1 pp.171-172). The subjunctive form refers to the idea 

or the  possibility of action or situation without locating it in time. 

But this development in its meaning is quite recent. The modern 

Panjabi subjunctive form comes from the present tense form of 

Gurbani Panjabi, which refers to a present action as well as recurring 
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purpose. But the present tense form in Gurbani Panjabi was moving 

towards being the Modern Panjabi sujunctive, and the imperfect 

participle form, though used mainly as an adjective, was occasionally 

used as a proper verb as well, as in the modern Panjabi, to refer to a 

present action or situation. –gw was added to the present tense form 

to refer to a future action, though the older (and mainly Lehandi) way 

of expressing the future time was also in use. The 

The present tense forms of the verb ho are given below.

   Singular  Plural

1st Person  hoeI, hovI  hoh, hovh
   hoau, hovhu  

2nd Person   hoih, hovih  hohu, hovhu

3rd Person  hoey, hoie, hovY  hoin, hovin
      hoih, hovin

The longer forms appear to have been used for emphasis or 

for metrical reasons in poetry. In the metres used in Gurbani, the 

number of syllables in a line was important. 

hau qumrI krau inq Aws pRB moih kb gil lwvihgy (1321)

I always place my hopes in You; O God, when will you take me in 

Your embrace? 

iqhtVy bwjwr saudw krin vxjwirAw (1426)

In the market places of the three qualities, the merchants make 

their deals.

inMdw krih isir Bwru auTwey (372)

They slander others and carry loads of sin upon their heads.

hau Anidnu hir nwmu kIrqnu krau (369)

Night and day, I sing the praises of the Lord’s name.
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sentences give above exemplify this trait of Panjabi as well.

Use of the Imperfect participle

The Imperfective form was used mostly as an adjective, but its use 

as proper verb can also be found (though it is quite rare). 

jIvqy kau jIvqw imlY mUey kau mUAw (788)

The living meet the living, and the dead meet the dead.

nwim lieAY jwih qrMdw (471)

Taking the Name, you shall go swimming across. 

This form is used as proper verb in

myrw pRBu sBu ikCu jwxdw (72)

My God knows everything.

The use of the Perfect Participle form

Sanskrit had a number of past tenses. Over centuries, they all 

dropped out of use in Pali, Prakrits and Apabhansas (and later 

classical Sanskrit modeled on these vernaculars). The use of the 

perfect participle (or perfective) form became standard to refer to 

the past events. But, as was pointed out in CP1 (pp.137-38), this 

form refers to an action viewed as completed, but not necessarily in 

the past time. Don’t confuse tense with time. Tense is a grammatical 

category. The tense forms of hY are used basically to indicate the 

present or the past time in relation to time of the speech event. But 

the perfective form views an action as completed (which, in the 

absence of any other clues, is taken as completed in the past time).  

The use of this form is exactly like in modern Panjabi.

jwghu jwghu sUiqho cilAw vxjwrw (418)

Wake up! Wake up! O sleepers, see that the travelling merchant 

is leaving. 
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is viewed as already taken place. The second verb below is in the 

causative form. (CP1 p.185).

Awip qirAw kul jgqu qrwieAw (513)

They saved themselves and save the whole world.  

(Lit.: ‘They swam and they made the whole world swim).

The perfective form is combined with jw to is form a passive sentence. 

bhuqw krmu iliKAw nw jwie (5) 

His Blessings are so abundant that no account of them can be 

written.

But the Perfective form is basically an adjectival form as in

pUrib iliKAw Plu pwieAw (72) 

They have obtained the fruit of their already written (pre-

ordained) destiny.

jIvqy kau jIvqw imlY mUey kau mUAw (788)

The living meet the living, and the dead meet the dead.

Pronominal endings

In Lehandi, the subject pronoun is often added to the verb referring 

to a past action. In the resulting word, the pronunciation of both the 

verb and the pronoun is slightly altered. 

aujlu kYhw iclkxw      Goitm     kwlVI msu (729)

                               (GoitAw+mY)
Bronze is bright and shiny, but when I rubbed it, its blackness 

appeared.

duXY Bwie ivgucIAY gil  peIsu    jm kI Pws (134)

                      (peI+ausu)
In the love of duality, she is ruined; around her neck she wore the 

noose of death.
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scY Awip    KuAwieEhu    mUVy iehu isir qyrY lyKu pieAw (435)

          (KuAwieAw+Ehu)
The true Lord Himself has ruined you, you fool; this is the destiny 

written on your forehead. 

Such forms are quite frequently used by Guru Nanak Dev because 

his native language was a Lehandi dialect.

True Present and Past tense verb forms

It was pointed out in CP1 (p. 222) that only one Panjabi verb has true 

present and past tense forms, and this verb is hY. 

hY BI scu nwnk hosI BI scu (1) 

True is he. O Nanak, He will be true.

Astm QIiq goivMd jnmw sI (1136) 

Setting aside all other days, it is said that the Lord was born on 

the eighth lunar day.

ikQhu AwieAw kh gieAw ikhu n sIE ikhu sI (1287) 

Where did he come from? Where did he go to? What was he not 

like? What was he like? 

sIE has a pronominal ending sI+Ehu.

Future

The older personal form of future tense (still used in Lehandi) by 

adding –sw and its personal variants are added to the stem as well 

as the more modern form derived by adding the –gw and its number-

gender variants added to the present tense (subjunctive in modern 

Panjabi) are found in Gurbani Panjabi. 

hY BI scu nwnk hosI BI scu (1) 

True is he. O Nanak, He will be true.
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krsin qKiq slwmu iliKAw pwvsI (143)

They bow to the throne of the Lord; they will get what is pre-

ordained. 

imlYgw pRIqmu qb kraugI sIgwro (359)

When I meet my Beloved, then I will put on my decorations. 

hau qumrI krau inq Aws pRB moih kb gil lwvihgy (1321)

I always place my hopes in You; O God, when will you take me in 

Your embrace? 

Potential participle

One of the ways of referring to a sort of more definite and pre-

determined future action is the use of the potential participle form. 

(CP1 p.116). This started in Gurbani Panjabi. 

hukm kIey min Bwvdy rwih BIVY AgY jwvxw (470)

He who issues whatever commands he wishes, shall have to 

take to the narrow path hereafter.

qU dwqw dwqwru qyrw idqw Kwvxw (652)

You are the giver, the great giver; we will eat whatever was given 

by you. 

Gerund or verbal noun

The use of the gerund or verbal noun in Gurbani Panjabi is very 

similar to their use in modern Panjabi (CP1 p.96) with the only 

difference that these verbal nouns have case forms in Gurbani. 

dyKhu pswir nYn sunhu swDU ky bYn pRwnpiq iciq rwKu sgl hY mrnw (678) 

Behold, with your eyes wide-open, and listen to the words of the 

holy saints; enshrine in your consciousness the Lord of Life - 

remember that dying is to happen to all. 
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ieku iKnu iqsu ibnu jIvxw ibrQw jnmu jxw (133) 

Even for an instant, living without Him, their lives are rendered 

useless.

ncxu kudxu mn kw cwau (465) 

Dancing and jumping around is an urge of the mind.

Awvxu jwxw myit smwixAw (905)

His comings and goings cease, and he merges in the Lord. 

Conclusion

Whether you studied this unit carefully or whether you simply skimmed 

through it, you should have some idea about what is involved in a 

serious study of the language of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Now you 

should be in a position to decide how to study this language if you 

wish to. But there are some aspects of modern Panjabi grammar as 

well which could not be dealt with in detail in CP1. Now move on to 

Part D to study them.

Resources

Dr Sant Singh Khalsa’s English translation of SGGS and Sahib 

Singh’s commentary on SGGS (sRI gurU grMQ swihb drpx) can be 

assessed or downloaded free from

www.gurbanifiles.org

The commercially published books referred to in this unit are

Christopher Shackle: An Introduction to the Sacred Language of 

the Sikhs. Heritage Publishers, New Delhi, 2011. (First published in 

1982 by School od Oriental and African Studies, London).

hrkIrq isMG: gurbwxI dI BwSw qy ivAwkrn, published by Language 

Department, Punjabi University, Patiala, 2011.
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rxDIr isMG: gurbwxI lg-mwqRW dI ivl`Kxqw, published by Bhai Randhir 

Singh Publishing House, Ludhiana, 1997. 

swihb isMG: gurbwxI ivAwkrx, originally published in 1939 has been 

reprinted several times by Singh Brothers, Amritsar.

An encyclopedia of Sikhism indispensable for a study of Sikh religion 

at an advanced level is 

kwnH isMG nwBw: guruSbd rqnwkr mhwn koS (briefly known as mhwn koS), 
first published in 1930, was reprinted by National Bookshop, Delhi 

in 1990 and several times after that. It can now be assessed or 

downloaded in a retypeset PDF format free from 

www.gurbanifiles.org

Three very useful books on the history of Panjabi language are

dunI cMdR: pMjwbI BwSw dw ivkws, Published by Panjab University, 

Publication Bureau, Chandigarh, in 1959.

sMq isMG syKoN: pMjwbI bolI dw ieiqhws, Published by Language 

Department, Punjab, Patiala, in 1961.

ipAwrw isMG pdm: pMjwbI bolI dw ieiqhws, Published by Kalam Mandir, 

Patiala in 1995.



PART D
Grammar Units

Deep in the human unconscious is a pervasive 
need for a logical universe that makes sense. 
But the real universe is always one step beyond 
logic.

-  Frank Herbert

...After a minute Humpty Dumpty began 
again,“They’ve a temper, some of them – par-
ticulary verbs, they’re the proudest – adjectives 
you can do anything with, but not verbs – ...”

- Lewis Carroll



pNjabI ivc krmxIvacI vak
Passive constructions in Panjabi

The dialogues in CP1 were carefully constructed to move from 

the simple to the progressively more complex grammatical 

structures. But the prose and poetry texts used in this book 

(CP2) were not written for the purpose of language teaching. 

So they contain almost all the grammatical complexity found in 

the language. At an intermediate and advanced level, a learner 

needs to approach a language with the right mindset and realistic 

expectations. A careful study of these texts and the language and 

culture notes must have convinced you by now that a language and 

its elements are what some modern linguists call Complex Adaptive 

Systems (CAS). A concrete example of a CAS will serve better than 

an abstract definition.

Let’s imagine an ultimate CAS – a human being – a woman in 

her forties who works as a senior surgeon and professor of surgery 

in a teaching hospital. She also volunteers as an organist in a local 

church every Sunday morning. She plays a number of roles in her 

life. She is a loving wife to her husband, an affectionate and caring 

mother to her children, an expert surgeon and life saver to her 

patients, a dedicated teacher to her students, a friend, philosopher 

and guide to her junior colleagues, a devout Christian musician to 

Grammar Unit 1
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Unit 1 the local congregation, and a lot else as well. She has a complex set 

of skills which can adapt themselves to the situational tasks at hand. 

The same ten fingers have different sets of complex skills – to use a 

scalpel in an operation theatre and a kitchen knife to cut meat and 

vegetables in the kitchen, to type her lecture notes on a laptop and 

to play the organ in a church. With the passage of time, she goes 

on acquiring new skills and some skills no longer needed may be 

getting rusted. Is she the same person now as she was when as 

a pigtailed little girl she entered a primary school forty years ago? 

Well, both yes and no, depending upon whether you see continuity 

in change or change in continuity. 

This is an apt analogy to a language and its elements (letters of 

the alphabet, sounds, words, phrases, grammatical structures etc.). 

Each linguistic element plays several roles in different social and 

linguistic contexts. For example, the pronunciation of the Gurmukhi 

letter G depends upon its position in a word (CP1 pp.32-34). The 

helping verb ja can indicate the completion of an action (CP1 

p.205) or it can work as a ‘passive auxiliary’ (CP1 p.192). As a main 

verb, it goes on being used to mean ‘go’, i.e., a movement away 

from the point of reference. All the meanings and roles of ja are 

related symbolically and metaphorically. The imperfective verb-form 

indicates not only an incomplete or ongoing action (CP1 p.59), but 

also an action that did not take place (CP1 p.149). It can convey 

the meaning of immediate future as well (CP1 p.170). Additionally, 

it functions as an adjective (CP1 p.206). So we can say that a 

word, or a grammatical form or phrase simply has an amorphous 

meaning potential only a part of which is realised when it is used in 

a certain context. The situational contexts in real life, too, can vary 

enormously requiring the use of one linguistic element or the other 

or their various combinations to express their complexity. 

Precisely because of these situations changing with time, a 

language, too changes and the meaning potentials of its elements 

go on changing. What is now the subjunctive verb-form in Panjabi 

(CP1 p.171) was the present tense form five hundred years ago but 

was showing signs of moving towards its present role. (See Gurbani 

Unit 2). Now -ga  (a historical descendent of ja) is added to this form to 
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any linguistic element’s meaning potential. At no point in time should 

you expect the grammatical system of a language to be a coherent 

logical system devoid of any internal tensions and contradictions. As 

the great American linguist Edward Sapir said, ‘All grammars leak.’

With this philosophical sounding preamble, we approach the 

subject of this unit – passive voice in Panjabi. In CP1, less than 

a page (p.192) was devoted to this subject because saying more 

than this in a basic level course would have been inappropriate. The 

fact of the matter is that there is no single unified ‘passive’ meaning 

to be expressed by a certain grammatical structure. The use of 

perfective form+ja expresses just one, and quite important, type of 

‘passive’ meaning. Another type of meaning expressed by the -zI- 
-Ê- variety of the imperfective verb-form (CP1 p.208) can also be 

regarded as passive. But there are many other Panjabi structures 

as well which can be regarded as expressing a ‘passive meaning’. 

In 1924, a Panjabi scholar Ram Singh published v<da pNjabI iv]akrx 
(Higher Panjabi Grammar) in which he listed and discussed eight 

types of passive structures in Panjabi without claiming that these 

were the only ones found in the language. What is common to the 

meaning of these structures is that the agent of the action can be 

viewed as backgrounded. An example from English will illustrate 

the backgrounding of the agent of action. 

Skimmed milk has been used in this coffee.

The coffee did not make itself. Someone did this and she/he used 

skimmed milk in it. But her/his identity is unimportant. So she/he is 

backgrounded (not mentioned). If at all she/he is to be mentioned, 

this will be done with a peripheral ‘by’ phrase such as ‘by Jack/Jill.’ 

‘Coffee’ is the subject of the sentence and the verb agrees with it 

in number. A sentence may have an ‘active’ form and a ‘passive’ 

meaning. An example is

The book is selling well.

The quality of the book is being focused on and the persons doing 

the selling are backgrounded. 
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1.  Perfective form + ja

See CP1 pp.192-93.

]EQe           l<kf                  cIrI                      jAwI       hE
here     timber         sawn              ja       is
            subject   perfective form     

Timber is sawn here.

The subject is l<kf  and both the perfective form and agree 

with it number (singular) and gender (feminine). The agent of the 

action is backgrounded.

[uhnA       ¥      pailS             kIqa                      jAwa     hE 
them    to   polish        done               ja       is 

                    subject   perfective form

(Lit.: Polish is done to them)

The subject is pailS and both the perfective form and hE agree with 

it number (singular) and gender (masculine). The agent of the action 

is backgrounded.

2. The -Ê- variety of the imperfective form

See CP1 p. 208

gurwu]are             ivc          isr            DkIwa            hE                                                         
Sikh temple   in        head      Dk+zI+wa  is
One should cover one’s head in a Sikh temple.

mA bap  wa hukm         mNnIwa            hE
parent’s order    mNn+zI+wa    is
Parent’s order should be obeyed.

bhuqa                 h<sIwa               nhIM 
too much     h<s+zI+wa     not

One should not laugh too much.
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be mentioned.

3. Perfctive form + Perfective form of ho/pE

]alU                 k<te          hoze/pze        sn  
potatoes    cut       hoze/pze       were    

The potatoes had been/lay cut

cah       k<pA      ivc     pazI       hozI/pzI       hE   
tea     cups  in     put      hozI/pzI      is    

The tea has been put into the cups.

The agent can be mentioned in a special manner as in

izh  khaxI    merI     ilKI        hozI     hE
this story  my   written   hozI   is
This story has been written by me.

4.  ‘Active’-looking constructions

As in the English ‘This book is selling well.’

ikqab      vahva                ivk      rhI     hE  
book    very well     sell    rhI     is    

The book is selling well.

izh kar             mEQoM              nhIM    clwI  
this car     from me    not   move    

I cannot drive this car.

5. Expressing incapability or disowning responsibility; using 
stem form+ho

mEQoM                  ikqab          pfH        nhIM     hoxI   
from me    book      read    not    hoxI                                          
I will not be able to read the book.

(The subject is ‘the book’). 
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mEQoM                 cah       ivc    lUx      pa     ho  ig]a   
from me     tea    in     salt  put  ho  ig]a   
I put salt into the tea (by mistake or lack of attention). 

mEQoM                       h<s                 ho  ig]a   
from me     laughing         ho  ig]a   
I committed (the indiscretion of) laughing.

The verb ja (ig]a) in these examples shows the completion of the 

action. It is not a ‘passive’ auxiliary here (CP1 p. 205). The agent is 

not backgrounded in this and the following two structures because 

it is necessary to mention it. But this agent is not very agentive 

(capable of acting or abstaining from acting wilfully) and the verb 

does not agree with the agent in number and gender. 

The next two structures involve the verbs sux and weK.

6. weKx ivc and suxn ivc 

weKx ivc ]aiz]a hE ik &&&    
seeing in  has come that...   
It has been seen that...   

izh g<l               mere       sunx            ivc     ]azI hE    
this matter    my     hearing   in     has come   
I have heard about this matter.

The verb weK and sux are in the gerund form followed by a postposition. 

(CP1 p. 96).

7. iwKazI wexa and suxazI wexa 

cNw             mE¥            iwKazI      na        iw<qa      
moon   to me     seeing   not   given 

I could not see the moon.

(Lit.: The moon did not give me a seeing).

mE¥           rOÂa      suxazI       iw<qa               
to me    noise  hearing   given   

I heard a noise 

(Lit.: A noise gave me a hearing).
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The western dialects of Panjabi (also known as the Lehandi dialects) 

are more conservative and have retained some older forms now lost 

in the eastern dialects. In the eastern dialects, the adding -zI- -Ê- to 

the stem is found only in the passive structure 2 given above and 

is used in a specialised sense. But it is much more common in the 

western dialects. An example is 

[uh            kutIMwa        ip]a       zI
             ku<t+zIM+wa
he      being beaten    is

Another dialectal version is

[uh            kutIjwa        ip]a       zI
             ku<t+zIj+wa      

The older passive affix in Sanskrit, the ancestor languages of 

Panjabi, was -zIy-, which has assumed different forms in modern 

Panjabi dialects, such as  -zI, -zIM, -zIj.

What about the ergative constructions?

Panjabi has some constructions which are not passive because the 

agent is not backgrounded, but which look like passive constructions 

because the verb agrees in number and gender with the affected 

entity (mostly the object, unless the definite the object is marked 

with ¥). The main verb in such constructions is either in the perfective 

form or the potential form. Language Units 5 and 6 in CP1 deal with 

such constructions in detail. Examples are

kufI        ne        smose             KaWe
(f/sg)        (m/pl)     (m/pl)

The girl ate samosas.

muNde          ne           cah        pIxI      hE
(m/sg)         (f/sg)   (f/sg)

The boy is going to drink tea.
208
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Modern linguists call such constructions ergative. These cons-

tructions were in fact passive constructions in Sanskrit. The 

agent marker ne in these constructions comes from the Sanskrit 

instrumental case marker which meant ‘by’.  The Sanskrit equivalent 

of the Panjabi ne-phrase was omissible, and was most often omitted, 

in Sanskrit. Over centuries, these passive constructions assumed 

an active meaning, and other means of expressing the passive 

meaning had to be found. But the form has not changed. The form is 

passive and the meaning is active. You can call it a slow sex change! 

But languages are always undergoing such changes. Ram Singh 

found such structures ‘with passive form and active meaning’ quite 

bewildering. The term ‘ergative’ was not available to him. It was coined 

about forty years later. But he decided, as do modern grammarians, 

in favour of classifying the ergative constructions as active.

No intelligent and careful learner will fail to notice that some of 

the structures discussed above do not neatly fit into either of the 

categories ‘active’ and ‘passive’, however carefully we define these 

categories. But they are perfectly legitimate Panjabi grammatical 

structures used by the speakers of the language. We have to accept 

that ‘this is the way things are.’ Languages evolved and developed 

to satisfy socio-cultural human needs, not to fit into a grammarian’s 

categories, just as nature gave the human neck its present shape 

to satisfy biological human needs, not to fit it into hangman’s noose!

A book-length study of the passive structures and their meaning 

potentials in Panjabi is possible. But our aim is simply to give you a 

brief picture of the complexity. The extremely important subject of the 

passive constructions in Panjabi was chosen to illustrate it because 

not much could be said about it in CP1. The next unit deals with the 

causative verb-forms of Panjabi for the same reason. The best way 

to understand this complexity is to read the texts carefully and to 

understand the meaning of the linguistic elements in their context 

of use.  



pNjabI ivc pRerxarQk iÁ]avA
Causative verbs in Panjabi

In Panjabi, as in many other languages inside and outside the 

Indian sub-continent, there are sets of verb-forms related both in 

form and meaning. 

Let’s start with an example. Choose the set is<K, isKa, isKva from 

the tables given below. Before going any further, read about the 

causative verb-form in CP1 (pp.185-186), and try to understand the 

difference between a root and a stem. 

The three forms are related. They all come from the root √is<K 

(‘to learn’). Here √ indicates a root, which will differentiate it from a 

stem with the same spelling and pronunciation. A root is simply a 

grammatical abstraction and is never used. Only stems are actually 

used. The stem is<K is derived by adding a zero affix to the root. 

Do not confuse is<K with √is<K. The stem is<K is an intransitive verb 

meaning ‘to learn’. When we add the first causative affix -]a to √is<K, 
we get isKa whose meaning is ‘to cause to learn’, the more natural 

English translation of isKa is ‘to teach’. The second causative affix -va 
turns the meaning of isKva to ‘to cause someone to cause learning’. 

The affixes -]a and -va used for deriving stems from roots are inner 

affixes. The affixes added to the stems to express tense, aspect and 

agreement are outer affixes. The inner affixes are applied first and 

are closer to the root than the outer affixes.

Grammar Unit 2
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muNda sNgIq is<Kwa hE
The boy is learning music.

mEM muNde ¥ sNgIq isKa[uMwa hA
I am teaching music to the boy.

(Lit.: I am causing the boy to learn music)

mEM [usqaw qoM muNde ¥ sNgIq isKva[uMwa hA
I am getting the teacher teach music to the boy.

(Lit.: I am causing the teacher to cause the boy to learn music)

In this straightforward situation, isKa is called the first causative 

and the isKva second causative form of is<K. Here the non-causative 

member is an intransitive verb. Now let’s consider examples given 

in CP1 (p.185).

izh kar qeZ clwI hE
This car moves fast

mEM kar qeZ cla[uMwa hA
I drive the car fast

(Lit.: I cause the car to move fast)

mEM ]apxe pu<qr qoM kar clvazI
I made my son drive the car or I got the car driven by my son.

(Lit.: I caused my son to cause the car to move)

Here it makes more sense to regard the first causative as the 

transitive version of the intransitive form. Some grammarians 

believe that the second causative form has a passive meaning. Their 

argument indeed has some justification, at least in Panjabi grammar. 

The immediate agent of the action can optionally be omitted from 

the sentence. For example if you omit the immediate agent [usqaw 
from

mEM [usqaw qoM muNde ¥ sNgIq isKva[uMwa hA
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mEM muNde ¥ sNgIq isKva[uMwa hA

The resulting sentence is perfectly grammatical. This can be regard-

ed as the backgrounding of one of the agents and the sentence can 

be translated as

I get music taught to the boy.

The line of demarcation between an active and a passive con-

struction in Panjabi is not always clear, as we saw in the last unit.

Sometimes the first causative has two forms. cfHna has two first 

causative forms cafHna and cfHa[uxa. The first is derived by internal 

vowel change, and the second in the more productive way by adding 

the affix -]a. In such a situation the older form with the internal 

vowel change shows non-involvement by the second agent. cfHa[uxa 
generally means ‘helping someone rise’, but cafHna is mostly used as a 

transitive verb in the sense of ‘to raise’ with inanimate objects. There 

is a Panjabi idiom g<dI cafHna ‘to murder’ (Lit.: ‘to raise someone up 

into a train to the next world’). Quite understandably, cfHa[uxa is never 

used in this idiomatic expression. qra[uxa (from √qr) means ‘to help 

someone swim’ such as starting a child’s swimming lessons. But 

qarna means ‘to make an inanimate object float’. For several centuries 

qarna has also had a special religious meaning ‘to save a human 

soul from sinking in the terrifying ocean of worldliness’ (B[ujl). Guru 

Nanak Dev wrote five hundred years ago

jeqa smuNwu sagru nIir Bir]a qeqe ][ugux hmare
wiz]a krhu ikCu imhr [upavhu dubwe pQr qare  (SGGS, p.156) 

‘My sins are vast and enormous like the water that fills the seas 

and the oceans. Have mercy and shower Your kindness upon 

me. You made the sinking stones float (i.e., took even the great 

sinners across).’  

He uses qarna with an inamimate object pQr, but qra[uxa  for human 

beings at another place. 
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qU krqa wana bIna qerE naim qra[u (SGGS, p.1015)

You are the Creator, You are wise and all-seeing. Through Your 

Name, we are made to swim (are carried across). 

In the tables given below, you find many gaps for the simple reason 

that the possible gap-fillers are not there in the language. (At least 

the author of this book has not come across them in speech and 

writing). But more interesting are the cases of suppletion or bringing 

in an unrelated word into the paradigm. The best known cases of 

suppletion in English are ‘went’ as the past tense form of ‘go’ and ‘better’ 

as the comparative form of ‘good.’ It appears that the main reason 

for suppletion in the Panjabi causative paradigm is that a possible 

form derived by the addition of -]a will be either unpronounceable 

or sound like the causative form of another verb. This certainly is 

true of the roots √]a, √ho, √ja and √lE. For example, adding -]a to
ja will results in an unpronounceable word (at least in Panjabi). 

So the first causative of jaxa (‘to go’) is Bejxa (‘to send’) for quite 

understandable reasons. The case of √lE ‘to take’ is even more 

interesting. Its first causative is we (‘to give’). Giving someone 

something means causing him to take it. Perfectly logical!

We end this unit with a list of some important Panjabi verbs with 

their causative forms where they exist. The verbs are given in the 

gerund (or verbal noun) form, as in Panjabi dictionaries. Derivation of 

the gerund form was discussed in CP1 (pp.96-97). But we can briefly 

mention the process again here.  A gerund-form is derived by adding 

the suffix -xa or -na to the stem. -na  is used only after x, r and f (and 

after l when you pronounce it as Â  [Ú] ). With most stems ending in  

]a -É, you insert [u -u- between the stem and the suffix. An example 

is ga[uxa (stem  ga  plus  -[uxa), but there are a few exceptions like jaxa 
(ja plus xa) and Kaxa (Ka plus xa). (The same thing happens when you 

add a suffix to derive the imperfective form). (See language unit 4 in 

CP1 for more details).

Dictionary order of letters, symbols and markers in Panjabi

The verbs in this section are arranged ‘alphabetically’ according to 

the principle followed by some modern Panjabi dictionaries, which is
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except that 

S X L Z F

are not regarded as different from 

s K g j P     respectively.

But the letters which are printed differently with a dot should also 

be pronounced differently. 

2. Subscript  R and  V  are not  regarded as different from the ‘full’ r and 

v respectively.

3. Vowel symbols are arranged in the order given below:

Invisible        a             i          I              u            U            e            E             o             O

Other markers (Addhak, Bindi and Tippi) are arranged in this order

   <              M             N
Since symbols are added to letters and markers to symbols, the 

ordering principle seems complex at first but it is really quite simple if 

you keep in mind the above-mentioned rules. Look at the dictionary 

order of the following words and you’ll see the principle at work:

[umr [UT {m {Mkar ]nar ]as ]Ada ]ES ]EwA 
izmlI izNjn zIw zIn zekqa spera srA s<p sNG 
Sah sAg isr is<pI isNG sIK sIra SIMh hl 
hlka h<k h<l hak ih<l ihNg hIla hIMg hukm 
hu<ka hUk hUNg hoka hOMkxa etc. 

In the following tables, vi means an intransitive verb-form, vt 

means a transitive verb-form and vc means a causative verb-form. 

Remember these verbs as a valuable addition to your vocabulary.
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[
[u>Txa vi rise [uTa[uxa [uTva[uxa

[udIkxa vi to wait

[uqrna vi come down [uqarna [uqrva[uxa

[ublxa vi boil [ubalxa

[ultxa vi/vt reverse [ulta[uxa [ultva[uxa

[ufna vi fly [ufa[uxa [ufva[uxa

]
]a[uxa vi come (mNgva[uxa)

]aKxa vt say ]Kva[uxa

]tkxa vi stop ]tka[uxa

s
skxa vi be able to

s<wxa vt invite swva[uxa

sNBalxa vt take care of

smJxa vi understand smJa[uxa

sABxa vt take care of

is<Kxa vi learn isKa[uxa isKva[uxa

ismrna vt mutter

su]arna vt brush up

su<txa vt throw suta[uxa sutva[uxa

suxna vi hear suxa[uxa suxva[uxa

sekxa vt heat, toast iskva[uxa

sOxa vi sleep suÂa[uxa suÂva[uxa

h
h<sxa vi laugh hsa[uxa

htxa vi move away hta[uxa htva[uxa

harna vi lose hra[uxa hrva[uxa
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ih<lxa vi move ihla[uxa ihlva[uxa

hoxa vi be, happen (krna) (krva[uxa)

k
kihxa vt say kha[uxa

k<jxa vt cover

k<txa vt cut kta[uxa ktva[uxa

k<Dxa vt take out kDa[uxa kDva[uxa

k<qxa vt spin kqa[uxa kqva[uxa

kNbxa vi tremble

krna vt do kra[uxa krva[uxa

ku<txa vt beat kuta[uxa kutva[uxa

kuqrna vt mince kuqrva[uxa

ku<wxa vi jump kuwva[uxa

K
K<txa vt earn

Kfka[uxa vt to knock at Kfkva[uxa

Xrcxa vt spend Xrcva[uxa

KfHna vi to stand

Kaxa vt eat iKÂa[uxa iKÂva[uxa

iK<cxa vt pull iKcva[uxa

Kedxa/
KelHxa

vi/vt play iKda[uxa iKdva[uxa

Ku<lHxa vi open KolHxa/
KulHa[uxa

Kulva[uxa

g
ga[uxa vi/vt sing

igxna vt count igxa[uxa igxva[uxa

igra[uxa vt fell
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gu]acxa vi become 
lost

gu]a[uxa

guNnHxa vt knead guNnHa[uxa guNnHva[uxa

G
Gsxa vi be rubbed, 

wear out
Gsa[uxa Gsva[uxa

G<lxa vt send

Gerna vt surround

Gu<txa vt hold tightly

GuNmxa vi rotate Guma[uxa

Gulxa vi dissolve Golxa GuÂva[uxa

c

cKxa vt taste cKa[uxa cKva[uxa

c<txa vt lick cta[uxa ctva[uxa

c<bxa vt chew cba[uxa cbva[uxa

clxa vi move cla[uxa clva[uxa

cfHna vi climb, rise cafHna/
cfHa[uxa

cfHva[uxa

cahuxa vt desire

cuxna vt choose cuxva[uxa

cIrna vt saw icra[uxa icrva[uxa

cu<kxa vt lift, pick up cuka[uxa cukva[uxa

cura[uxa   vt steal

C
Ckxa vt relish Cka[uxa Ckva[uxa

C<dxa vt give up Cuda[uxa Cudva[uxa

Caxna vt sieve Cxva[uxa

Capxa vt print Cpa[uxa Cpva[uxa

iC<kxa vi sneeze
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iC<lxa vt peel iClva[uxa

CUhxa vt touch Cuha[uxa

j
jpxa vt mutter jpa[uxa jpva[uxa

jNmxa vi be born jma[uxa

jNmxa vi freeze jma[uxa jmva[uxa

jlxa vi burn jÂa[uxa jÂva[uxa

jgxa vi light jga[uxa jgva[uxa

jagxa vi wake up jga[uxa jgva[uxa

jaxa vi go (Bejxa) (iBjva[uxa)

jaxna vi/vt know

japxa vt seem

ij<qxa vi/vt win, 
conquer

ijqa[uxa ijqva[uxa

jI[uxa vi live ijva[uxa

jufna vi be joined jofna/
jufa[uxa

jufva[uxa

J
Jgfna vi quarrel

Jfna vi fall off Jafna Jfva[uxa

iJfkxa vt rebuke

Jukxa vi bow, bend Juka[uxa Jukva[uxa

Ju<lxa vi blow, wave Jula[uxa Julva[uxa

t
tkra[uxa vi collide

tNgxa vt hang tNgva[uxa

t<pxa vi jump

talxa vt put off tÂva[uxa

itkxa vi stay itka[uxa itkva[uxa
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tu<txa vi break (qofna) (qufva[uxa)

T
Tihrna vi stay Tihra[uxa Tihrva[uxa

Tarna vt make cool

Tukxa vt to get 
beaten

Tokxa Tukva[uxa

d
d<sxa vt sting, bite dsva[uxa

d<kxa vt stop

dNgxa vt sting, bite dNgva[uxa

dtxa vi stand firm

drna vi be afraid dra[uxa

dAtxa vt rebuke

idgxa vi fall degxa idgva[uxa

du<bxa vi sink duboxa dubva[uxa

du<lHxa vi spill dolHxa dulHva[uxa

D
Dihxa vi fall down Dahuxa Dha[uxa

Dkxa vt to cover Dkva[uxa

Dlxa vi melt Dalxa DÂva[uxa

q
q<kxa vi look

qrna vi swim qarna/
qra[uxa

qrva[uxa

qlxa vt deep fry qÂa[uxa qÂva[uxa

qufkxa vt fry

qfPxa vi writhe in 
pain

qfPa[uxa
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qafna vt rebuke

iq]agxa vt abandon

iqlHkxa vi slip

qurna vi walk, move qorna/
qura[uxa

qurva[uxa

qofna vt break qufa[uxa qufva[uxa

Q
Q<kxa vi become 

tired
Qka[uxa

Qapfna vt tap, pat

Qu<kxa vi spit

w
w<sxa vt tell

wFna[uxa vt bury (a 
dead body)

w<bxa vt bury, press 
down

wba[uxa

iwsxa vi be visible

wuhra[uxa vt revise

wuKxa vi ache wuKa[uxa wuKva[uxa

weKxa vt see iwKa[uxa iwKva[uxa

wexa vt give wu]a[uxa/
iwva[uxa

wOfna vi run wufa[uxa wufva[uxa

W
W<kxa vt push

Wfkxa vi palpitate

Warna vt resolve

Woxa vt wash Wu]a[uxa
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n
n<sxa vi run nsa[uxa

nha[uxa vi have a bath nÂHa[uxa

n<cxa vi dance nca[uxa ncva[uxa

ncofna vt squeeze

n<Txa vi run nTa[uxa nTva[uxa

nHa[uxa vi have a bath nÂHa[uxa

napxa vt measure npva[uxa

nbefna vt finish

inglxa vt to swallow

incofna vt squeeze

inBa[uxa vt fulfil

p
phuNcxa vi reach phuNca[uxa

pihnxa vt wear pihna[uxa

p<kxa vi ripen pka[uxa

pkfna vt catch, hold pkfa[uxa pkfva[uxa

pcxa vi be digested pca[uxa

pCqa[uxa vi repent

prKxa vt judge

prqxa vt turn over prqa[uxa

pfHna vt read pfHa[uxa pfHva[uxa

pa[uxa vt put in pu]a[uxa

pIxa vt drink ip]a[uxa/
ipÂa[uxa

ipÂva[uxa

pIsxa vt grind ipsa[uxa ipsva[uxa

pIhxa vt grind ipha[uxa ipsva[uxa

pu<jxa vi reach puca[uxa pucva[uxa

pu<txa vt uproot puta[uxa putva[uxa

pUjxa vt worship pujva[uxa
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Psxa vi be caught Psa[uxa Psva[uxa

Ptxa vi burst Pafna/
Pta[uxa

Ptva[uxa/
Pfva[uxa

Frma[uxa vt order

Pfna vt catch, hold Pfva[uxa

iPrna vi turn Perna/
iPra[uxa

iPrva[uxa

PEelxa vi spread PEela[uxa

Puu<lxa vi swell Pula[uxa Pulva[uxa

b
bihxa vi sit ibTa[uxa ibTva[uxa

bkxa vt talk inco-
herently

bka[uxa

bcxa vi avoid, be 
safe

bca[uxa

b<Jxa vi become 
bound

bNnHxa bNnHva[uxa

bxna vi become bxa[uxa bxva[uxa

bwlxa vt change bwla[uxa bwlva[uxa

blxa vi burn balxa

ibgfna vi be spoiled ibgafna

buJxa vi get extin-
guished

buJa[uxa buJva[uxa

bu<Jxa vt guess buJa[uxa

buxna vt knit buxva[uxa

bula[uxa vt call bulva[uxa

bETxa vi sit ibTa[uxa ibTva[uxa

bolxa vi/vt speak bula[uxa bulva[uxa

B
B<jxa vi bcome 

broken
BNnxa BNnva[uxa
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B<jxa vi run Bja[uxa

Brna vi/vt fill Bra[uxa Brva[uxa

BuNnxa vt roast BuNna[uxa BuNnva[uxa

Bejxa vt send iBjva[uxa

Bogxa vt undergo

m
mNnxa vi agree mna[uxa mnva[uxa

mrna vi die marna mrva[uxa

mapxa vt measure

imxna vt measure imxva[uxa

imlxa vi meet imla[uxa imlva[uxa

m<ukxa vi come to an 
end

muka[uxa

mufna vi turn mofna/
mufa[uxa

mufva[uxa

r
rihxa vi stay, live r<Kxa rKva[uxa

rNgxa vt dye rNgva[uxa

rgfna vt rub, grind rgfva[uxa

rtxa vt memorise rta[uxa rtva[uxa

rlxa vi merge rÂa[uxa rÂva[uxa

ir<Jxa vi get cooked irNnHxa irNnHva[uxa

roxa vi weep ru]a[uxa

y
yrkxa vi become 

submissive
yrka[uxa

l
lgxa vi seem,      

attach
la[uxa/
lga[uxa
lu]a[uxa

lgva[uxa
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lNgfa[uxa vi limp

lNGxa vi pass 
through

lNGa[uxa lNGva[uxa

l<Bxa vt search, find lBa[uxa lBva[uxa

lmkxa vi be 
suspended

lmka[uxa lmkva[uxa

lfna vi fight lfa[uxa lfva[uxa

lahuxa vt bring down lha[uxa

il]a[uxa vt bring

ilKxa vt write ilKa[uxa ilKva[uxa

lukxa vi be hidden lukoxa

l<utxa vt rob luta[uxa lutva[uxa

lExa vt take (wexa) (wu]a[uxa)

v
vsxa vi dwell vsa[uxa

v<jxa vi to sound

vja[uxa vt play 
(musical 
instrument)

vjva[uxa

vtxa vi change vta[uxa

vNdxa vt divide vNda[uxa

v<Dxa vt cut vDa[uxa vDva[uxa

vrqxa vt use

vWxa vi grow, 
increase

vWa[uxa vWva[uxa

vfna vi enter vafna vfva[uxa

ivsrna vi be forgotten ivsarna

ivcarna vt think

veKxa vt see ivKa[uxa
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Exercise 2

Exercise 3

1.  Shere Panjabi Dhaba, Main Road, Banga

2.  Mutton kabab, Mutton biriani, mutton kofta, mutton roghan josh

3.  Tandoori Chicken, Chicken Kabab, Chicken Biriani.

4.  Mattar panir, palak panir, chilli panir, palak panir kofta

5.  Cheapest vegetarian: chhole

 Costliest vegetarian: palak panir kofta

6.  Costliest non-vegetarian combination: mutton roghan josh with 

tandoori naan

7.  Cheapest vegetarian combination: chhole with bhatura or boiled 

rice
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Exercise 4

3.  Aubergine.

4.  Apple for Libra.

Language Unit 4

1.  b<co is the Hindi-Urdu way of addressing children which sounded 

strange to the boys. So they gave this nickname to him. 

2.  He did this to save his classmates from getting punished. 

3.  The greatness of a person’s character is revealed not only in his 

big deeds but also in his small deeds in life. 

Language Unit 5

1.  The Muslim saint told him that he would die in Ambala. So he 

decided to go away from the city. But his fate took him to a distant 

village with the same name.

2.  The man was the angel of death. He had huge moustache and 

looked like a wrestler.  

Language Unit 6

1.  Normally, people waded through the river. The author was unable 

to do this because the river was in flood on that day.

2.  They gave him food and bed for the night and treated him well. 

3.  He thought that the guest could be God in disguise who had 

come to test his humanity.

4.  Right or wrong, the old man’s philosophy made him an excellent  

human being. So it was a great philosophy. 

Language Unit 8

1.  Because no other teacher agreed to come to that primary school.

2.  It was huge and thick like a bush. He took the satirical poem as a 

compliment.

3. The whole world is scared of Ram Chand’s moustache; Ram 

Chand’s glory is a sparrows’ nest.
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4.  He poitned to a chair, asked the visitor to sit in it and continued 

smoking his hookah. He was alarmed when he came to know that 

the visitor was a school inspector whom he had not met before.

Language Unit 9

1.  He visited his native village after forty-five years to say goodbye 

to his native land before leaving this world.

2.  He saw his friend’s son who was his father’s ‘carbon copy’. He 

forgot the interval of forty-five years, mistook the son for the father  

and rushed to address him by the name. 

3.  They drank the country liquour known as rUfI bRAd and ate sag with 

home-made butter and corn chapatis. 

4.  Live in the present; don’t have too much attachment with the past; 

and don’t expect too much from the future. 

Language Unit 10 

1.  He has the university degree of Ph.D. 

2.  He was a primary school teacher.

3.  He worked in the bakeries in Coventry for twenty years.

4.  The name of his wife’s native village in suNdI]A, which means ‘worms’.  

A pen name based on this village would have sounded ridiculous. 

5.  He wanted to apply for a job and the condition for that was that 

the candidate should be a graduate. 

6.  He sent him to his cousin who was a teacher in a university in 

the Punjab.

7.  They drank a cocktail known as Bloody Mary prepared by mixing 

vodka with tomato juice.  

Language Unit 11

1.  Because of a family feud. 

2.  He robbed jewellery from a jeweller’s home in Jandiala. Mahatma 

Gandhi was also murdered on that very day. 

3.  They did not want their daughter widowed because the robber 

and murderer Jagga could be killed any time. 

4.  She insisted on marrying him.
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5.  He felt that he was suffering for his crimes and but his innocent 

wife was also suffering because of him.

Language Unit 12

1. He found it odd that a great artist was working in the kitchen.

2.  She said that she was a woman first and artist afterwards. His 

host’s wife was like her daughter and helping her in the kitchen 

was doing no harm to the artist.  

Language Unit 13

1.  He loved his deceased wife intensely and thought that no other 

woman could be like her.

2.  He went there in search of the job of a teacher and he got it.

3.  The friend asked if he should become a Christian in order to 

marry a woman who would take him to America. The author’s 

reply was, ‘Since you do not believe in any religion, it makes no 

difference to you whether you are a Balmiki or a Christian. So do 

this immediately.’ 

Language Unit 14

1.  They knew that the novelist Ankhi was innocent. But they had to 

obey the orders of their seniors to make enquiries about him. So 

they treated him with courtesy.

2.  He published an article satirising the name Ankhi. His namesake 

took offence at this and issued a defamation notice.

3. It was resolved amicably when both the persons sat together and 

agreed that both could use the pen name Ankhi.

4.  He thought that the deceased had given him ‘the final agony’ by 

dying. 

Language Unit 15

1.  The previous year, some Pakistanis had entered England illegally 

by boat from the sea shore close to their village. So when they 

saw a dark-skinned man, an unusual sight in their area at that 

time, they became suspicious.
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2.  He showed them his driving licence.

3.  The owner of the pub offered him free beer and the other people 

in the pub welcomed him with celebrations. 

Language Unit 16

1.  Some intellectauls. Now the English Heritage manages this work. 

2.  (i) He/she should be very famous, and (ii) he/she should be dead 

for more than twenty years or be older than one hundred years. 

3.  He was put on trial for writing indecent novels. 

4. In Dean Street in Soho. He is buried in Highgate Cemetery.  Hot-

headed young men sometimes deface his bust. 

Language Unit 17

1.   The mother is worried that if the experiment of cohabitation does 

not work and the relation breaks up, no man would be prepared 

to marry Jassi. In the old-fashioned Indian culture, such a woman 

is called Cu<tf (‘rejected’) and marrying such a woman is not 

considered an honourable act. But thinking is now changing even 

In India.

2.  Jassi says that this is old-fashoned Indian thinking. Cohabitation 

will not do any harm to her, and since she is educated, on a good 

job and well respected at work, she will surely find a new partner. 



In Colloquial Panjabi, there are some comprehension exercises 

for which you need to listen to the CD recording and then answer 

some questions. The recorded passages are transcribed below for 

those who do not have the CD. You can read these passages and 

then answer the questions. This is a less than ideal way of learning 

(because it is becomes reading comprehension), but, as they say, 

something is better than nothing!

Unit 1 (Page 53)

1.

A: siq sRI ]kal jI
B: siq sRI ]kal, ig<l sahb. bETo. 
A: nhIM s<gU sahb, SukrI]a. mE¥ izjaZq iw{.

Unit 2 (Page 68)

2.

A: quhada nA kI hE?
B: ]nvr husEn b<t.
A: qusIM ik<Qe rihNwe ho?
B: mancEstr  ’c
A: mancEstr  ’c ik<Qe?
B: 47 Oxford Road ’qe.
A: qusIM kI kNm krwe ho?
B: mera rEstorEMt hE.

Transcription of listening 
comprehensioin 
execcises
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A: quhada rEstorEMt ik<Qe hE?
B: 74 Victoria Road ’qe.
A: qusIM kNm qe kar ’c jAwe ho?
B: hA jI.

Unit 3 (Page 89)

3 

A: milk sahb, quha¥ bfa Gr cahIwa hE jA Cota?
B: Cota. pr  tEirs ha[Us nhIM. Gr we ivc cNga baQrUm vI cahIwa hE.
A: ikNne bE>drUm?
B: iqNn.
A: gardn ]<ge cahIwa hE jA ip<Ce?
B: ]<ge TIk hE.
A: gEirj vI cahIwI hE?
B: hA jI.

Unit 4 (Page 111)

2

Male  Speaker mE¥ pNjabI Kaxa Kax wa bfa SOk hE. mEM Kaxe ivc bhuq imrc msala 
psNw krwa hA. mE¥ hor vI kzI  cIZA cNgI]A lgwI]A ne. mE¥ 
Futbal bhuq psNw hE. pr iÁket mE¥ burI lgwI hE. mE¥ BarqI 
klasIkl sNgIq cNga lgwa hE, ]qe p<CmI sNgIq vI. pr BarqI 
iFlmI sNgIq mE¥ psNw nhIM.      

Unit 5 (Page 131)

1

Speaker  lNdn qoM kSmIr jax lzI – lNdn qoM nvIM iw<lI qk wa sFr hvazI 
jhaZ ivc kro. nvIM iw<lI we hvazI ]<de qoM relve steSn qk bs 
ssqI hE, ]qe tEksI mihNgI. nvIM iw<lI qoM jNmU qk kuJ yaqrI rel 
g<dI ivc jAwe ne, qe kuJ hvazI jhaZ ivc. jNmU qoM sRIngr qk 
bs wa sFr bhuq hI suhxa qe ssqa hE, pr hvazI jhaZ vI TIk 
hE. kSmIr ivc bs ’c jaxa ssqa hE. tEksI bhuq mihNgI hE. kzI 
yaqrI]A ¥ Gofe ’qe jax  wa SOk vI huNwa hE.
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Unit 6 (Page 156)

3

somvar: mEM kNm qe ig]a. Sam wa Kaxa rEstorEMt ’c KaWa, qe raq ¥ iFlm weKI.
mNglvar: daizrEktrZ mIitNg ivc lNdn ig]a.
buWvar: mEM TIk nhIM sI. isr wrw ]qe buXar sI. mEM kNm ’qe nhIM  ig]a.
vIrvar: daktr ¥ Fon kIqa. [uhne Gr ]a ke mE¥ weiK]a qe wvazI iw<qI.
Su<krvar: mEM svere BazI sahb ¥ Fon kIqa. [uh Sam ¥ mera hal weKx ]aze. raq [uh 

mere kol rhe.
sin<crvar: Sam wa Kaxa ]sIM rEstorEMt ivc KaWa. raq ¥ vIdI{ ’qe pNjabI iFlm weKI.
]Eqvar: BabI jI ]aze. [uhnA ne bhuq suhxa Kaxa pkaiz]a. BazI sahb ]qe BabI jI 

Sam ¥ gze.

Unit 7 (Page 177)

1

 A:  imisZ Xan, quha¥ ikNnI]A ZbanA ]a[uMwI]A ne?
B:  iqNn. merI mawrI Zban pNjabI hE. pr skUl ‘c mEM [urwU is<KI. mEM [urwU pfH
  ilK vI skwI hA.
A:  qe pNjabI?
B:  isrF bol hI skwI hA.
A:  quh¥ ]NgreZI vI ]a[uMwI hE?
B:  ]NgreZI mEM QofI QofI bol skwI hA. pr pfH ilK nhIM skwI.

Unit 8 (Page 200)

1 

cOhan: gayqRI wevI jI, quhade skUl ivc kI kI isKaiz]a jAwa hE?
gayqRI wevI: cOhan sahb, sade skUl ’c pNj BaSavA pfHazI]A jAwI]A ne – pNjabI,   
 gujraqI, ihNwI, [urwU,qe ]NgreZI.
cOhan: qusIM hor kI kI isKa[uMwe ho?
gayqRI wevI: Kaxa pka[uxa, ga[uxa, isqar vja[uxa, BNgfa dAs, grBa dAs, qe   
 ic<qrkarI. ]gle sal ]sIM bNgalI vI isKavAge. 
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